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WORLD OF WARCRAFT SPECIAL! 
BEHIND THE SCENES OF THE WORLD'S BIGGEST GAME • NEW CONTENT REVEALED 

MASTER PLANS 

\HELLGATE 
' WIUV Dll I DADED TUIU1/C WHY BILL ROPER THINKS 

YOU'LL PAY MONTHLY 

PLUS: MYTHOS, 
FLAGSHIP S FREE RPG 

^ ZIFF DAVIS MfcUA 

INTHB HOTSBAT! 
PETER MOORE 
IS LIVE FOR PC WORTH S50? 

HANDS-ON 
TEAM FORTRESS 2 
NO MORE GRENADE5-WTF7 

PREVIEWED 
SPORE 
UNDER THE MICROSCOPE 
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IN ANY OTHER GAME. 
THIS MIGHT ACTUALLY HELP YOU. 

YJhen death car came from anywhere, it can make 

even I be mosl unflappable iiear-fiiinrti warrior b little 

jumpy. In Shadawrun. good brains matter as much 

as pond aim as you ditch the usual run li pun In outwit 

and outgun your enemies Yoiire a deadly combination 

of Rrcpnwarand mystic powers as you te^porl, see 

Ihrnugh walls, and even turn In smok« !o put the had 

guys in a statE af permcnent relaxation. Ihe bad news? 

Your enemies can. tun. letter keep your eyes open. 

shad aw run. com 



“A Glorious Future For 
Online Gaming” pczon* 



“The most 

REWARDING TEAM-BASED 

SHOOTER YET” 
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TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE MOST ANTICIPATED MULTIPLAYER GAME OP THE YEAR. VISIT: 

WWW.ENEMYTERRITaRY.CnM 

Mild Q oad 
Mild Language 
Violence 

Game Esjiarieriefl May 
Change During Onlinii Play 

AdiyisioH 
© 200T Id Sottwapc, Inc. All rights reiMHtf. PubUlicci Md cis.tr-b Jte-d hy AdrvlsKsn Publishing, Inc. under Ikttst. Developed by 

Splash Danagn Ltd. EneTir Territory. QIJJUIE Wars and ID are trademarks of Id Sariware, Inc. Activision is a registered trademark 

of Actifi-siw Publishing. Inc-. The ratings <cm ■» b registered trademark tff the Entertainment Software Association, AH other 

trademarks aid trade >iames are the progenies el 1 heir resped we owners. 
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ontents 
When you dorVt feel like flipping 

WDPLC OF 

Games 
* for Windows 

WORLD OF 
^ „ WARCRAFT 

SFCRET5! 

DepAftrmeMTS 

10 Editorial 
You may wonder why we're do¬ 
ing another Work} ofWsjrCraft 

cover. Ou r se ni le ed i tor- i n - chief 

tries to focus long enough to ex¬ 

plain why, However, deep inside, 

he's rea I ly j ust thinking; a bout 

chocolate. And marbles. 

12 Letters 
Fear leads to anger, anger leads 

to hate, hate leads to reader mail. 

16 Start 
We've got the scoop oo HcNgate: 
London s MMO-style subscrip¬ 

tion scheme—and why it's not an 
MMO—along with Mythos, the 

free online game that Heffgate 

spawned. Plus. Spore goes under 

the microscope; flight-sim wizard 
Gleg Maddox share his secrets; ind 

How to score some free games. 

42 GFW Live 

L: 
We sit down with Microsoft Games 

head honcho Peter Moore to 

discuss bringing Live to the PC. 

Fs there more to it than Hato 2 

Achievements and Shadowrun} 
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FI Contents 

□BPAfiTrneNTS LCONT..J 

64 Reviews 
Al long last, SJ,A.LK,£,R,; Shadow 

of Chernobyl makes its way out 

of development he! L,and it's 
worth the wait Also this month; 

The Elder Scrolls IV world gets 

a little bit bigger thanks to the 
all-new Shivering Isles expansion, 

and Christmas conies early for 

flight-sim geeks in the form of 
IL-2 Sturmovfk: 1946. 

80 Extend 
Gor angry reviews editor offer* 

up some constructive criticism 

□f Guild Wars, our casual-games 
columnist gets hooked on 

PopCap's, Peggie Deluxe, and our 
favorite dueling duo wages war 
in Commond & Conquer 5, 

92 Tech 
Eager to play your PC games on 

the go? This month, our second 

installment in a three-part series 
breaks down everything you 

need to know before you buy 

a mobile gaming nig, 

98 Green speak 
The world's foremost expert on hm 
finally shares his theories on the 

subject, We're expecting a Pulitzer. 

GAme INDEX 

@3 Civilization IV 
BO Command & Conquer 3; Tibcrium Wars 
72 The Elder Scrolls IV; Shivering Isles 
71 Genesis Rising; The Universal Crusade 
85 Guild Wars 
16 Hellgate: London 
76 11-2 SturmeHrik; 194$ 
69 Infernal 

~ -IIS ITIONTH ON 
-W07.1UP.CDm 
even deeper into the Workl of War&afi 
ilcrvitwi with tome of che ■game'i creators 
:ag along with GfW and the iUP Show for a 
rf-lhc-Vf^ndf iMk .« Bpdrrt PflrtJVM 7 

me 

- f 

Making Hi story: The Calm &The Storm 
Myst Online; Uru Live 
Mythos 
Peggie Deluxe 
Sam & Max: Episode 5—Reality 2.0 
Silent Hunter Wolves of the Pacific 
Siberian 
Spore 
5.TAL.K.E.R.: Shadow of Chernobyl 
Team Fortress Z 
Test Drive Unlimited 
Top Spin 2 
World of WarCraft 
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FreeStyleStreetBasketball.com 

EVERVO NE 
Visit wwwesrti oig 
for updrned rating 
infer matieffl 

E&B CtlMLN THJJHG wwfteib.Dig 

<*»rn* IjipetHwi? Miy Change 
Piling Oni«"* ^i*y 

ONLINE 

Play against real 

Imp rave skills with 
new ge«ii 

Maks amazing allay oops 
and dunks! 

■X) W?StTO IKn HI 

R^rH tuttauMi 1st n ipHi i'ili tabritl lift. 

MASSIVELY MULTIPLAYER 
ONUNE BASKETBALL. 

GOT GAME? PROVE 
IT ONLINE 

*MN$T JNOUSAN OS. 
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SIAN MQLLQY 
MANAGING I'MUM 
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DARREN GLADSTONE 
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Ding! Fine- Print IkjdiH nsi’d.il' Y<w iisl 
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||JT7 It rfh,-!/IrMJ-V it.Pl ftf-lH H I?r|lf 
iJKIlpfiJii^lpii HHTiylld-r' »r. ii r « term HP . t»p 3*«I,MbJCW^ ' 
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njuJpfttiJV mil Slf-fw v» rr*jfa,^^i4 y\ IJT*. rF*,- tv*j Jia* 
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B Right about the time you read ihisr on May 19, the Folks al 
Blizz.ard are going to be making—according to them’—some 

kind of liurnoncjous announcement over -in South Korea. What 
that announcement is l cannot say, It'S not because I know what 
it is and am just being aH Secretive. I wish. It's actually because, 
even after a great deal of begging, cajoling, and crying, I was not 
able to weasel even one drop of information about it out of them, [ They are stealthy bastards that way. Still, one can make educated 
guesses about these things. And when you combine "big exciting 
announcement that we promise you don't want to miss" plus South 

I ^ Korea, where a certain game is a national obsession, how is it pos- 
m sible to imagine it's anything but StorCnoft J? Or is that just wish' 
■ ful thinking on all our parts? We'll all know soon enough. If only I 

could use my Eye of Kilrogg to sneak into their office and got the scoop! LOU 

Meanwhile, we did manage to get some stuff out of them—enough for a 13-page story, 
anyway—about their current big game, which you may have heard of before. It's called 
WorW of WprCro/f, and it has graced the cover of our magazine a whopping three times 
now, And if you think that's overkill, then I will submit to you that any game that compels 
8.5 million people to pay a recurring fee to play is one we arc going to continue to took 
at. This month's story, in part-icufar. examines how the phenomenon has affected those 
making the game itself. Et's more “human interest' than “world-exclusive scoop!*, and 1 

hope ever non-WOW fans take the time to read it„ as it gives great insight into what goes 
on behind the scenes for those managing a monster like WOW. Big-time kudos to manag¬ 
ing editor 5ear Malloy for seeing this one through. 

Also, while 1 have your attention, iet me direct you to two other fine features in this 
month's issue, Shawn Elliott conducted a fantastic interview with Microsoft honcho Peter 
Moore about the upcoming Live initiative, asking all the tough questions that I hope 

you've come to expect from us by this point. And contributing editor Malt Pecfcham 
sat down with mad genius Oleg M add ox. creator of the acclaimed WWfl Pig hi sim H-2 
Sturmovik, as well as the upcoming Storm of War: Battle of Britain„ it's a great read even 
for gamers like me, who feel more comfortable flying gryphons than airplanes. 

ROSEMARY PINKMAM 
JUNIOR DHI&NEK 

Rail? dcfin'T blmi Anhartonde ircnn 
Kjraiftui or AKljind&pn Irom j hole 
in the ground—aid ibp pislMS d 
th-al way . 

Ndmt Pi lyintr H.-d to I he v\ PS 
I UP,c*m Blsg: GFMtose.lUP.com 

MICHAEL JENNINGS 
AH? OIRECTCR 

T In s Sptfi IS dedcAed to spring. 

Now Phying- ftf.nicvSr: IrWiB 
lUftcom Hog: GFWMldwel.flJPcom 

TO AZBROTH ONCE AGAIN 
Or why we’re all living in the world of War Craft 

IIH10I | START) 

LoAte yrt jncJ hfr fwpiiw( «! a WW11 
r gaiw Itul r-pet-l wth a line lib ’here's 

yet jnoljfef VAVB gjjmt' 

Now Haying; iL-2 irarirtovit 
SAvir iiurtcf. of the Ponfe. 
fnemy Tertioff. t}wke Mr'cars 
lyP.fDm Ufog; GFW^hawftlUP.u] ns 

J*ff Green 
Editor* in-Chief 
Comes for Windows: The Officio! Magazine 
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INTEL® CORE™2 EXTREME. 

KNOW YOUR OPPONENTS ARE FINISHED BEFORE THEY DO. 

INTEL® C0REm2 EXTREME DESKTOP PROCESSOR. 
GREAT COMPUTING STARTS WITH INTEL INSIDE. 

ITs your charge to multiply everything you love about gaming. Learn more about the 

world's best gaming processor and how all Intel’ Core "2 Duo and Inter Core 2 Extreme 
customers may obtain free Half-Life l content at uvwwJntel.com/go/qaming 

i?Q07 In tel Corpora™ n inief. The inrol logo lrnr-1 Core, che Intel Core logo, Intel. I i-otj ahead ,mdth<? hiel.t oap ahead logo ond Hell i ife 2 ate 
ifinkHiiarls or logiswred liaderiarfes of Intel Corporation or Its subsidiaries in [In' United States end oilvr M-uinnes. All rights rostn.'ud. 
CiTiri , v.tkv i crpcralion All iwjhis reserved Vatoe. Ihe VAre Irqo, Hdf Til". il>- l-tnir I Hr- logo, the Ltmlxta km U«jn|pr-5lr>>''. ar»i The Sour- p 
Ickw .jh? tademaite or leveled irodcmute ol VaVe CoiDoobcn a ihe Untied Slates rndfar i-rhcr asutries A* alter iratarwks ait? property el 
their ow rn?rs Free Half I if 2 qarrr- corrtenl with ihe puclese ol a new or recenllv purchased Intel" Ccre“? Extreme or InleT Core"? Duo 

\ L F - L I F F* ef{erHrelZ/ra/D&6nJD7. 



Letters 
Note: We also accept cash 

LETTER OF THE fTIONTH 

#» OLDSTERS, UNITE! 
UssJ | was utterly appalled at [Gearbox Software president) Randy Pitch ford's comments 

["Love + Hale" GflV pg. 61) concerning! older people and gaming, and the supposed 

generation gap that span's the Grand Canyon. "Fortunately, and this 3s going to sound really 

rough, old people get older and eventually go away." he says. Hmph! 
According rq a recent article in the Wall Street Journal, the average age of a gamer in 

linden Lab's Second Life is 33. f m 44 and in e Battlefield 2 dan that regularly kicks ass in 
tournaments. Ninety percent of our clan members are in their mid-to-late 30s, and we're 

growing all the time, I work for Sn ISP that Supplies broadband to rural communities; we've 

sold accounts to more than a few people—car salesmen, firefightersv retired factory work¬ 

ers. and one grandma-—who all wanted high-speed Internet access simply to be able to play 
World of WarCraft. Mr. Pitchford said, "Older generations are out of the equation." I agree... 

if he's referring to the Donkey Kong and Mario crowd. I forsook consoles from the start and 
not because of jge being an issue—but because I've always been a PC fan. 

Mr, Pitchford claims the industry's present scope and Future motivate him, let El motivate 
him on down the hall to a console magazine, 

Edward Burton 

CFW EIC and resident geezer Jeff Green replies: Damn straight Edward! You tell 'em! Old 

people rule, young people drooll Where the hell am 1? Has anyone seen my back pills? 

A VANGUARD VANGUARD 

"What the....?' 

That's all I could think after reading Scott 

Sharkey's review of Vanguard {GfVY #6, pg. 

7A), i agree with the first paragraph in his 
review, but that's all I agree with. I have played 

fVcr Quest I and ft, World of WarCraft, Bve 
Online„ Dungeons & Dragom Online, and Gdn/d 

Wars (I have no life). Vanguard has the best 
graphics by far of any of the games I just men¬ 

tioned, Mr, Sharkey needs a new computer if he 
thinks the graphics aren't up to par. What is he 

talking about? 

What sensible MMO developer wouldn't try 

to use the interface from the most popular 
game of all: lime (wow)? Also, what fantasy 

MMO doesn't have 'boring quests and high- 

fantasy cliches'’? Even the great WOW has 

those...all pretty much cloned from D&D way 

back when I was starting to game o-n the PC in 

the late 'fiOs (yes—I, too. am an old-timer at 
39). I hope your readers are bright enough to 

try Vanguard for themselves, as your magazme 

has a history of low review scores on newly 

released game* that were pushed out too fast 
(which, I agree. Vanguard was). ! know, not your 

problem, You are just doing your jobs, and you 

do your jobs well, most of the time. I think you 
missed it on this game, though, 

I have an idea; You should get reviewers who 

actually enjoy the type of game they're review¬ 

ing, ft sounds to me like Sharkey doesn't really 

like MMQs at all If Gfl/V needs any help in the 

reviewing of MM Os, I will gladly volunteer, as 

long as you pul me on the payroll. 

I have tried just about all of the MMOs out 

there {except Aufo Assoufr. as it was short¬ 

lived), With the exception of EQL hired of the 
others very quickly. WOW was just too darn 

easy {no hate mail, please), leveling l-to-70 

in a month is OK for some people, I guess {4 

gazillion subscribers cannot be wrong}...but 
i prefer a challenge, I'm looking forward to 

enjoying Vanguard fora long time. I just think 
Sharkey blew it with this review, and hopefully, 

the game will make it—even though he pretty 
much burned it to the ground. 

Granted, there were a lot of bugs when 

Vanguard released. Things are much better 
now. which makes me wonder when Sharkey 

reviewed it, The March 29 patch fixed all the 
bugs that I had problems with. Maybe I am just 

lucky, but I doubl that, 

Robert 

Sohawk (75 Shaman, EverQuest) 

Tat or (56 Hunter, World of WarCraft) 

Atreides (40 Paladin, EverQuest 

Beatem (20 Warrior. Guild Wars) 

Atreides (22 Paladin, Vanguard) 

Wow. you're right! How could we miss that 

great game underneath all the hugs, tor* 
mg guests, and punishing gameplay you 

mentioned? What were we thinking! After 

all, just because a game gets pushed out the 

door In an unplayable state six months too 

early (as even the developers themselves 

admitted), that's no reason to give it such a 

hard time. And our less snarky response is: 
The game was reviewed after weeks of play, 

in the state It was in at the time. As we've 

said before, we cannot review the future,. 

We plan continued coverage of Vanguard: 
Saga of Heroes, though, and will reevaluate 

it down the line as the game evolves—and 

we hope that we'll have some nicer things 
to say about it then. 

WORLD OF WHAT? 
Look, you guys are really starting to kill me 
about this whole World of WarCraft thing. You 

guys are getting way too obsessed with that 

game; in every issue, you mention WOWa| 

least once on every page. Stop it) 
Joel Murphy 

Might we point you to our 13-page World 
of WarCraft cover story starting on pg. 

48? Seriously, though,,,we don't go out of 

our way to fawn over WOW, but the fact is 
that it's a huge presence in the PC gaming 

scene,.,and as long as that's the case, we 

imagine it'll continue to be a conversation 

topic within these pages. 

BLOOD ELVES ARE HOT! 
Several times, I've been impressed with the 
artwork in the magazme. I've often wondered 

where it comes from, and what becomes o! 

it after the magazine is published. GFW #5 

finally inspired me to do something other than 
wonder—the two-page Blood Elf illustration 

in the Reviews section [pg. 70] really made an 
impression. After an hour of hunting around 

online, I couldn't figure out if it was "official 
art" from the game publisher or what. I cer¬ 

tainly couldn't determine where I could acquire 
a copy (either electronic or print). Perhaps you 

could clue me and other readers m about the 

illustrative art used in your magazine? 

Art director Michael Jennings responds: "The 

rendered artwork that you See in the magazine 

either exists beforehand and is chosen for its 
quality after careful Con si deration Or I will work 

with a game's development team to create a 

custom piece of art. The bottom line is that 

since the art takes up major real estate in the 

magazine it needs to help tell stories in a com¬ 

pelling way by bringing something Interesting 
to the table ..basically it needs to kick ass," -■ 
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FI Letters \ Re: 

WHAT. ME WORRY? 
As an avid listener of your podcast, I've noticed 

■a trend: The GfW guys are tired of hearing 

about technical issues with PC games, Sure, 

(hey can be exhausting at times, but i assure 

you that the PC market is much better than the 

console side. Over the last 10 years, I've had 

to buy three P52s, two Xboxes, and two Xbox 

360s. You can do absolutely nothing when you 

see the PS?’s 'Disc Read Error" or the 36G's 

"Three Lights of Death' except hope that the 
overlords will be kind enough to break down 

and tin your problem lor free. Unfortunately, 

that hasn't been the case for me, and I've 
found myself spending just as much— if not 

more—on unreliable consoles, games, control¬ 

lers, and memory cards titan on a gaming PC, 
The real injustice: the fad that I'm doling out 

so much money for games that (at best) are 

half the quality of PC titles. Keep up the great 

work, guys, and I'll keep telling even my non- 
PC gaming friends to read. 

Darius Keel 

Darius, we are only hard on those we love. 
Make no mistake: We are die-hard PC gam¬ 

ers here, ThatrS why we get SO angry when 

we see potentially good games rushed out 

to market, only to be riddled with bugs and 

instability. It does PC gaming no good when 

publishers release shoddy products. That's 
why we ft continue to calf it out every time 

it happens, 

COOL IT 
In your article "The Incredible Shrinking Game 

Machine" [GFW *6. pg. 92), you chose some 

decent parts for your ‘Dream ftig,H but you also 
made some drastic mistakes, tn order to use 

the 6800 GTX Water-Cooled Edition by 8FG 
Tech, you need water-cooling parts, which are 

not listed, but you probably knew that. Then 
you also fisted the PC Power & Cooling Turbo- 

Cool 1KW power supply; it's ample enough for 
the system, but it won't fit in the Qmicta case 

unless you do some cutting—and I doubt any¬ 
one would want to do that to a nice new case. 

So. just a little more research might help next 
tune you decide to build a kilter rig. 

Brad 

What? You re afraid of messing up your 
precious Qmicra case? Wuss! Writer Joe 

Rybicki's response: "You should be able 

to squeeze that PSU in there.... You just 

wouldn't be able to put in an optical drive— 

and technically, we didn't include an optical 

drive in that list. We re ffrot hardcore! Erm, 

that's all I've got." He will answer for his 

mismeasurement crimes by writing his next 

story on a 486. 

STILL STEAMED 
You need to stop shilling for Steam, The reason is 

simple: Try [col 961 customer support when you 

cannot connect. Steam has no customer support, 
and if it doesn't work...you are out of luck. You 
have no- options Not a one, So take the Steam 

challenge and see if you can get help. 

I suspect that the reason is that Steam hates 
their customers and, with Half-Ltfe being such 

an amazing game, they can afford to lose 10 

percent and still be happy. Plus, I he huge sav¬ 
ings [from] not having to employ a bunch of 

[foreigners] to provide bad customer support. 

So be a pal and write the truth: Steam still 

sucks. I find I can connect about one third of the 

time. And now I hate myself for looking forward 

to the next episode [of Half-Life 2). So thanks to 

Steam for mining my gaming experience. 

0 a? lards. 

Dave Fulford 

Tempo. Arizona 

XANTHOR LIVES! 
I didn't get it. There has to be some joke—you 

definitely hyped it up enough to make me look 
for it, being a big PPG fan and all. but nothing, 

anywhere [GBV #6, pg. 98], Was there some 
inside joke or history to Xanthor in the past 

that I didn't read »n your mag? 
Confused and disappointed 

that there is no Cudgel of Xanthor 

Jeff Green responds: Wait there is no 
Cudgel of Xanthofl Then what was that 

game that I previewed? Did f even go to 
Denmark? Where are my back pills? 

GFW LOVE 
When I listen to the podcast and read the 
magazine, i feel like I'm a par t of something 

special. Some dub. or movement, or just a way 

of thinking about gaming and the industry, 

part of a group of really smart people who are 

thmfung really hard about their place m the 

world, the industry that they are a pari of and 

cover, and who care deeply aboul being ethi¬ 
cal while being journalists and advocates at 

the same time, You guys [have] an aura about 

you that just screams respect. I listen to the 

podcast and get your thoughts and feelings 
on the issues and whims and craziness that are 

in your minds, but also I get your thoughts, 

all the good ones and not-so-good ones you 
have about who you are and your place in trie 
gaming industry. Then, when I pick up the mag, 

I feet like 1 see (hose thoughts and principles 

in action; t have the Concrete reSuft of a prin¬ 
cipled. thoughtful, and irreverent perspective 

on the world and the world of gaming, And it's 

great, man. It's great. 

Overall, you guys really seem to be position¬ 

ing yourselves as thoughtful, skeptical, and 

passionately nerdy journalists covering and 
commenting on the ins and outs of the indus¬ 

try as well as doing the usual preview/review 
duties of any respectable gaming magazine, 

and I can't say I've ever found any publication 
that does it better. 

Mick [aka DocmiMunky) 

ROBERT COFFEY—SAUROM? 
Is it just me. or does the person in the front 

row of the Lord of the Rings Online: Shadows 
of A ngmor advertisement in GFkV ftS (pages 38 

and 39) bear a striking resemblance to con¬ 
tributing editor Robert Coffey? Maybe he just 

shares the slightly sociopathic look.... 

David Beaver 

It's not just you. We had the same reaction the 
first time we saw it (for those of you who are 

wondering and have the original ad handy, 
tts the guy on the far right in the front row— 

blown up above left),. The real Robert (above 
right) assures us that this is, in fact, not him. 

WE RE CALLED GFW FOR A REASON 
So, like, point blank—is GFW planning to 

include reviews of Xbox games? It is subtle, but 

I'm sensing an editorial drift in that direction. 
Znke 

Nope. If it's console coverage you want, 
check out our sister publication, f/eefnonre 

Gaming Monthly, 

Long to have your questions answered in a 
snarky obnoxious fashion in o public forum7 

E-mail gfwletters @ziffdavi$xom today!* 

IflAIL BYTES 
StdrCraft right-dick control icheme? Tiberium Crys¬ 

tals growing straight out of the ground? What was 

EA thinking??? tfi-C ii officially dead to ite (and 

only unofficially after Tiber inti Sun). 

/a ion Barber 

Dear Editor; I'm not an adventure-game fan—Can't 

stand spending my time solving puzzles. Hence, 

1 won't play CAVs diabolical adventure game- 

figure Oul How fq Renew. 

Richard Rider 

Come on. Green! 1 h aue a ? 0 Nigh i E If Hunter and 

a 70 Gnome Mage end a 60 Night Elf Druid, not 

to mention umpteen le&er loons, and 1 played 

EverQuest lor five years. I'm a grandmother in RL 

arvd 63 years ol d, an d yOu t£ II me yrni Ye old?] ftOf L 

Diselle 
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Mythos 
This is only a test, 
How and why Flagship 
turned a test tool Into 
a full*fledged game. 

Aces Over 
Maddox 
Get to know flight- 

simulation wizard 
Oleg Maddox. 

HANDS ON 

! Team Fortress 2 
Little changes add up 
to big drama in Valve's 
class-based multi¬ 
player shooter. 

HELLGATE: LONDON 
Flying first class in an online game 

Ijfl PUBLISHER Hamto Band»l/EA DEVELOPER Flagship Studlpt GENRt llntirt n *w qmitl-gnt * twr<]| fl£ If ASE DATE- tymintr ZW7 

huritftr* 
can create packs 

of killer droids for 
additional crowd- 

control support. 

TWO HELIGATE5 
Technically, Live could have been a natural Fit. 

considering the scope of Flagship's plan—a two- 

tiered service. Drop 50 bucks for the box; you 
don't need to pay for anything else. Meetup 

with buddies and go through the single-player 
campaign online whenever you please. However, 

an 'Elite'’ plan ("Let's just call it "club 1537'," Roper 
jokes and scribbles on the board) starts you with 

the same out-of-bo* basics while adding a num¬ 

ber of MMO-worlhy features for $9.95 a month. 
So. if it's not exoeffy an MMQ what are you 

buying into each month? Think of it like a flight. 

You buy the ticket and get to the same place, but 
two people can wind up with a slightly different 

experience. Where one guy casually saunters on 

the plane, sipping wine and chatting up super- 

models., you're the poor schlub watching from the 

economy seats. Bastard! At least that's the logic 

behind the tiered system The trick is finding that 

balance between providing values for each level 
and not leaving any consumers feeling short¬ 

changed. The best way to break this down is by 

showing what happens in-game To That end, we 
played Hetlgote on a test server. 

PREVIEW 

“Hellgotc: London isn't an MMO" Flagship 

Studios CEO Bill Roper says, "£uf, there is a 

pei d servi ce,ri 
Wait a second. What's the deal with Heilgote 

hitting you up For a monihly fee? isn't this one 

of the premier titles that Microsoft pimps for the 
Games for Windows initiative? Yep, but Heligote 

isn't using Microsoft's Games for Windows Live 

service.. Apparently, this requires a visual aid and 

a little more explanation. Roper grabs a marker, 

darting to the nearest whiteboard wall. 

"Right out of the box, we wanted to give 

people everything they expected with Diablo 
JTs multiplayer experience. [Players want] to get 

online free, meet up, and go through the single- 

player campaign. That's really important to uV 
says Roper. 

At the same time, another horde hounds 

Flagships community boards, craving ongoing 

content, gangs of gamers remembering endless 
Diablo jags waiting for a new fix—addicts that 

even today retread the same cursed ground, 
thirsty for any hints of updates. "We just didn't 

have the manpower to create regular, new 
content back then. {Diablo tf'sj 1.10 patch took 

one guy over a year and a half to build. We 

wanted to be able to provide the sort of regular 

updates people want today." 
Flagship designed HeHgote to accommodate 

these two very different online needs. MMOs 

tend to have multiple complex server structure 
requirements, and this was a driving factor 

behind our creation of (online hosting service] 

Pmg0,‘ says Roper. As for Hellgate not being on 

board with Microsoft's Live service, it alt boils 

dawn to timing. According to Roper: 'PmgO was 

in operation and well under way before the Live 

Anywhere announcement, Since we never looked 
at the code of development tools for Live, I can't 

realty comment on whether it would have been 

something that Could work for us," 

THE GUIDED TOUR 
Like in Diablo II, Heilgate's single-player charac¬ 

ters don't make the journey online. This prevents 
hacks that'd ultimately unbalance the online 

experience. It doesn't matter whether you're a 
paid-service member or not; PmgO hosts your 

multiplayer characters, That atgo means that 

yo-u'ne never landlocked to a single machine, Like 
in any MMO—or Diablo ff, for ihat matter—you 

log online and your multiplayer character is 

always ready. 

From the start, a few small differences inten¬ 

tionally separate pixetated patricians from the 

plebeians. Sasic users get support and get online, 

but not like those flying FiTte. The upper crust 

enjoys premium 24/7 customer support via online 
and phone. And god forbid you're stuck waiting 

in server queues to play—Elite users get ushered 

to the front of the tine, 
Once inside, you have three character slots. 

Want a little more variety for your online panthe¬ 

on? Upgrading to the Elite account increases your 
stable to 12 slots, The same goes for your person¬ 

al stash. Lockers scattered around the world allow 

basic users to stow about 20 items, while Elites 

can hoard over 40. In addition, an Elite player can 

share the stash between all his characters. 

On we go, into demonic downtown London. 

Elite and basic players rub elbows in hub areas. 

O "YOU WILL HNOW AN ELITE [PLAY- 
Tb ER] WHEN HE WALHS 8Y...HE WILL 

& STAND OUT IN A CROWD." 
-BILL ROPER. CEO FLAGSHIP STUDIOS 
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Both can chat (voice or test}. Both have buddy 

lists. Boih can made in auction houses. Both can 

be in the same guild. Bui in the process, you also 

get to see how the other half lives, 'You will know 

an Elite character when he walks by," says Roper. 

"He'll have on unique gear and will stand out in 

a crowd." More than that only the Elite peddle 

powerful upper-echelon items and may e-mait 

such items to other "1337' players. Do you want 

to hop on the few working shuttles that shunt 
you to the far comers of the civilized world? Only 

if you flash your Elite member status. Also, the 

Elite multiplayer Freemasons can Found and serve 
as officers in guilds. They a re the only ones with 

access to player and guild housing, The basic 

players, reduced to guild flunkies and paupers, 
look in from the outside. 

This is all window dressing to the actual demon 

slaying. Elite members have access to a wider 
variety of online gameplay types than the garden- 

variety gamer. It's more than simply dropping 
someone on a role-playing or PVP server. Upon 

character creation, Elite members select a game 
type and start mingling in the common areas. 

NOW THE OTHER HALF LIVES 
More than likely rdepfayers will be able to join 
whatever groups they want to, but their default 
will be to interact with other noleplayers. This is 

especially critical since these gamers want the 
world and experience to remain “in character." On 

the off-chance a hardcore-made player saunters 

through, clear a path—-they don't mess around. If 

he dies, that character is toast, Game over, 
Just because you're feeling 1337. that doesn't 

mean you need to pick a specific gameplay type. 

Roper explains, ‘Elite players can still party with 
non-Elites in content from the boxed game." 

However, if the Elite player decides to roll with a 

specific server/game type, then the game chan¬ 
nels him into a grouping with similar players. 

Hardcore with other hardcore members, PVP 

squaring off against PVR and so on. 

In addition. Roper promises a lot of ongo¬ 

ing content that, won't be available to the basic 

player. Where some will hit the soft level cap 

somewhere between 35 and 40, fresh content 

will roll into the system on a monthly basis. If 
plans hold firm. 40 percent of the staff will crank 

new content around the dock, which amounts 
to either two small updates or one big update 

each month. On the list new gameplay areas 
and quests, new higher-level demons, Items, 

and even additional character classes that didn't 

make the cut for the basic game, More than that, 
PVP battlefields, Web access for characters— 

Roper points to many potential bonuses. Looking 
to other online games, Roper says. 'We like how 

Crty of Heroes has these regular updates that add 

huge new gameplay elements and reward play¬ 

ers that stick around' 

They may not call it an MMO. but it certainly 
sounds episodic. If Flagship can deliver new con¬ 

tent on a regular basis and give the people what 
they want, someone wills no doubt pay. Still should 

Flagship be afraid that basic online players might 
raise an eyebrow at the Elite package upsell? Roper 

uses an analogy: "This kind of thing happens every 

day, I’m heading home from work and see some 

guy driving past in a Porsche, I don't get pissed 
about the car I'm driving, but I do wonder how I 

can get that other guy's car." That may be true, but 

whal if you live in a neighborhood where moslof 
the people have exotic rides and you're wheelman 

on a Camry?1 Darren Gladstone 

OVER THERE... 
Considering how different the Asian online 

markets are. what's the plan for charging 

foreign players? Bill Roper's take: J,To meet 

the expectation from users, we are choos¬ 

ing business models that will be received 

the most reasonably in each market. We 

are discussing the sales model of our game 

with HanhitSoft and other related partners 

to yield the best strategy for each market," 
Translation: We aren't saying anything yet. 
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AMD Athlon™ 64 X2 Processor 
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MythosN Start FI 

mVTHOS 
A peek into the past and present of Flagship's little big adventure 

Diabia publisher Blizzard and started the new 

Studio. And (qr another, Mytboi' lead designer, 

Travis Baldree, is the creator of Fate, released by 
WildTangent in 20D5—and arguably the most 

compelling Dtobto-style game that isn't Diobfo, 

How Baidree came to be involved with Mythai is 
an interesting story in itself. 

The gameartuaiEy began as a technical experi¬ 

ment a way for the company to test the online 

stability of its, uh, "flagship'’ title, Hefigate: London. 
The concept was to create a smaller, more 

accessible game—with the same core technol¬ 

ogy—with which to test. lame, and tweak the 

crap out of HeUgate's online component before 
it hits store shelves. Because Mytbos shares the 

Hellgote engine, when the team fixes a bug in one 

game, it's fixed in the other. 'Testing a server with 

100.000 players is a tot different than testing with 

10,000 players* says Max Schaefer, the game's 

executive producer. "And to be honest, wed rather 

have our servers crash in a free casual game than 

m our huge worldwide release of Helfgate." 

But back to Baidree. Impressed with his work on. 

fore, Flagship had previously attempted to woo him 

to move from 'Seattle to San Francisco to become 

a game designer on Hellgate. ‘'After playing Fate, 

I immediately said. 'We should hire this guyF I 
thought it was the closest in spirit to Diablo that 

a clone had come," recalls Dave Brevik, Flagship's 

Cofounder and the original creator of DroWo. But 
despite alt the wining and dining, it wasn't meant 

to be; ftaldree and his family had happily settled in 

Seattle, and he reluctantly declined the offer. "So 
when the idea came up to do this test, we saw it as 

an opportunity to pitch Iravis again—we thought 
we could make something bigger than a test" says 

creative director Phrl Shenk. When Flagship came 
calling again, Baidree leapt ait the opportunity, and 

for seven months holed up in his Seattle home and 

cranked on what would eventually become the 
foundation of Mythos. 

What Baidree had to show went over well, So 
well, in fact, that the higher-ups at Flagship gave 
him the official go-ahead to assemble his own 

team and push forward with development on his 

little game. "As soon as we got something up and 

running, everyone was talking about how fun it 

was and how great it would be to work oh," says 

Shenk. “And it was great to get into that style of 

game development again—quick and dirty, and 
you're just putting stuff up. It became something 

like our developer sandbox, where we get to 

tryout cool new stuff' So Balrfree called up a 
bunch of his game developer fnends, and boom; 

Flagship Seattle was born. 

SECOND HAND OPTIONAL 
"I just really like the casual, one-hand only, imme¬ 

diately accessible game pi ay In that style of game,' 

says Saldree as we saddle up behind a PC running 

MytHos' most recent alpha build- Tv® been 

EXCLUSIVE PREVIEW 

o -WE HADE imVTHOS] IN LINE SIX 
Tp mONTHS, AT AN EXTREmELY LOW 

CT COST. IT'S A DESIGN SENSIBILITY OP 
FOCUSING ON THE imPORTANT STUFF 
AND WORMING LEAN." 

-TRAVIS BALDREE LEAP DESIGNER 

Mythos is a little game. And a big game. 

And a tot like a game you may have heard 

of whose name rhymes with Diablo tl. 
Here's another thing those of you with tight fists 

might be interested to hear about MjtfJws: The 

game will be fah-rbee. It won't be sold at retail; 

instead, it'll be available as a SO.00 download 
from Flagship's servers, And it Signals a larger 

trend: After years of big budgets and blockbuster 

mentalities, maybe.yust maybe, the industry is 

finally coming back around to smaller teams, 

smaller budgets, and more personal productions, 

While Mytbos is (at least at this point) strictly a PC 

game, it seems that the advent of download ser¬ 

vices on tire console side (think: Xbox live Arcade 

and Sony's PlayStation Network) is finally helping 

change the stagnant economics of the industry. 

TOP DOWN 
There's a long legacy of Diablo-style game crafts¬ 

manship at Flagship, For one thing, the company's 

cofoundersare actually the original designers of 

DiabSo and its sequel; in 2003, they split off from 

For now, the Flagihlp Seattle team makes do 
with 10 members, 

mjWI^HER Plngfl DEVf tCP^R Ragnhkp Settle C* NHE Aril*. RILiJXSI PATt 2EHI7 
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trying out a lot of MIVfQs, and they all have a 
very 'metered' pace; you fight a monster, rt takes 

a minute to defeat it. and then you move on. It'S 
much slower, more strategic play. Diablo is more 

immediate. You don’t fight one monster—you 
fight 30—and it’s over quickly. [MMOs are] not 

action-oriented." While other online games seem 

to be sticking with Hmedar combat—you're 

erther in combat or you're out of combat— 
Mythos takes the 'always on" approach, l like 
the immediate gratification; my attention span is 

really short," continues Baldree. "I like to be able 

to play for like 20 minutes and feel like I've done 

a bunch of stuff, not just, you know, get a couple 

of extra crafting skill points." Sitting down to play 

the game fits Bald nee's description, and within 

minutes, we're cruising through dungeons, slay¬ 

ing monsters by the dozen, and generally having 

a good, ass*whipping time. With one hand. 
A “cuter Diablo“ might be an easy way to intro¬ 

duce Mythas. but it's more than that beneath 

the surface. Most crucially, the game world was 

builf to be extremely open-ended: content can 

be added virtually at will—or, at least as quickly 

as the developers can create it. “If things go as 

were hoping they do, it will be in continuous 

development for years to come,’ says Baldree. 

"We can just say, 'Let's add a whole new zone, 

let's add a new guest Chain, let s add new Chap¬ 

ter classes,' and we can do it. In a couple of years, 
we'd love to have dozens of classes and always 

be giving people new stuff to explore" 
Rather than utilize a hyperspecific world map, 

Mytboi is broken up into themed “zones," ‘That 
model enables us to do anything we want ta„“ 

says Shenk. "We can add new tile sets, new 

dungeons, PVP dungeons, rare maps—unlike 
IVorfd of WorCraft. it's not a big, concrete world 

where you need to find space to pul something," 

And detailed-obsessed curmudgeons can rest 

easy, because this is apparently going to be 

explained in the game's fiction. While the graph¬ 

ics engine is inhented from the comparatively 

hulking behemoth that is Hellgate, the art style 

is intentionally Simpler. "Unlike (in] big' games, 

it doesn't take us two months from concept to 

completion to make one art asset, h really allows 
you to be nimble and try out new stuff all the 

time,' says flaldree. “It lets us more easily make a 

fun game than making something that works as 

an hlvidia demo," echoes Schaefer. 'All of these 
games are 1 percent inspiration and then 99 per¬ 

cent grind work.,.. So this turns it into, you know, 

2 percent inspiration and 93 percent gnnd work." 

BJG WORLD. LITTLE GAMES 

Of course, there are now plenty of examples of 

financial success with casual games—particularly 

in Asia (where, it should be noted, Flagship 
expects Mythos to be huge). A tiny kart-racing 

game called Crbzyracmg Kartrider is said to 
have been played by over 25 percent of the 

South Korean population, Another Korean game, 
MapteStory, has nearly E0 million worldwide 

users, and a Java-based British MMORPG called 

RuneSoope is—believe it or nol—the second- 
most profitable subscript! on-based game m the 
West next to WlQLV, "The definition of what a 

casual game is is really starting to expand' says 

Baldree. “It was a big impetus for why I made 

fate—i wanted to make a game that wasn't, 

you know, Bejeweled. And we made rt in like six 

months, at an extremely low cast. It's a design 

sensibility of focusing on the important stuff and 

working lean." As mentioned earlier, the game 

will be free; the developer has said that it would 

like to monetize the property somehow, however, 
most Irfcely by selling specific items for a small 

fee (though, as they're quick to point out, noth¬ 

ing that will affect gameplay balance). 
So might the game actually be more fun than 

Hdfgate? "it's a different kind of game,' says 

Schaefer. “It'll be more fun to play when you're 

holding a piece of pizza, and there are some 

friends over, and you're talking with them. And 

who knows? It may have a bigger market than 

Hellgpte because Of that.' Evan Shamcmn 
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Aces Over Maddox\ StartF! 

ACES OVER ITIADDOX 
The IL-2 Sturmovik flight-sim whiz juggles planes, pains, and hanged-up automobiles 

Midden'* team githtn 
general lnfoJ blueprint*, 

photograph!—even mulnim 
photo*—to render cockpit* 
that can each take between 
two and four month* 
to complete. "We snap 
everything at proper focus 

length and *ca1e/J fiyi 
Maddox, "for a bomber with 
more than one player position, 

me trke oven more timt," 

«V 

PROFILE 

You know Oleg Maddox...or do you? 

Flight-simulation wizard. Aviation antholo¬ 

gist. Virtual plane artisan nonpareil. If you've 
done more than dabble with Microsoft's perer- 

nial Flight Simulator games, you've probably 

logged hours with 3 Msddox sim, squinting 

over the dashes of tetchy Bf 109s and under- 
gunned MiG-3s or brick-house Yak-9s and 

screaming Siukas. Bui did you also know this 
ore-time honors graduate of Russia's presti¬ 

gious Moscow Aviation Institute—who flew 

trainer and aerobatic planes and worked for 

the former U.LS.R.'s top aerospace technology 

RAD bureau—was freakishly grounded two 

years ago? 

it's one for the history books, On a typi¬ 

cal Moscow Friday evening in late April 
2005, Maddox was commuting home in his 

Skoda Superb—a sleek, Czech-manufactured 

Safety bullet. Without warning, four vehicles 
in front of him snarled, affording Maddox 
only microseconds to brake and avoid a colli¬ 

sion, Unfortunately, traffic behind him was less 

reflexive. Within seconds, two cars slammed 
into Maddox's tail hke torpedoes, totaling his 

vehicle and snapping in two the seat frame that 

ultimately cushioned wrenching blows to his 

back and neck. Remarkably, Maddox sustained 

only minor injuries. 

But in a cruel entropic twist, the very next 

morning while paused at 0 traffic light in 3 

£koda compact, Maddox was inexplicably 

struck again. Momentarily drowsing at the 

wheel, a night-shift garbage collector plowed 
his dump truck into the rear of Maddox's vehi¬ 

cle a! a speed iin excess of 55 miles per hour, 

mangflng the compact and tearing ligaments in 

Maddox's neck. After a trip to the hospital, the 

man who resuscitated the flight-sim genre half 

a decade ago was collared with a neck cast for 

months, and thereafter forbidden from engag¬ 
ing in potentially neck-straining activity...like 

flying planes, 

UP WE GO.*. 
Today, eight years after announcing a Russian 

flight simulation too ambitious to possibly be 
real, and five after reality buckled with the 

November 2001 release of IL-2 Sturmovik— 

arguably the most authentic combat flight sim¬ 

ulation ever—Maddox is finally thinking about 

flying again (and not in a simulator). The 

doctors told me that my neck shouldn't be 

subjected to more than 1,5 Gs,' says Maddox 

(most roller coasters pull around 3). He adds 
defiantly: 'But soon. I'll start flying anyway.' 

Predictable rhetoric from a guy who, when 

he isn't spending time with his kids, counts ski¬ 
ing. drving, wind surfing, and snapping nation¬ 
ally recognised, award-winning underwater 

photographs among his seasoned hobbies. 

"I love boats' says IMaddox. 'The boat f have 
now I designed myself, built entirely from my 

own blueprints.' 

It's that do-it-yourself engineer's inclination 
that inspired Maddox to create one of the most 
beloved flight-simulation series in the history 

of the genre, il-2 Sturmovik and its expan¬ 

sions Comprise a World War II history buff's 

compendium of over 300 photo-real aircraft 

rendered down to the rivets, complemented by 

unparalleled physics and fastidiously researched 
milieus. To this day, you're apt to encounter 

thousands of IL-2 regulars relentlessly dog¬ 

fighting online or crowding chat rooms to 

boast about battles narrowly won. 

Maddox attributes the senes' longevity and 

that stable of supporters tg good old-fashioned 

genre fidelity. ’’The core of a solid flight sim 
boils down to historical accuracy, sophisticated 

physics modeling, and detailed representa¬ 

tion of all internal Systems and armaments.' he 
argues, singling oul the PC market, ''According 

to our own research and extensive polling, all 

the preflighl bells and whistles like full-motion 
video and cut-scenes are only important to a 

very small number of fans. Flight sims that 

STORm OF WAR: BATTLE OF 
r PUBUSICft ubutfft DEVELOPER 1C: IVUv-kto* Ojnun GENRE Wvrkf War II FHflMt itowbtkm RELEASE DATE Jun* ZOO 1 
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PREVIEW 

Goodbye, old franchise (f1-2)—hello, new one. After six years on top 

Maddox Games is ready to climb higher. Sporting an entirely new engine. 

Storm of kWir aims to become the backward-compatible "everysim"' series 

IL-2 was, only belter. The first Installment—(toffte of Britain—will offer play- 
eis access to that infamous period between July and October 1940 when 

the British RAF attempted to stave off a massive aerial bombing campaign 

by the German Luftwaffe. But how do you one-up yourself? 
"For starters, we're modeling the complete internal structure of the air¬ 

craft" says Maddox. "Not just’Usually, but physically—irKruding the actual 

plane materials and their physical properties. In short our damage model 
will be vastly superior to Il-tt The team's also tendering like tomdon 

right down to the street-level traffic Already, London double-decker buses 

follow their routes and pause at bus stops, while cars moloraround and 

hunt for parking lots. "We're not doing visual ground fidelity with pixelated 

aerial shots," explains Maddox, referencing other sim-s that trade pretty, 

high-in-the-sky panoramas for smeary blotchcs down low. "Instead, we're 

tirmg a larg e ngm bee of special 

textures and reserving satellite data 

foe elevation maps. So, for instance, 

the Cliffs of Dover will be precisely 

as tall as they are in neat life," 

Even avionics is getting a boost. 
Historically accurate ground-control radar 

will assist planes with target acquisition, and 

weather wiI shif t dynamically during air battles. Imagine angry thunder- 

heads on your six heralding deadly turbulence with air currents contingent 
upon altitude, terrain, and cloud motion. 

After BOB. Maddox says (he company's first priority will be releasing 

end-user design tools, allowing players to create their own gameplay maps 
and add their own planes, vehicles, and other objects, 'After that, we may 

release an add-on with the Fw 190 and some British planes with the appro¬ 

priate scenarios," adds Maddox. But don't look for full access anytime soon. 

"Letting faiw access the core of a combat sim invites rampant multiplayer 

cheating," he says. “This is precisely why Microsoft^ combat-sim franchise 

died while K-2 thrives. Our multiplayer is chcater-free." 
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You'll need 3 
Joystick to play 

5f o-ffM of Wo; 

us InlnKltfl, but 
Maddox natii 

that the game may 
offer gamepad and 
moult support far 

Its easy mode. "Just 

nmambw." h* lays, 
"there's a reason 

why. 100 years 
after the first flight, 

planes still use 
sticks and pedals. A 
mouse or gamepad 
makes flying more 

complicated." 

"For our core audience, the 
most Important thing is how 
our planes fly." says M addon. 

“Everything rise is secondary."1 

emphasize storylines over features don’t slay 
on the market long." 

He's got a point. Played any Heroes of fhe 
Pacific, Blazing Angelsr or Wings Over Europe: 

Cold War Gone Hat lately? Even so, doesn't 
that make hardcore flight smns like li-2 the 

domain of curmudgeonly fogies with “assem¬ 

bly required" joysticks, keyboard overlays, and 

posh head-tracking gadget*y? Not at all, says 
MaddOk, In facl. he argues, we should blame 
the ’complexity" stigma on simulations that 

don't translate realism correctly. 'In other 

flight sims. piloting simulated planes is actually 

much more complicated than flying real ones," 

he says. 'The developers, frankly, knew little 

about what they were domg and concentrated 

on complexity for its own sake, assuming that 

making things difficult would somehow make 

them more realistic.' 
That's patently wrongheaded, says Maddox, 

suggesting the new trend in flight simulation is 

touting your simplicity, challenging the tliusion 
that simulation and complexity are necessarily 

synonymous, "Unfortunately, you rarely see this 
mentioned in print, and most people are still 

unaware that flying s real plane is easy enough 
already." he says. "Older flight sims are largely 

to- blame for making their audience believe 
that 'realism' means complicated, which isn't 

realistic at all," 

INTERNATIONAL RATIONALE 
Sean the fL-2 boards, and you II eventually 
Stumble across customary quibbling over things 

like iL-2s physics, fuel mixtures., elevation 

efficacy.,, and whether (L-2's renditions reflect 

accurately—or with bias—the basic plane piz¬ 

zazz of the game's numerous nationalities. 

"It's not that we're doing something wrong: 
it’s mainly the bias in postwar literature," 

defends Maddox. ‘Americans grow up reading 

that the Mustang was the world's best fighter. 
Russians grow up reading how the Soviet Air 

Force rolled over the Nazis. Then they run their 

games and get shot down in [American]! P-51s 
or [Soviet] Yaks, Or the Germans go in and see 

that they can't score 352 kills in a row and that 
the Russians acluatly put up a fight and have 

decent planes." 
Echoing Churchill’s statement that "history is 

written by the victors-.’ Maddox believes that 
descriptions of superior planes and pilots can 

be found in virtually every country’s account 

of the war. "it's to be expected from memoirs 

written by aces who always fought and won. 
People read the books, start flying, and then 
when they don't perform as well as the aces, 

they blame rt on the plane" That, of course, 

is just poor historical awareness, he says, add¬ 

ing that it's pilots who win dogfights, not air¬ 

plane—simulation or no. 'Even a superior plane 

can't beat a good tactical position before you 

enter the fight" 

On the other hand, Maddox says that he and 

his design team welcome any scientific criti¬ 
cism supported by flight test data and period- 

specific technical publications, 'Whenever 

we find direct proof that our modeling was 
not as precise as it could have been, we're 

eager to go back and make changes' he says, 

then adds, “Of course, our fans are the most 

demanding m the entire gaming world, and 

they'd like to have everything.' And they prob¬ 

ably wouldn't be sim fanatics if they didn't. 
Matt Peckham 

O ACCORDING TO mADDOX. IT'S 
ip PILOTS WHO WIN DOGFIGHTS. NOT 

0U AIRPLANES-SimULATION OP NO 
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FJStartXFree Play 

THE FR EE LOADER* PRESENTS 

COLUmN 

u The Freetoad^r 
Think you the good!? Is yUur flui! 
WEirttiyaf theFreriaider^ii precious 

^ lime? E-rral freeSoaderilpiitfdiiwrsxom 
Add U-E him krlpw. 

Snapf Y'hear that? That my ffiflirtisr is. the sound 
of a crisp new 5S bill. Yep, the olr Freeloader 

went and earned himself some real, live cash money. 

fJJVflg! I'm rich-rolling in dough, Hatting the big time, 
But what do I get first? A car? A tin of caviar? 

"But. Mr. Freeloader’" you say, "You don't leave the 

house. How can you make any—ewww, I hope that's 
just a pizza-grease stain on your pajamas." 

First what the hell are you doing in my apartment? Second, Qf w\$ finally ponying up some money for 

all my hard work avoiding work. I now officially have a four-alarm fire lit under my keister to find the finest 

freebies available —and I'm also gonna dedicate more time to digging up indie developers and give them 
the love that they deserve. But before we kick off the gratis gaming gala. I got me an axe to grind. 

Recently, I mooched a copy of Windows Vista from GFW to see what the big fuss was all bout. I'll tell 

ya what its about...its about a world of headaches. A bunch of my favorite free games now refuse to 
work in Vista—still waiting for that "wow," Microsoft—so I've created my own home LAN security threat 
advisory system. A little harsh? Maybe, but I lake my indie aid free gaming very seriously. After all, l got 

me a habit to feed. All right, enough gabbing. On to the gamesh The Freeloader 

VISTA ADVISORY SYSTEM 

SEVERE 
The "ganie" crashes now 

^ ELEVATED 
Hi* “tuili foMum" stop now 

i GUAQDED 
The “minor bugs" start now 

i LOW 
The "wow'' starts now 

I 

FRBB GAITIBS! 
Every i n o nth, our cosi- 
drnl dig-; up 

the beci frst game* he 

can find Download 'em 
fiom GFW.FUciFrmiT com 

right now. 

I didn't think !Jd ever need one. but I just fin¬ 

ished a tutorial On how to Sneeze. Sulk you 

have to go with the nasal flow in an action- 

puzzle game I found called Gesurrdhdi. 

The premise goes something like this: An 

allergic pig is the only defense against an army 

of cutesy-woo tsy monsters. So long as you 

keep out of sight, you're safe. They see you, 

they eat you. So, of course, ihe only way to 

beat them is to lure them into traps, Aside from 

using yourself as bait, you have one awesome 
weapon at your disposal: boogers. No, seriously. 

Apparently, in Monstedandia—dr wherever the 

hell these things come from—folks have never 

supped on anything as scrumptious as pig snot. 
Each area is a puzzle in which you try to 

figure out the best way to trap creatures. It's a 

sweet sampling of a unique ait style and 1? lev 

els of hocking loogies that lead cutesy monsters 

to certain doom. What, not enough? 
I'm telling you. it's like someone started work 

on Freeloader: The Gome., and quit after finish¬ 

ing the first section. Ail we need now is a burp¬ 

ing mimgamc—and maybe a training area for 

avoiding bill collectors, 

VISTA ADVISORY SYSTEM * LOW 
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BUT IT’S STILL GOOD TO HAVE OPTIONS 

Command your squad through 
250 mites of terrain 

Battle with over 50 people online 
in large scale multiplayer 

Take command of over 60 unique 
military vehicles and weapons 

IKE MOST REALISTIC MILITARY SIMULATION AVAILABLE! 
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FJStartXFree Play 

INDIE PICH OF 
THE mONTH 

Yeah, it seems 3 little strange that, as 

the mooch mas tor general, I'm actually 

advocating dropping cash to support 

your gaming habit, I feci a little dirty 

even suggesting it. But every month as of 

right now, I'm gonna suggest good—and 
cheap — games made by some creative 

indie developers. It's OK to splurge every 

so often. Just don't make a habit of it. 
The inaugural Indie Pick of the Month 

honor goes to James Silva taka Ska 

Software) and the Zombie Smashers 
X series. A couple of years back, 

Silva released the original ZSX, which 
amounted to little more than a River 

City flcrmom-feh button masher with ska 
and alterna kids beating the living crap 

out of the living dead. The sequel. ZSX2: 

Pvnx and Skins, felt more like punching 

and kicking your way through The Toxic 
Avenger—rocking more refined graph¬ 

ics and way-over-the-top humor, you 
dropped the hammer on zombies, Nazis, 

vampires, and robots. 

Now, along comes the third game, 

ZSX3: Ninjastarmagediioni. which is 

more about over-the-top space priva¬ 

teering than anything else. You get to 

pilot a rocket-powered Gremlin hatch¬ 

back—but honestly, you had me at 
Ninjastarmageddon* 

Shareware demos of ZSX2 and ZSX3 are 

available at www.skasoftware.com (the 
full games will run you $19.31 apiece), 

and you can also download the original 

game that inspired it all. gratis. See how 

i did that? Plugged some indie games— 

and still .managed to sneak in a freebie. 

In sharp contrast to what I originally assumed 

To Jam Thing was about (seriously, you don't 

want to know where my mind goes), this inno¬ 

vative game^and its name—both came out 

of the 2006 Toronto Indie Game Development 

Jam. It's easy to wrap your head around the 

concept of this last-paced shooter: You're a 

box. You inflate things. Pump slow, and they 

grow. Pump fast, and they pop. Ultimately, you 
rack up points by creating chain reactions. Use 

the arrow keys to move and WASD to blow 

stuff up—or use a gamepad. 

It may sound like a low-rent hybrid of Dig 

Dug and Robotron, but there's a lot more hap¬ 

pening here. While you're busy pumping, a 
full guitar soundtrack rocks in the background. 

Unfortunately, your shots don't alter the music 

like the game creator's upcoming brainchild. 

Everyday Shooter. Lord knows that there are 
plenty of times I've wanted to create my own 

version of the classic 'Pump Up the Jam" in 

game form. But I digress. TaJam Thing is a very 

stylish shooter, sure—my Tech notronic dream 

will just have to wait for another day. 

It's not free— but its dose enough! 

In the golden age of Cine max (circa 1930). there 

was no such thing as a bad action movie—or 
softcore adult flick, row that I think about it. The 

original Streets of Rage for the Sega Genesis was 
a cheesoid tribute to those days gore by, when 

men had long, flowing manes and women wore 

bangles, on their bangles. And when Sheets was a 

button-mash mg, side-scrolling, ass-kicking good 

tune. This glorious 16-bit remake stitches togeth¬ 

er all three games from the classic series—and 
it looks true to the source material and plays well. 

But I'm a huge fan of the tweaked-out 

soundtrack and the gang of extra features that 
give the game a lot of extra life. The unlock- 

able modes and access to the entire Srraets of 

Rage roster is nice—as is the two-player co-op 

mode. What? You think Geats of War (Xbox 3W) 

is the only game in town that can handle A1 

buddy co-op? If you don't have a fiend handy 
in Streets, just have the computer tag along on 

your beat-down delivery route. 
VISTA ALERT: These streets are overrun with 

bugs! For some reason. SORR kept crashing in 
Vista, ftun it in XP to play it safe. 

"Tit GAME TEjJam Thing 

FILE UNDER ForTho** About to Rcm± 
fin rr AT. iHWOT.qijeaiy g.amBi.ci«n/tDJamThiiig 

Scortr i 
Hil 

l irwa 

--I. 

THE GAME falling Up 
FILE UNDER. Hiuui-trli 
ObT II A' wiwvadd-pl,ty.»iin/(l4wnlo3i|/(jillink up 

When, exactly, was the last time that I got dizzy 

from playing a videogame? Aside from mild 

nausea induced by playing Postal 2 fl got it 
free from an ex-roommate and stiff feel ripped 

off—I want those three hours of my life backl), 

1 Can't recall. Then | started playing Foiling Up. 

It starts, simply, like any Tetris rip-off—I 

mean, “tribute' The familiar pieces drop at 

a steady pace accompanied by the soothing 
sound of running water—but not soothing 

enough to inspire a full-bore sprint to the 

men's room. 
Then, out of nowhere, the screen Hips. Up is 

down. Down is up. Not too much to handle, 

right? But complete a few more lines, and the 
screen inverts, and suddenly left is right. And 

so it continues: Score a couple of more lines, 
and your seises continue to get scrambled 

while the screen continually flips. Five minutes 
more on this Jet ns roller coaster, and l had a 

full-blown case of vertigo and still couldn't 
stop playing. Hang on—I'm not feel mg...so 

well..., Excuse me for a minute. 
VIST A ALERT: I couldn't get any game sound 

in Windows Vista. This may sound strange, but 
I actually miss that trickling water effect. 

VISTA ADVISORY SYSTEM m L_i. JD 

VISTA ADVISORY SYSTEM * SEVE8E 

VISTA ADVISORY SYSTEM * UDW 
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Do more in less time with AMD 

Athlon ' 64 X2 dual-core processor. 

iRuypowpr recommends 
Windows Vista1M Home Premium 

AMD* 

Athlon X2 
* Run all your qadqoH quickly, *eamiesity and simultaneously. 
* Run all your application* at tho same tlm# with Increased performance. 
* AMD Power Now!111 technology for longer battery life. 
* Get teraiive.Gel Mobile. Gel going. 
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FJStartXTeam Fortress 2 

GRENADES ARE GONE 
LEAVING SUPPORT 
ROLES WITH FEWER 
OFFENSIVE OPTIONS. 

Team Red*i baiei have a 
down-hem* farmer f**lr 
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Team Fortress 2 \ Start FI 

■ ■■■ Valve ta^fwarc/EAQimtrf -- VjIv? SoftwArt Tftim MukEpLiyrr ffcS « - 'Vf- 2CHX7 

Heavy with Medk in tow; 
a f amnion sifraTnl in YF2. 

No grenades? No ww- 

rialT V>lvi dttlgmr 
Rob In Walker chats 

about rein venling 
ream furheta. 2 wHh 

the fairs fram 1 he 

1UPShow, avail¬ 
able at http;// 

lUPShow.LUP.com, 

TEAm FORTRESS 2 
Valve sets its sights on dass differentiation and stalemates 

unmanageable chaos—and sharpen the dividing 

line between classes. Gone, too. are class-specific 

secondary grenades, which leaves support roles 

like the Medic (who can no longer spread the 

plague, either) with fewer offensive options. And 

while I'Ve never played a round of TFC in my life, 

I understand the point perfectly,Just as I know 

why my priest in Worjtf of \fltforCrofl doesn't CO me 

equipped with an area-effect fire blast. Walker's 
prepared for the message-board feeding Frenzy; 

I've seen what happens when j*ju try to nerf a 

druid. Gamers are all the same. 
In a map eatled Hydro, Walker and his crew are 

trying something a little different Realizing how 
natural it Is for players to settle upon a simple 

handful of "favorite maps" to play ad nauseam, 
Walker says Hydro aims to at least make every 

replay a little something special. To that effect, 

red and blue teams can only bicker over two of 
the map's four control points at a time=at the 

beginning of a match, the game automatically 
chooses two adjacent or diagonal points {one 
red, one blue), and walls the players in, cutting 

off access to the others. Claim a point and two 
new points am selected at random—not endless 
iteration by any means, but enough to keep the 

same map fresh, Walker hopes. 

HANDS-ON 

Six or so blue-clad soldiers hang out in 

J the locker room of Dust bowl, "inspired by" 

but not copied from the Teem Fortress Ctassfc 
map of the same name. They orient themselves, 

flick through and familiarize themselves with the 
three or four weapons at their disposal and then 

hop hack and forth mto lackers and over other 
players, burning caffeine until the big doors 

roll back and the match begins. The timer ticks 
down to zero, the shutters slide open, and alt 

hell breaks loose—a Scout goes down within the 
first second, maybe sniped by a sharp shooin’ 

cowboy maybe burned when he got too dose 
to the stream of fire from the Pyro hiding 'round 

the corner. A Medic crouches behind a rock, 

staying Out Of harm's w9y while keeping line- 

of-sight on his linked Heavy ally so the stream 
of flowing crosses doesn't break—it heals the 

Heavy, and fills up a meter in the lower right- 

hand corner of the Medic's view that simply says 

'■Changer When the meter's full, that's the signal 

to hit his healing gun's alt-fire and grant both 

linked parties a few moments of invincibility: the 

pair's shimmering skin announces to the rest of 

Team Blue that its time to push to the capture 

point. To dear the playing field of skittering 

Reds, the support classes without immedi¬ 
ate jobs to do start lobbing grenades into the 

play field—wait, scratch that last part. In Team 

Fortress 2t there are no grenades, 
TF2 designer Robin Walker reckons that of 

a;! the changes since TFC "no frags" is bound 

to be the most controversial (though they're 

not gone entirely..r|he Demo Man still has bis 

grenade launcher). Walker claims it^. a bid to 

eliminate spam—less blind splash damage and 

We push back and forth, but can't seem to 

make progress. Too many Medics (my slu'b 
born self included), too many Spies—finesse 

over firepower throws everything out of 

whack. Time runs out, but instead of a TFC- 
style "time's up" anticlimax, sudden death is 

declared—Fast man standing, ,-espawn no more. 

Another gamble to get rid of the "boring " that 
can come from a mismatched encounter. As t 

whip out my lonely littte hypodermic-needle 

gun, I'm suddenly sorry I stuck with the 

Medio • Sean Molloy 
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SPOR 
Primordial pool as Pac-Man 

PUBLISHER EA DEVRCfER- Mu*!* 

GEN HE Simulation RELEASE DATE. FaH 1007 

PREVIEW 

0 Intelligent do signet Will Wright's latest 

god game is goal-oriented in ways evolu¬ 
tion isn't. Life through Spore's eons describes a 

failure-proof climb from single cell to increasing 

complexity, from germ to cosmos-tripping intelli¬ 
gence. Not that Spore's failure to simulate naturae 

selection (a game where players would indirectly 

sculpt a critter by controlling its environment) is 

any kmd of knock against it. Instead, evolution 
is a metaphor for the ever-marching sophisti¬ 

cation of videogame design itself. As Heather 
Chaplin and Aaron Ruby wnte in Snwfbomb: 

The Qwest for Art, Entertainment and Big Bucks 
in the Videogame Revolution'. "The first stage in 

the tide pool, where the player must gohhie up 
as much as possible without being eaten, mimics 

the game pi ay of Pocmon [s/cj. The next stage of 

evolution is akin to a game like Diablo—3 basic 

kiliK>r-be-killed scenario. The tribal part is Peter 
Molyneux's Populous', the city-building part is 

Will's own SimOty; the divtlizabon-building part 

is Sid Merer's Civilization; and so on." 
The primordial pool is Poe-Mon in spirit, irs 

Asteroids, too, as game designer Chaim Gmgold 

demonstrates in-game, breaking great big bub¬ 

bles into Smaller ones and Chomping microbes 

bile-size. The better he eats, the bigger he grows. 

You could turn any of the charming creatures 

onscreen into vinyl statues and sell them in collec¬ 
tors- shops from L.A. to Tokyo. 

Now and then, GingoJd bumps into anatomical 

bits—flagella, water jets, and jaws—that go into 

his toolbox. Instead of buying T-shirts and sofas 
to clothe and Furnish Sims, Spore players scavenge 

for one-size-ffts-all Frankenstein parts to stick on 
characters. The interface is drag-and-drop intui¬ 

tive and no mutation is disadvantageous, In other 
words, you can grow mouths on your life-form's 

flanks and. Darwin be damned, it'll feed itself just 
fine. The level ends when players find webbed 

feet and emerge onto land. 

Biologically speaking, 'good ideas' such as bac¬ 

teria never go away. They continue on and coexist 
with genetically richer creatures in Ihe way that 

foofrworms live side by side with Zoo Tycoons. 

Interestingly, Spore's mtcrocosm is purely past 
tense; no- prolonging the phase as a viable surviv¬ 

al strategy in and of itself, no living life as a para¬ 

site on the hide of your online neighbor's fire- 

wielder. When your gloop grows up and builds 

spaceships and seeds other pi a nets with spores of 

its own. you will revisit rt, just in the circular way 

that we 'flipped' never-ending videogames back 
when. Shawn Elliott 

In this. Sport's first phase, appendages 
such as extra eyes are purely cosmetic. Think: 

survival of the coolest, -quirkiest, and cutest. 
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ABS® Recommends Microsoft Wi ndows® Vista™ 

Be Prepared... 
When The Time For Battle Comes! 
Serious about gaming? 
Then game with the Pros, Start configuring 
your top of the fine gaming machine today. 

Also now available with our ultimate 
water cooling system which is sure m 

to keep you're cool during the most® 
intense gaming sessions. I 

They are sure to blow away the comp 
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nNERD RAGE 
Filmmaker James FMfe is the angriest 

gamer you've never heard of, pickings- 

bones with classic console games in his guise 

as the "Angry Video Game Nerd" Check out 

Rolfe's series of 

hilarious video 

reviews at www 

.screwattack.co m. 

Just make sure to 

cover the kids' 
ears first. 

2U0 GANG5TA 
flay burner Online the man's way—before 
alt the carebear anti-PVJ> gameptay 

trampled the □ nce-great granddaddy of MMOs. 
Britannia ex-pats atwww.uogamere.com, run 
an extraordinarily popular tree UO shard called 

Hybrid, where players dissatisfied with the official 

UO servers' direction can party tike it's still 1999. 

„ /™\ THROUGH 
«< THE DARK 
U PORTAL 

The crack-peddling 

f.s * sorcerers at Blizzard 

and Upper Deck Entertainment grabbed 

our gold for the World ojf WdrCraft 

Trading Card Game—first to gel the stu¬ 
pid in-game baby hippogryph pet. and 

then because the TCG was actually really 

fun. Now we find out the first expansion 
deck {Through fhe Dark Portal) contains a 

rare "fortune-telling imp," Son of a bitch. 

B CREATURE 
FEATURE 
You thought 

that some of the mutato- 
mutts in S.T.A.LK.E.R. 

were nuts? Try watching 
Pan's Labyrinth. Director 

Guillermo del Toro's 
creepy, cool, and twisted 

fantasy tale follows the young stepdaughter of 

a sadistic, fascist Spanish officer in 1944. 

r*"/ GUITAR 
/ HEROES 

► m Console 

games with toy 

guitars? That's just 

kid's stuff. You crave 
starry-eyed girls, stadiums packed with roar¬ 

ing fans—the stuff of rock god dreams. For 
those who lack any musical ability, there's still 

hope (and a worldwide competition). The 

indie film dir Guitar Nation follows hopefuls 

through a national road tour culminating in 

one weird battle of the bands. 

X IN-VE5T 
>—4 We recently spot- 

V ^ ted some gdofy 

gear straight off the set of 

a bad '80s Cinema* flick. 

Our favonte: IN Games is 

making a Force Wear “gam¬ 

ing vest* peripheral that pokes you when you 

get hit in a game. It's like having an annoying 

younger brother strapped to your back! 

EYES WIDE 

SHUT 

Is rt two squares 
and a bunch of circles? Or is 

it John and Lisa Wi-Houghby- 

Keyes' struggle wi th their 

■chug-addicted daughter, Lisa's return to veterinary 

school, and John's passive-aggressive behavior 

toward the inherited schnoodle? At the nexus of 

art game, and pretentious claptrap: Rob Humble's 
The Marriage (www. rodwk.com/rcdgames). 

Afterward, try the game about the divorce: Pong. 

91, NINJA 
Ninja Gaidenl 

Tblaf wuss. G4 

picked up the rights to 

the most badass show on 

the lube: Ninja Warrior, 
Originally called Sasuke 

in japan, this import is 
a four-round obstacle 
course of challenges ripped straight 

from the most sadistic videogames. 

THEME 
Like those Godzilla movies star¬ 

ring some dude in a goofy 

rubber suit that decimates downtown 

Tokyo, Earth Defense force 2017 [Xbo.x 
360) is a hidden gem. Busted graphic 

glitches, wickedly awful voice acting, and 

funky controls strangely accent the fun. 

With giant space ants and huge cities to 
demolish, it may end up being the best 

S40 you’ll spend this month. 

TOV BOX HEROES 

This t-talf-Ufe 2 total-conversion 

mod {www.tQybQX-heroes.CQm) 

comes from the students of The Guildhall at 

SMU. The point? Engage in a fttwer Sfwre-Styte 
3D fight to deter¬ 

mine the king of 
the sandbox. Is 

it the superhe- 

noic Bomb? Major 
Danger? Some 

sorts robot cow?! 

PIPELINE 
Save some cash for these 
upcoming games 

HAY ZOO? PUBLISHER 

Alan in the Dak Atari 

Anarchy Onllrw; L«H Ed*n Funcwi 

(SI: Hard Cvldsncc Ufaimfl 

Earatht lilnmi Ms Eat Itid rig M strain 

Hab 1 

Huh 

Mkrefpft 

UbraFt 

Efdoi HtariKtlva 

Inttutillir HAsrlnof lire Point 

Soft wars 

LA. Si ml hiJng Groa ira Gaiu i 

HIiHm $hft*pftootor 111 tiroovt e Mne i 

Mnnitar Madmit: South P*ak Gimm 

Bsttla fur Suburbs 

Pro]act Off ut Off ut Software 

RSFldsnt Evil 4 ubsoh 

Shsdmwnin Microsoft 

Sneoor Fury NCfOft 

SpitH fares: bfUt UnlviKH JaWooD 

Spldir Man 3 Arthrldm 

Surrandar? “Hultl " Kildefeh 

Thsssli track? 

JUNE 2007 PUBLISHER 

Call or Juaraz LI bi soft 

inanny T*ffltor y: push* Win Art Jv t»l on 

Ghent Kc can: UbfwFl 

AAriniri Wirflghtfr 1 

Gods A hirMi: Rams Udng SOI 

Reput Warrior Bifinde 

So-ftworhi 

Ssvsn Kingdom: CnnquHt EnQghA Saftia a rs 

Storm of War: Batll* of Britain Ubwfl 

Tomb Haida r: Amhtrttr) Eldoi Intart-tUvs 

Tw o Wd rid % TdPW« 

InlarartJ vs 

SPKlNG/SLfMMlR 1007 PUBLISHER 

Bsttl* ground Lumps; 

World War II Cube 

Matrix Gjimi 

BloShotk 2H4amai 

dud h«h DrssmC stellar 

Huiday Wlbxon 

Kan* A Lji nrh; Dtri Man Eklei Intaractlve 

Madd»n MFL OS EA Sparta 

Savaga Z: A Tortund Saul S3 Grotai 

Strang Is ho Id Midway 

L_ 
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* 1$ PLATERS ONLINE MOOES: KING Of THE KILL, DEATHMATCH A CAPTURE THE RAG 

WHY ABU VEHICLES HW H PIATE1S INUUWHO KHUUTS. HOVERCRAFT S. MECHWALKERS, UFOS I MORE! 

HUGE VARIETY OF WEAPONS. INCLUDING MISSILE LAUNCHERS, SHOTGUNS. HOCKEY STICKS, CHAIMS A WS AND DOZENS MOffET 
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newegg 
com 

YOU KUON, Y0UNEHEG6.* 

m* 

The only thing were guilty of... 
\ IS OUTRAGEOUSLY FAST SHIPPING. 

99% OF ORDERS SHIP WITHIN 1 BUSINESS DAY 

PmnrGalar 

*1938& 
ASUS G Series NoleBook 
t7,0#f WXGA+ 2GB DDR2 
160GB 540Orpin ATI Mobility 
Radeon X17QO G2P-7R009C 
Intel Cora 2 0 jo T720Q(?.0GGHzf 

HP 
*1599" 

ncGUQ [RB554 UTff A B A) 
Compaq me Serins Inld Coro 2 Duo 

T72D0|2.WGH£| 16,4" WSXGA* 

s25939 
Powercolor 
XI9 SO PROXTR512 M 
Radocn X195QFRO 512MB 
GOORJ^ieVIVO Vide* Card 

s23939 
Desmond 
X1950PRO512PCIE 
Fadoon X1950PRO 355-bit 

GDDR3 Video C^i-d 

m* 
A 

s209" 
S&pphira IQOlfl&L 

Rad Hon X19E.0XT 25SM B 2Sfi- 
bi t GO DR3 PCI Express xl 6 

MVOHDCf Video Gtrt 

NO PAYMENTS FOR 6 MONTHS See website for more information Promotion ends 07/31/07 



BEST PLACE TO BUY 
OMUMt 
•^^twahe 

PERIPHERAL! 

CORE CQMPOMKNT9 

S259" *143# 
Cootor Maltar 
Stacker S30 RC-830 SSN2 GP 
S iivar Aluminum ATX Full Town r Cam 

Juit Re FI 700 

Alack Sloql ATX Medut G*ritnr Hflm* 

Th*it*r PC Case 

Cv rn^Ui 

*119** 
Apavla ATX- [0-6 BOW B L 

O^er Dt«fc Extra me 1.?flTB 7200 RPMH" 
Externtl Karel Drew 

*5999 
ftcuewlll RTB50-IS5 SL 

550W 135mm Fin SLI Ready ATX V2.2J 

£FSl2V Power Supply 115 230 V 

WTRiST 

Samsung 226BW 
Black 22m 2 mi IGTGl DVI Widen-reem 
LCD Mani [of 303 cdim? 

Hanni G HG191RPB 

Slack 13' 2m» DVI Wrdnicrocn LCD Monitor 
3DO cd.'m? 730:1 Smll in Spoilers 

See Site for Best price 
Corsair T WlM2X204B SSDOC5D 

Do m i n ill a r 7GB 240 - Prn DDR 2 SDR A M 
DDR? 1058 CPC? 95301 Dual thermal Kll 

Sony Site Fof Best price 

Patriot oXtromo Porformnnco 

2GB 240 Pm DDR? SDRAM DDR? 106G 

I PC 3 B530I Dua l Chanbol Kit 

* $$% of orders ship within 1 business day • Over B25t00Q product reviews front customers 
• "A" rating on ALL merchant ranking sites * Over 50r000 customer testimonials 

abit ELITE SROUP cra^nvsr M-AUDIO 

*139** *114** 
Abit AB9 Pro 

LGA 775 inEel P965 Express ATX Intel 
Mother board 138fi 'BMMW r 

ECS htFGSQiSLlT-A 

LGA 775 NVIDIA nFarea 6SCh SLI ATX Intel 
Mother boa rd 

$13999 
Creative 70SSQ46A0O0D0 

7.1 Cdinnail 24 bit l93KHr PCI XFi Xlm- 
meGamer Fell lily Prate iiionei Serin 

*67** 
M-audio 9900 40905 00 

5.1 Channel* 74-bit 1$?KHi PCI interface 
High ■ Definition Sound Card 

San gate ST375064QAS 

Barracuda 3200 70 760GB 7200 Rf*M 
16MB Cache SATA 3 3Gb * Herd Dri ve 

Western Digital WQ5DG0AAKS 

Caviar SE16 500GB 7200 RPM 16MB C«h# 
SATA 3 GGbi's Hard Drive 

Logitech diNovo Edge 
2-Tona 94 Normal JCoya 9 Function Koy» 
USB BluetoothWireins Mini Xiyboird 

Logitech 2-4 
40 w*m 21 Speator 9 5 wan* RMS * 2 
[into 4 ohmi, » tfch/, a ItfMHD) 
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THE BASICS 
Here are the perks of Games For Windows 

Lrve memberihip 

Silver Membership Features (Free) 
■ Single gamer-tag 
• Common gamer profile 
• Common gamer&core 

• Single-player Achievements 
• Private chat via text and voice 
• Common friends list 
• PC-only multilayer including 

hrowsing a list of active PC games 

Cold Membership Features 
(549.95 annual premium) 

• All Silver membership features 

• Multiplayer match making with friends 
• Skill based matchmaking 
e Multiplayer Achievements 
a Cross-platform gameplay 

Live, as 6 million Xbo*-based subscribers attest, 

offers unified friend lists, universal voice chat, 
quality control, and anfrcheal protection along with 

access to “Achievements," virtual certificates awarded 

for completing in-game challenges. This March,. 

Microsoft asked PC gamers to get with the online 
gaming network program. 

MS reps say their reasoning ts twofold: Connect 

Xbox 360 and PC gaming communities and enhance 

the online experience for PC gamers, Registered 
Xbo* Uve Gold members (see The Basics,” above) 

automatically receive Games lor Windows Live 

privileges at no additional cost—input their existing 
gamertags, and off they go. Everyone else either 

signs up For the feature-light but free Silver package 

or pays a 549.95 annual premium for Gold. That is, of 
course, if they can be convinced to try it at all. 

We ask Games for Windows and Xbox boss- Peter 

Moore and Live general manager JJ. Richards about 

how they hope to seH gamers and gamennakefs on 

the Sendee. 

Is this the first announcement in 

Microsoft history that hasn't included a single 
third-party publisher? 

Peter Mqflre, corporate vice president. 

Interactive Entertainment Business, 
i nti. rtahnment and Devices Division: Well, I think 

we've probably made some other announcements 

that don't involve th»rd-parties...as we've told all of 

the other third-parties, end I've been Instrumental 

in this with third-party publishers, the complex¬ 

ity of what we're proposing to do with Games for 

Windows Uve is something that my studios and 
Microsoft Game Studios are focused on first, learning 

some of the challenges, learning some of the obsta¬ 

cles to successful deployment of the service. We do 
have third-parties that are ready, standing by, but it's 

very much a first-party initiative first and then third 

parlies will follow. 

So you're saying that some third-party 

support is lined up? 

PM: Mot that 1 can announce. These are not things 

that you just turn on overnight and suddenly there'll 

be a game there. We have been very aggressive in 

layktg out Our entire program, initiative, and three- 

Private,, pwr-to-pwr diit with friend* come* fr« with Silvw sub*. 

to-five-year strategy for this to all third-party pub¬ 

lishers JVe been involved in most of those meetings 

on the road, And while nobody is in a position to 

make an announcement yet, there's a lot of activity. 

Let s linger on that. If the third-party sup¬ 

port is there, wouldn't rt make more sense to 

watt until those partnerships are secured, then 

announce the whole program all at once? 

PM I want lo drag you back up to 30,000 Lett and 

the overall strategy behind this, which is building a 
broader common rty around gamers regardless of 

the device that they're playing on, [giving them! 

the ability to access Xbox Live whether they're at 

work, whether iheyTe on the road, in their hotel 
room on their laptop, whether they're at home in 

front of their TV. We think that's as important as 
cross-platform play. So while having content that 

is both nch and deep is going to be important 
and while cross-platform play is going to be very 

important, access to the community shouldn't be 
overlooked. When I talk to gamers, what the/ne 

excited about is being able to [access Live] 2 A 

hours a day, seven days a week, whether they're at 

their office or whether they’re in their hotel room 
Of whether they're online in an airport. 

As someone who subscribes to Xbox Live, 
getting Gold pedks cm PC is great From the 

dfehard PC player's perspective, its different On 

Xbox 360. you don't have other options: if you 

want to play Gears of War Onlino, you get Live. 

PC players, however, have other options. So I'm 

wondering what is it about this particular option 

that makes at a must-have? 
PM Well don't underestimate Achievements. You're 

right, though. If you're a hardcore PC gamer,.you 

have to hang back and have a look, Gut we ace giving 

you a choice, and were opening up a world where 

you get access to the console community. A lot of 

existing Gold members a*e going to get better value 

out of their Gold membership, and I like lo think that 

we'll also grow both Silver and Gold memberships 

because of the breadth of the device-agnostic 

gaming experience that we're now providing. 

One developer says that if he signs his 
game up for Games for Windows Live support 

Microsoft's agreement blocks him from offer¬ 

ing many Gold-tier features to nansubsc libers. 
So say, for example, that there's a Battiefietd 

3, and that it works with Live, that Gold users 

get voice-over-IP and can collect medals and all 

these other things that are already Tn Bat tie fie Sd 

2. Now we'd have to pay the premium for Gold 

accounts to access these features. The developer 

could no longer offer its own versions of voice¬ 
over-IP and stat tracking, 

PM: I'll throw that back to somebody else to give 

you an answer We'll get back to you on that. 

He sees it as a hostile move. The words 

he used were "hijacking'' and "hostage-taking."1 
{Moore laughs] Yeah. yeah , hyperbole, but if 

that is the case, it would be a matter of suddenly 
having to subscribe to get what some people 

feel entitled to, to get what they're used to get¬ 
ting for free, t guess it's a matter of how much 

else you're offering,.,, 

PM: That's it, and she consumer will make that 

choice; the gamer will make that choice, and the/II 
see the value and subscribe, or not Nobody is forc¬ 

ing anybody to do thi-S As the company that built 

the 360 and the company that's...reirwigorating the 
Games for Windows platform, we think that bring¬ 

ing the two platforms together as a very viable 

and powerful community, as well as offering some 

unique cross-platform play, is an opportunity that 
garnets wanL Nobody under any circumstances is 

saying you must do this. You can still continue play¬ 

ing in the PC game environment that you like, and if 
the free environment's important to you, then have 

at it great we love people who play games on tfie 

PC Because we're Microsoft well continue to sup¬ 
port that conditioning. Now. the concept that we 

debuted at [the Electronic Entertainment Expo] last 

year was, "Wouldn't it be great if we could somehow 

bring it all together?" We've deployed a tremendous 

amount of work, a tremendous amount of effort 

and a tremendous amount of financial resources to 

make that happen, and we’ll continue to invest in 
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making that happen. I'm hoping that gamers will 

see I he value when they look at wiiai ihpy gel for 

their SO bucks a year 0ut they may not Shawn. You 
may he right and they'll choose to continue to play 

using the services that are free.. and God bless 'em. 

As long as it continues to be on a Windows PC, I 
don't think we have too many issues with that. A 

good example is what we do on the 360 with HD- 

DVD. Under no circumstances did we force high-def 

movie playback into the console. Rather, we gave 

you the opportunity to buy an HD-DVD player 

separateEy should you be fortunate enough to own 

an entertainment center at home that can take 
advan tage of high definition. 

Wouldn't Microsoft's antitrust agree¬ 
ment prevent you from saying. "In order to 

use DirectX 10, you must partner with Games 

for Windows?1' 

PM- We wobld never do that. The PC is still very 
much an open platform that we as a company, mom 

than any other company in the world, have nurtured 
and made powerful. The Windows operating system 

has given birth to a PC on every desk, and gaming's 
a core part of that scenario. And you're right, not 

that we'd ever do that anyway, but we're also gov¬ 
erned by a consent decree from the U.S. government 

regarding what we do and what we don t dto. Having 

said that, we want to make sure that the PC contin¬ 
ues to be a growing, open platform. 

Wouldn't offering a full-featured Live 

for free—at least at first—improve Windows 

as a gaming platform? Wouldn 't it entice third- 

parties, since they could then say, "We're adding 

extra content to our product free of charge" 

PM- Yeah, our business model fesuch dial we have 
to be up-fiont with the consumer, that there's a very 

large cost to doing this aid that cost needs ip be 

recoupable in some way, i actually think it's disingen¬ 
uous to start off free with a plan. and then charge 

for it I think Id rather be up-front with what we do,, 

•and we re doang that. Again, I made this statement 

when I met with you a couple of weeks ago: The SSO 

a year that people pay for Xbcw Live Gold—li've yet 

to meet somebody that thought they weren't get¬ 

ting their value for $4 and whatever that ts a month. 

If they don’t believe they are getting iheir value for 

their money then they'll simply opt out. No, I think ft 

would be disingenuous to start off giving everylhing 

'WE DO HAVE THIRD-PARTIES THAT 
ARE READY. STANDING BY.” 

-PETER mOORE 

away for free if you had a pian to start ultimately 
charging. We arne going to have a free 30-day trial 

that you typically get with the Xbox 360, so if you 

buy Shodtnvrun or Halo Z, you're gonna get that 

trial. I'm not sure we've announced liiat, but...if we 
do it for every Xbox game, why wouldn't we do it for 

pur Games for Windows Live games? 

Now. since you're splitting the service 

with Silver and Gold memberships, aren’t these 

different degrees of entitlement„? 
PM: 1 he answer to the question I think you're trying 
to sk is that we really warn; to make people see the 

value of Gold. By allowing them to play albeit not 

with a lull feature set until then, at least it gets them 
to play, and the challenge we would like to [accom¬ 

plish] is to get people to step up, obviously. 

Here's where that brain fart was headed: 
Will a Silver sub offer fun VOIP? If not. you'll 

have split your player base between those who 

are able to communicate freely and those who 
are not The people who are paying for Gold are 

gonna have people playing in their game who 

can't communicate.,.. 
PM: I think that they'll find friends I make lure my 

fnends have Go-Id if I want to have a full-featured 

competition. I'm assuming you don t go out there 

in the Wild West on a regular basis. You play with 
people you know and trust and have a good expe¬ 

rience with. 

On Xbox On PC, I'm used to playing on 

public servers and, as you say, they are the Wild 

West, but because they're dedicated instead of 

pecr-to-peer, they have administrators available 
that serve as sheriffs, I assume you'll still have 

server host options with Live.... 
PM: Oh, yeah. We're not trying to reinvent the 

multiplayer PC gaming environment. We're trying to 
enhance and give extra levels of choice. And i like to 

think that some of the things we've learned, albeit 
on consoles with Xbox Live, carry over here particu¬ 

larly wilti [regard to] community. Achievements are 

probably the best example, People absolutely love 

them, and I can tell from your voice that you love 
[Item as well. We all do, 

PM: they're great guys. We talk to them on a 
regular basis; we love what Ihey do, and I think 

the majority of people play | World of WorCraft\ 

on Windows PCs. They've done a great deal to 

re in vigo rate interest in deep and intense gam¬ 
ing on the platform. If your question pertains to 

console-PC is an open platform and MM Os work 

perfectly there when developers have complete 
access.„.to updating and patching the game, 

everything they need to do in order to keep 

things Fresh and functioning 2A hours a day, It'S a 
bit more complex on a console, the subscript ion' 

based model versus the packaged-goods model 

everything else is different. Not to say that some¬ 

body won't crack the code for having a great 
MMO on a console,.,. 

Does certification slow or impede third - 

party developers from patching and providing 
new content? 

PM: II you're a developer, no, you simply do 

that yourself. 

So if you're branded as a Games for 

Windows game, and you're operating with 
GFW Uve, you never need to have new con¬ 

tent certified? 

PM: If its Games for Windows Live and there's some 

interaction with the console, then there's going to 
be some certification. But Games for Windows is not 

certified. There are basic technical requirements, but. 

no, not a laborious certification process. 

One concern I've heard third-party 

developers voice is that certification is, in 

fact, part of live, and that they then run into 
this conundrum. ..whether they can provide 

content free of charge [and] whether or not 
that content requires certification prior to 

rdease. So, to confirm, GFW Live won't work 
that way.,.? 

PM: If the game is accessing Xbox Live, if for 

instance, a console version of that game will interact 
with this fix, then yes, it has to be checked because 

you want to make sure what you're putting into 

Xbox Live is certifiable. 

Achievements might be massive in an 

MMORPG. How twd is it to integrate MMORPGs 

into live? 

PM: From technical, community, and maintenance 

points of view MMQs are very unique. They’ve 
grown the PC gaming platform, but on [Xbox] 

we've had a hander time getting powerful M VIOs. 

You know we've got a deal with Marvel to bring an 
MMO to the 360—no announcements about how 

we extend that experience yet, but cracking the 

MMO market as a first-party, it's probably important, 

but there seems to be a steady stream of MMQs out 

now ir addition to the big daddy of them ajL 

men i would double-check wiihour guys Because 

That big daddy actounts for a dispro you’re asking me. now, certification questions that..1 

portionate number of people who play on the donjt quite have the answer to. I think we would 

platform. How much of a priority Is it for you to probably wont to have a look at it if it was using the 
court World erf War Craft Slid Blizzard? Live service 

Such as Shadewrvnl 

PM; Yeah. If you change the code in some way., 

make a fix that may interact negatively with the ser¬ 

vice, then we need to look at it, If itS purely a Games 

for Windows game, which is separate from a Games 

for Windows Live game, then no, Microsoft doesn't 
cer tify thaL 

What if it's a Games for Windows Live 
game tiiat works only on Windows? A hypo¬ 

thetical Company of Heroes, tor example, in 

which case you're not playing with people on 

the console? 
PM; I'd have to double-check. If it's utilizing live. 
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Live Market pi act and Liver Arcade are 

excellent dm 360. Will Games for Windows Live 

offer equivalents? 
PM Ultimately. we need to extend the full Xbox Live 

experience onto Games foj Windows, Crawl walk, 

run. First we let you chase Achievements, create your 
profile, see where your friends are, send messages, 

and so on. Later, well follow up with everything 

everybody loves about the Xbox Live experi¬ 

ence, things like Arcade and Marketplace. Video 
Marketplace, however, is a very complex situation 

with Hollywood Etu-dsqs antf TV networks. We'd need 

to look at individual contracts.-.so me studios coo Id 
have obligations with other companies that utilize 

the PC for direct digital distribution. 

Too early to talk specifics, though? 
f3M: We have a lot happening, but yeah, too early to 

make an announcement. 

So far, only Shadow run offers cross¬ 

platform play, right? 

PM: Uno. It's one of the most popular games 

ever invented. 

Which game? 

PM: Unit 

Oh. UnOr What message does it send 

when Hah l ships for Vista at roughly the 
same time that HqIq 3 dehuts on Xho« 360? 

PM: If the implication is that it's a negative mes¬ 

sage for the Games for Windows platform, then 

I'll disagree. Although it actually started off on the 
Mac, if l recall correctly, Hah has metamorphosed 

into a console game. It's been built and opti¬ 

mised to use a controller and Xbox Live, We have 
other games that focus purely on the Games for 

Windows platform, things likeFlight Sim and Age 

of Empires and Zoo Tycoon. For better or worse, 
these things are I he exclusive domain of the PC. 

So if the insinuation is that we should do every¬ 

thing we can to have them come out on the same 
platform at the same time, my answer to that 

would be—and you can agree Or disagree—our 
focus needs to be on the console because that’s 

where the game has the most impact for us at the 
moment. Other games are focused on the Games 

for Windows platform. 

Hato Wan would make a strong Games 
for Windows game.... 

PM: Yeah, no announcements to that effect, but. .1 

think our goal is to try [toj bring an RTS game to 

the console. Theft what we said we're going to do, 

and that's what we're going to do. So the team at 

Ensemble is completely focused on the console 

experience right row. Obviously, bringing an RTS to 
the Window?; platform is a no-brainer but a lot of it 

is dev resources, a lot of it's strategic, and a tot of it's 

wh&t we want to do. 

Ensemble is One Of yOur strongs st first- 

party devefopersv especially for PC, Should its 

switch inspire confidence? Also, can you com¬ 

ment on what's happening with Shadowrvn 

deve toper FAS A Studio? 

PM: In what respect? 

Rumor has ft that its being disbanded 
once it completes the project. 

PM; N*o comment on lhaL FASA is crunching now 

on Shadowrun and nobody's been let go. 

Are you helping independent developers 

integrate Live services into games? 

PM: Yeah, at their behest We're a good evangelistic 

company and constantly get teams out to develop¬ 

ers If we think it's good that Live goes into a game, 

we're there. 

Crys/s could sell Live.... 

PM. ftathmg to announce there yeL Cry$i$ is a 

showcase tide for the overall platform, but you need 
to keep a team focused on delivering what they 

need to do for the platform, and anything else that 

is different ftom tfte Overall strategy when you 're 

developing the game is going to be a distraction. 
Who's to say what 's going to happen in the Mure, 

but one thing I've (earned is that you can create 

trauhle if you start changing paths during the devel¬ 
opment process. Our primary focus is delivering a 

game that'll show off Vista and DirectX 10 graphics. 

How many people are working on 
Windows Live in comparison to Xbox Live? 

PM: Internally at Microsoft? L don't know the num¬ 

ber but l think youti be Surprised by how |big] it is, 

For competitive reasons, we tend noi to break down 

numbers of people working on projects* 

I wanted to let you respond to Valve 

director of marketing Doug Lombardi, who 

argues that, "Right now, ft seems that Games 

for Windows is part of a marketing push to help 

Vista, We'll see if in two years Microsoft is still 

spending money to put GFW sections in retail." 

PM; We have an obligation to try [to] retnvfgorate 
gaming on the Ft. We"re going to get behind this 

platform; we're going jo put our money where 

our mouth is. WeVe now roiled out the Games for 

Windows branding in 9,009 stores in North America. 
We've put interactive displays in 1,000 stores—full 

demo units with monitor keyboard, mouse—and 
that's been on our dime. To afford what 1 think is 

a great investment for the overall ecosystem, I've 
actually taken that marketing money away from my 

console marketing money. I ask For nothing back in 
return other than a healthier ecosystem than was 

there when we first started: investing m this, 

So the health of the gaming 'ecosystem" 
is the ultimate goad? 

PM: One of the things that most concerned me 

was that when I went to a retailer—and I was 
about to name one particularly ssd example—i 

saw consistency on the console side, whether it was 

Xbox or PlayStation or Nintendo Wii. And I saw 

consistent branding, I saw OVD packaging that has 
the branding bar in the same place for all competi¬ 

tive platforms, I saw interactive displays on end- 

caps, and I saw an attractive place to shop, I then 
turned my attention to the PC aisle, and I saw pro¬ 

ductivity software, entertainment software, gaming 

software, different sizes., different shapes, different 
packaging, [inconsistencies] in look and feel, and it 

just wasn't as enticing 3 place to shop as the con¬ 

sole area. I think shoppers lend to gravitate toward 

the other side. It's my goal to make it an enticing 

place for you to stop, pick up some packages, and 

such. We're making headway certainly with the 
retailer and ultimately with the consumer. 

Sd-fl family shooter Sbuifi> wnit pfti PC players 
against Xbox ISO-ouniinq opponents. 

How much headway are you making? 

i-'M: With a couple of exceptions, 1 think every 

major retailer of PC games understands and has 

embraced what we're doing. It's classic Microsoft 
crewf-walk-run We're investing now—we're crawl¬ 

ing, if you will—because we haven't rolled this out in 

the European market yeL which well do in the near 
future, and then we'll Start walking a little bit as we 

get more and mare publishers to carry the branding. 

And then I think people will see the ppiwr of what 
we can do on a global basis, and the entire ecosys¬ 
tem, the entire industry will be running with us, 

Do you see EA and Ubisoft joining you? 

PM: Yeah. My hope is that they can see the value, 

I think we all know the experience of walking into 

retailers where ift bright and enticing. We don't 

spend a lot of time or money in disorganized, poorly 

lit shops with an inconsistent took on the shelf. So 

Doug's going to have to give me some slack. But he’s 

right—check back with me in two years, * 

1 ITIAHE SURE 
mV FRIENDS 
HAVE GOLD IF 
I WANT TO 
HAVE A FULL- 
FEATURED 
COmPETITION." 

-PETER mOQRE 
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"WE RE NOT REmOVING ANV CHOICES. 
WE'RE ADDING A CHOICE THAT WE 
THINH IS A PREmiUm CHOICE." 

-3 3 RICHARDS, GENERAL, ITIANAjGBR UVt 

PAR 

JJ. Richard^ general 

manjger, Live?: I want 

to Calk you through 
the press release and its implications, since it was 

obvious that some people didn't understand it. 

This is the first bridge weVe built that connects 
console gamers to the PC gamers. We have 6 mil¬ 
lion members connected to the Live service, and 

when we talk to them, (...) we ask them, rWhat do 

you guys want next...?' 

How many of those 6 million are 
Gold subscribers? 

JJR: The majority. We don't disetose specifics. So 
when we asked them what they wanted neirt.— 

and 70 percent of litem are dual gamers—they 
said to lake the experience, the online community 

and Achievements and gamerscoras, and extend it 

so that they stay connected when they get kicked 

off the living room TV and game at work on their 
PC in their study on their PC. or in their bedroom 

on their PC The idea is to expand that experience 

for those 6 million people, and for not a penny 

more. When they're playing 5ft0dbwvir.fi or Halo 2 
lAslo or Uno this year; they'll enter their creden¬ 

tials for Live and play just like they would on T6Q. 

Seventy percent of Xbo>t Live users you 

surveyed say they're also PC gamers? 

JJR: Yes, console and PC. So we said OK, we want 

a value proposition for the dual gamer. Since we 
already have Live on [360]. we just extend that 

feature set for the dual gamer and they're good 
to go. That's out of the gate. 

Then there are those who aren't already 

signed on, and their question is, 'What am I 

going to get out of this that justifies the fee?" 
JJR: A better choice. We certainly didn'i want to 

restrict any choices. What we want to do is add 

another choice to what’s already available when¬ 
ever you pul in a PC game 

One question I put to Peter involved 

restricting choices. Imagine a Batttefiekl 3, It's 

on Games for Windows live,, it has voice-over-IR 

stat tracking, and a promotion system. Now, is it 

true that at that point, EA Or whoever Could not 
provide workarounds for people who purchased 

the software but not Live subscriptions? 

JJR: Short answer to your question is no, ff I heard 
it correctly. Let me walk through the specifics. Just 

like we're giving consumers choices, game develop 

ers are always going to have chorees as well. They 

can create multiplayer play for Silver users. If they 

want matchmaking, if they want to take advantage 

of our zones and Achievements, they can add Gold. 

They're not restricted to one or the other. 

Say they offer Silver and Gold through 
live, as you say, but then they also want to pro- 

vide stat tracking, matchmaking, medals, and 

VOIP to people who do not subscribe *o Live, 

period. Can they? 

JJR:: Game developers are in complete control aver 

what stats they have in-game. People who are not 

Gold, who are just Silver and are not paying any¬ 
thing, are able to access and earn every smgle-play- 

er Achievement. With multiplayer Achievements, 

that's vJhere we got into it arid asked, how do we 

make .these worth something? On the console side 
and alto when we were going out end seeing whet 

PC gamers wanted—they wanted something that 

was almost auditable or accredited, free from all the 
hacking and the cheating that's customary in PC 

games. What's a rank matter if you think everybody 

above you is hacking? So you want your rank to -I 

don't have a good word for it.,,, 

...be based cm merit; not exploitation? 

.'JR- You want confidence that it's against a common 
scale. So For some classes of Achievement, we had 

to figure out a way to create a common scale, and 

that's where Gold multiplayer Achievements come in. 

You have to be in the ranked matchmaking system 

to know that you're playing by the rules. So yes, a 

game could have ranking, and that's why I said your 

short answer is no, but they wouldn't throw in Gold- 
ranked match Achievements because they're rot 

within lhat system. Does that make sense? 

Yes, And voice-over-IP? 

JJR: Silver supports private chal via text and voice; 

you can pull up any person on your friends list 

and chat with them. Developers are going to have 
a choice about how they're going to implement 

these things. The one thing that we're trying to 
emphasize is that this added choice that we're 

bnnging is better than what's currently out there, 
and better means (getting] away from the gneling 

and cheating and hacking that you expect on PC. 
That's what the people on Xbox appreciate. 

The reason 3 keep at thls^ond I apolo¬ 

gize ff it seems like a minor point—is that 
concerned developers argue that it comes 

down to saying, "If we go with GFW Live on 

this, and if you want to talk to all of your 
teammates in our game, you'll now need 

to subscribe to Gold to do so. Once we've 

agreed to work with Live, they won't let us 

offer workarounds." 

JJR: That's what I'm trying to make dear—we're 

not removing any choices. We're adding a choice 

that we think is a premium choice. 

0K, so then the answer would be, 

"No, that's not how it works, and their 

worries arc unwarranted/' 

Yeah, but then !‘m going to sayJeffcwgff 

and see what game developers decide to imple¬ 

ment, Players want a better service than what's 

out there; they want to be matched with people 

who are- the hast match for them. Are you familiar 

with our gamer zones? Sa you can choose from 

zones for friends, for family, for recreational and 

competitive play. 

That's a strong selling point : match¬ 

making and sotting players by skill. But for 

Live to truly become the best choke, it need* 
third-parties, it needs to offer these perks with 
Cryiis, with Company of Heroes, with Unreal 

Tournament 3. 

JJR; You're trying to get a scoop, aren't you? 

HI take the scoop, bull also think it's an 

important point. If Microsoft had third-parly 
partnerships lined up with Live at the time of the 

announcement, your case would've been that 
much stronger, that much more convincing. It 

concerns me that that wasn't the case. There’s 
going to be a great deal of resistance, depending 

□ n the developer. In this Space specifically. On 

Xbox, Uve is and always was the one and only 
option. That's not the case on PC and it hasn't 

been the case tor a long, long time. So, sure, 

while I'd love to be the first to tell everyone that 

they can took forward to all of this functionality 

with Crysts or Unreal, I also want to say that this 

will amount to more than Uno, SJrorfowruri, and 

Halo—that it's not over after that. 

JJR: I hear what you want. Fm trying to figure out 

how I can increase your comfort level without dis¬ 

closing specifics that we're not going to disdose 
yet I know my wife's pissed at me now because I've 

gotta get on a Sunday morning flight to Europe 

to talk to someone next week. And our teams are 

talking toother third-party developers about error 
codes, but 1 can't give you any title announcements* 

Is it safe to say you'll announce some 

significant third-party partnerships by the end 
of the year? 

JJft: You've seen how we work in the post; At every 

major event, we add a new piece, So we've got our 
PR folks* a rid they've got tlwirown ideas as far as 

when and how to release information I don't do 

that, So all l know is that the work's happening, the 
titles are coming and we're going to an noun® them 

when we announce them. I think the/II be pretty 

impressive announcements, when we do [release the 

announce merits]. Again, look at this press release; we 

could have just left it at the tiers and pnang, but we 

threw in Halo 2 l/rsta, a pretty big title. Shodowrun. 

a pretty big title, and for our casual gamers, Uno 
cross-platform, a pretty big title. When we bring out 

something new. it's going to get its own bright, shiny 

announcement and its own press release [It's] not 
[going to be] buried as a fourth title in this 1st. 

Do you think that rt's a chicken-and-egg 

scenario, where GFW Live needs third-par ties in 

order to thrive, but, conversely, Live needs to 

succeed first In order to attract third-parties? 

UJR: I don't understand the question. The commu¬ 
nity 15 about gamers, and the gamers only come 

for the games, and the community that we build 

is a community around games. 
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Lot's talk first-party, than.... 
jja: First-party is a showcase; leading the way fpr 

publishers with innovation, breaking the path for 

others to follow. As such, you're going to see us 
take the lead with our ultimate dream, which is 

for developers to wnte once and publish twice. 

That's where we want to go. Nobody wants to fund 
different development teams to create the same 
game for different platforms, and this way they 

can focus on innovative gameplay, storylines, and 

art. What I'm excited about is when people start to 

think about types of cross-platform gameplay—not 

one player with a mouse versus another player 

with a gamepad, but breaking it up.,., 

In a perfect world, what types of interac¬ 

tivity would we expect to see developers intro¬ 

duce across the two plat forms? 

JJR: Hah 2 Writer's map editor is a great example 

of augmenting the experience on the PC. 

Are the console players then able to ben¬ 

efit from map editing performed on the PC? 

JJR: For Hah 2 Vista, the answer's no..., 

Because I'm talking about crois- 

platform, where the two are actually work¬ 
ing with one another. 

JJR; If we weren't making Hah 3, we'd probably 

have the resources to take Hah 2 on Xbox and 

upgrade it to the same next-generation experi¬ 
ence that Hah 2 l/jifo is going to be. You have to 

remember, this is going to be the first time ever 

that HqIq Nation gets to earn Achievements in 

Hah. You Can't do that in Haio 2 on console, you 
can't create maps..,. 

Again-, I can sec how that could be huge 
when you're talking about making Windows 

more attractive to people who are already part 

of the Xbox Live community, but it's not like this 

is the first game that's ever let you manipulate 

the multiplayer playspace on PC. 

JJR Do you play Ghost Recan Advanced Warfighter? 

Part of the game is played from first-person perspec¬ 
tive; you shoot, seek cover shoot. And then there's 

the tactical overlay, where you control a drone that 

provides intelligence to soldiers in the field. Imagine 

that but where the person on the PC can bring more 

of an RTS mindset to it, or a Commond & Conquer 

approach, while people who are on the PC or the 

console can take on the foot-soldier roles. 

Sure, I'm thinking along the lines of com¬ 
mander mode in Battlefield, but more compli¬ 

cated. So you're confident that this sort of cross- 
platform play wi II emerge on Live? 

JJR; I'm confident because I think gamers want 

it. Because gamers want iL I think developers are 
going to create it I think developers are going to 

create it because we're providing the infrastructure 

and the platform for them to do so. 

Atone point, people speculated that Halo 

3 would work this way. 

JJR: Yeah. And again, if your readers keep clamor¬ 

ing for it. it's going to get built. The infrastructure 

is there, Developers and publishers don't have to 

worry about the how now; the how is done, so 
they can just focus on that gameplay, the story¬ 

line, the unique experiences. That's what we're 

hoping will happen here. 

We were surprised when Ensemble 

announced that it would develop Huh Wars for 

360. The studio is such a strong asset for Games 
for Windows. Are you still putting top internal 

developers on Vista projects? 

JJR: Absolutely. Again, sve'ne executing with the 

vision of write once, publish twice, and this is 
absolutely pan of all of our future plans. From 

here on out. we approach everything m a cross- 
platform way. We even have to think about how 

retail works. When you walk into a store and you 
want to buy a Gold membership card or Microsoft 

points. what do we pul on the package? 

What can a Gold subscriber expect by the 

end of the year? Two, three years from ngw? 

JJR- The world's biggest social network built 
around gaming? Being abfr to Chat with friends 

no matter what they're doing, watching videos. Or 

TV listening to music, or playing games. 

Another question that Peter wasn't able 

to answer at the time had to do with certified- 

tinn and how it pertain* to patches and addi¬ 

tional content. Let's say your MMQ works with 

Games for Windows Live. You need to patch it. 

pronto, or perhaps you want to add content. 
Would you need certification? 

JJR: I remember reading your magazine in the last 

couple of months, and you loved a high-profile 

game but dinged its rating because it shipped 

with some bugs. If you want to talk about this, 

that's probably a good example. The point of us 

working on stuff is to stop that from happening. 

Which way do you want if? Do you not want us 

there, so you have the bugs, or do you want us 

there, so you don't have the bugs? 

So that's an indirect yes. right? That 
you would need to certify patches and other 

such content? 

JJR: If you're taking advantage al the Games for 
Windows Live network, then yeah, because we're 

not gonna have a game go up that breaks the 

matchmaking service, or violates the way our 

security measures work. Go back to Achievements, 
for example. The first thing we ask is did they give 

100 or l.OOO or 10,000 gamer points? Somebody 

needs to check and confirm that, yes. they gave 

l.OOO like they were supposed to, Not too many, 

not too few. We make sure that multiplayer 

matchmaking and Achievements and everything 
else works, and that's to avoid the problems you 

guys cited. 

Thai makes sense. What about requir¬ 

ing third-party developers to charge for 

content that they might prefer to offer free 

of charge? 
JJRl Developers are still in control, on the console 

as well as on PC, They choose what to do, 

Epic is another story with Genes of War, 

hut if they said, riWe don't want to charge for 

whatever content we're doing,'' would that be 
their decision to make? 

JJR: I think developers determine what to make 
and how to make it. If they wanted to use PayPal 

in Live Marketplace, we're going to say, "Guys, 
we're using Microsoft points.- 

I 

I'm talking entirely free. No points. 

no payments. 
JJR: We're certainly not forcing anybody to 
do anything. 

Gotcha, Final question: If, say, 

Shadowrun doesn't succeed to the degree 

that you had anticipated on either platform. 

Will you Still pursue cross-pi at farm play to the 

same extent that you're planning on now? 

JJR: Yeah. I think -so. because again, gamers want 

it. Gamers want to play wilh iheir friends, whether 
or not they're on the same platform. They wan! 

to follow up the smack talk on who's better, and 

they want to be a part of the biggest community 

passible. I don't see any of those things going 

away. We're not doing this because we think it's a 

good idea, we're doing this because weVe talked 

to thousands ol gamers around the world and 

asked them what they wanted next, and this is 

what they told us they wanted. And that's what 

we've built * 
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COVER FEATURE 

a Ask Blizzard's humble (cremaster Chris 
!™J Metzen how he feeCs about the Jin'dorei 

enslavement of the Naaru, the narrative 

repercussions of killing an Old God every few 

content patches o/ what nutty wonders lie 

beyond the gates of Uldurn, and he'll talk one 

ear off and half of the other. Ask him about how 

he feels about gold-farming sweatshops. <cliege 
dropout rates as a function of MMO adoption. 

Of kids dying from overplaying Rallies in Korean 

Internet cafes, and he's left speechless, 
Whal happens when your game gets bigger than 

you are? When it takes on a life Of its Own and 

becomes something far greater than what you ever 

imagined? We spent a day at Blizzard trying to find 
out—only to discover that they had just as many 

questions as we did 

CHANNELING HURRICANE 
Irvine. CA_ lQa.m, March 30, 2007. It's quiet, 

sunny, and warm in the suburban office-park 

parking lot, Birds chirp, men on cell phones 
syne-rgize and rightsize, and you’d never guess 

that the company behind the sterile facade 

o-n the left sits at the center of an 8,5 - mill ion - 
subscriber maelstrom. Over the course of the past 

3&-odd months, Metzen and his cohorts have 

watched Blizzard Entertainment transform from 

"beloved gamemaker into "certifiable cultural 
phenomenon," its hit World of WarCraft inspiring 

everything from Sourfi Park episodes to 11-o'clock- 

news alertsabout the dangers of late-night raiding. 
Some say it’s only a game. The bulletproof glass 

shielding Blizzard’s receptionist says otherwise. 

But the folks at Blizzard are taking their 
surprising status as a social force (have no 

illusions: The number of WOW subscribers tops 

the population of the state of Georgia: in China, 
where "Internet addicts" are treated with shock 

therapy at special clinics, itJs estimated that 
630,000 people are playing simultaneously every 

■evening) in stride—not because they don’t care, 
but because it's the only way they know how to 

deal. "It’s still kin da beyond us." says Metzen, 

a Dungeons £ Dragons geek in a pip- wrestler's 
body, who-—when it gets down to it-—really just 
wants to spin Weis and Hickman fables about 

dragons, Ores, and Trolts, "It's really hard to get 

your head around that number. I don’t even 

know what it is." > 
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A couple of other numbers: At the beginning 

of 2004, Bizzard co nsisted of a few hundred 

employees today, the company has approximately 
2,SOD workers around Hie world—elt because of 

WOW. Paul Sams, chief operating officer and 13- 

year Blizzard veteran, has been there essentially 
since the beginnings rad h* watched the 

■company grow from small-time crafter of quirky 

platform-puzzler (The Lost Vikings) to genre- 

defining barrier-buster CStorCrffft which Sams says 
he loves "like no game ever") to what it is today 

Growth inevitably brings change. 

"Things that have stayed the same?' offers Sams. 
“Our core focus and goaf, and that's to make the 

best games in the world. That has absolutely been 

unchanged,,.. Things that have changed, from my 
perspective? I don't know every single detail of 

everything we do anymore, 1 think the Old brain 

isn't able to have as many things in it as there are 

things going on," 
“My brain's not big enough, not at all" 

echoes Metzen, "Just to see this thing living and 
growing—it's like a kid, and it's really starting to 

walk. Well it's been walking for awhile, but it's 
starting to pick out its own clothes, it's starting to 

speak it's really got a life of its own." 
As we stroll through Blizzard's office, we get the 

impression that everything is on parental lockdown 

as WOW rampages through its terrible twos—turn 

the pot handies in. shove plastic guards in the 
outlets, and lock up the forks. Don't photograph 

this, don't talk about that don't even think about 

asking about the mid-May mystery announcement 

in Korea Seemingly innocent questions like "What 

classes do you folks playr arc shot down for fear 

that the information will spread like poison—as 

if the knowledge that lead designer Jeff Kaplan's 

main is a Druid (it's not..or is ft?) will result in the 

collapse of the Internet It probably would, 

EVERSONS ONE 
Designers, artists, and programmers less like 

cogs in a machine than cells in an organism, 
contributing to a whole no single unit is able 

to really comprehend or control—at Blizzard, 
ideas don't flow in a chain so much as through 

a circulatory system. Cinematics inform texture 
artists and level designers, concept artists shape 

lore, and a single song can shape an entire 

quest chain. 

LANDMARKS 
Voii’ve your favorite 

r quest, zone, or instance—so 
do the folks at Blizzard. Look 
for the question marks, 

I The exclamation points 
! mark Easter eggs and other 

points of interest across 
Azeroth and Outlnnd. 

"It's not just 

story," says Metzen, 

It s when the story 
starts informing the 

unit design, when 

it starts informing 
costumes—when 

you click on units 

and they say 
stupid like...what does (Troll exclamation] 

'tazdingo' mean? 1 don't know. But all this then 

reverse-informs the story. It's very organic." 

Downstairs, in Blizzard's sound department, 
audio director Bussell Brower offers up the perfect 

paradigm of MetzerTs functional metaphor. 

"Arp you familiar with the song we did?’ 
asks Brower, referring to one of The Burning 

CruK*de"& most talked-about quest chain*; The 
Lady's Necklace, a Blood Elf newbie mission that 

culminates with Lady Sylvanas Windrunncr, undead 
Banshee Queen of the Undercity, pausing losing a 

song—complete with lyrics inThalassian (language 
of the Blood Elves) and summoned spiritual choir. 

Til cop that rt was not something we planned 
from the beginning." says Brower. “As I was writing 

the music for the Blood Elf starting area, l fell 
that some of the melodies were becoming kind 

of lyrical..,. They were taking song fo-nm. And of 

Course, we're all fens of the Lord of the Rings films, 

and they took some of Tolkien's poems and set 
them to music and had Annie Lennox Or £rya or 

whoever sing them, so I started to think, 'Hm, this 

is kind of an opportunity here,'... It was just called 

'Everaong One,' and when the soloist sang the 

song, we weren't prepared for it, it was so moving. 

What you hear is take one; she was sight-reading 

it. After it was over. I played it for Chhs M etzer\ 

and he said, This is called "The Lament of the 

Highbome," and Syhrannas is singing it, and I'll tell 

you why.1 He checked with me on the translation— 
we tweaked some words here and there—end > 

(continued on pg. S5,i 

* Basically * flint 
studio: "The [two- 
And-a-half minute] 
Burning Cftaodt 
Intro probably took 

us about six months, 
says cinematics 
executive producer 

Matthew Sarnia. 

FAVORITE 
CHARACTER? 
“Aiwfuin 

Wrynn, King 
of StormwiniJ, 

He might seem like an odd 
choice since I mainly play 

Horde and he can't even 
he attacked, but he's my 
favorite for one simple 

reason: fatherly pride, 
The voice you hear when 

you talk to An dui n li my 
youngest sen* Joey, who was 
U at the rime/Weftn Cash. 
Technical Dtrvctor 

nr 
T 

FAVORITE 
CHARACTER? 

I "Old Blandly. No 
explanation Is needed Mori 
epic character ever. Move 
over. Toikien."—Jeff Kapkm. 

Lead Gum* Designer 

^>7 

FAVORITE 
ZONE? 

s "h the old worfdL 
Wertf al I.IT i the first zone 
I ever Worked on and I have 

a soft spot for hL~^Jeff 
Kaplan. Lead Game Designer 

M 1 FAVORITE 
QUEST 
LINE? 
"Probably 

* i the Mbs 
Brotherhood qu#m that 
eventually lead to the 
PeadmineS, Thwe's just SO 

much enlightening Alliance 
badatoiy that comes to the 

suffaco* You sian off just b 
few minutes into die game 

taking Out yOwr first Pefkis 
thief near an abandoned 

shed in Nofthshke, and lata 
you find yotirWff grouped 
with other players trying to 
stop the plans of a madman 
In charge of an entire secret 

society whose base of 
operations Is upon a Horde 

Juggernaut currently being 
built 111 an underground 

cave...epic Stuff."—Justin 

Thavkst Art Director 
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Blizzard, a oirioui warlock icrrt in an lyt of Kilrogg. 

GFW ILPCOTI * bl 

Despite their appearance, both Certman'f and Kenny's 
characters were actually rogues. 

Unofficial WOW nuKot Murky made It into two 
frames of one of the shots near Goldshirv. 

[FAVORITE 
ZONE? 

a "Artistically, 
Duskwood, After working 
on Efwynn and Westfall, It 
was fun trying to come up 
with the ultimate 'haunted 
forest/ It's memorable to 

crow the bridge for the flfft 
time and feel Ihf hazy bluish 

fog roll In, see the cobwebs 
swaying from the trees, 
and notice the blinking eyes 
of i«n e creature pe e ring 
from the shadows/"—/cuth 
Thovim f, Art Director 

SWORD OF 
A THOUSAND 
TROTHS 

Vou know you've hit the big 
time when you're parodied 
by South Park. Some tHngs 

you didn't know about the 
Isode "Make Love, Not 

WarCraft:' shat 'live" an 

the fiumfng Crusade alpha 
test server; 

Jenkins, the PK-ing villain (above), was modeled after a 
Blzard employee who helped with production. Pdv guy. 

, V' ^ FAVORITE 

, J 4 RAID? 
1 /i "The first Ofti 

V 4# C ^ I ever went 
to: lul 0 irrub. 

The first time w« went In 
there, I think It Cook us an 

hour and a half fust to gat 
to a boss- We had no cine 
what we were doing: St was 
greatl But we slowly learned 

how tDWDrkai a raid, and 
when we started takkvg down 

bosses, ft was a feeling none 
of us had yet experienced in 

the jam*/—Jererny Wood, 

Senior Software engineer 

a. n 

RAID ZONE? 
i "Nimramai. We 

poured our hearts and 

souls Into making this zone. 
We worked on K for over 
a year, ..everything Just 

sort of came together In 

Namcramas. Plus, 1 love the 
Tim Burton 
Kaplan, bead Game Designer 

FAVORITE 
f-1 ROSS? 
■ "Rag/naro^ ...it’s 

iiretomi watching him One- 
shot Major-domo Knectitus, 
whom It took 40 of u s to 
kill. The whole encounter 

Just has • really epic feel. My 
favorite screenshot is a 

perfectly framed shot of me 
Staring up at Ragnaro^ the 

bodies of the rest of the raid 
all around me, and him just 
ab nut to smack me down." 
—Jeremy Wood, Senior 
Software Engineer 

FAVORITE 
- 5-MAN 

. DUNGEON? 
"Sfratholrn * undrad. Th* 

lore does not get any 
better than this. In my 

opinion- Great atmosphere, 
undead' everywhere, and a 

great end fight with Baron 
Rlvend are,"—Cory $taehtanr 

Lead Level Designer 

1 
FAVORITE 

- BOSS? 
£ * * I still think 

the Archaedas 
ifji. encounter in 

Uldaman Is one of the best 
dungeon, bosses In the 

gome. One of our goals 
In creating five-person 
instanced content was to 
give everyoioe that >pic' 
raiding experience.... 
PlayerS oulcklv act the Players quickly get the 
opportunity to take part In 
a grand! fight with lots of 
cool stuff going an.”*—Jeff 

Kaplan, Lead Gone Designer 
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Tom Chilton 
LEAD GAME DESIGNER 
Hailing front Britannia 
(he., he once worked on 
UWitM OnJkie), Tom it 
the dc facto Work! of 
WprCrcift PVP guru. Got 
ganked? Cry to him, He'* 
probably laughing ait you, 

Shane Dabirl 
LEAD PRODUCER 
One man's head can't 
contain the entirety of 
WOW— but that's this 
nun's Job. tasked with 
making lure 1h* WQW 
development horde stays 
"on the same page." Meet the Players 
Jeff Kaplan 
Leap game designer 
Ushered Info the World 
Of WarCroft fold by 
his former EuerCfue&t 
guildnuSter Rob 
Pardo. J*ff tpHomite* 
the "gamers making 
games'' philosophy. 

While WQfid of WqiCraft is built on 
QA testers and character modelers, 

quest writers and internal raid team 

members, a few "key players"' have 
been ] nteg ral to WO W s success— 

though no single person listed on the 

right side of this page probably wants 

to be singled out as such. Think of 

them as your humble dvi! servants. 

'World of WarCraft is very much 

like running j targe city,," says lead 

producer Shane Dabiri ( large" being 
an understatement: the population of 

New York City is jusL over 8 million— 
and just shy of the number of IVOIV 

subscribers). “The development team 
IS the public work? <md city off dais. 

The mayor can't very well make good 
decision* about the City if he or She 

doesn't live in it.,SO we play in it" 

And not just for professional 

reasons—most of the Blizzard folks 

have "playing with mom and pop" 

stories similar to our own: "My nephew 

plays." says senior vke president of 

product development Frank Pearce, 

"Plenty of my friends play. In fact I was 

able to reunite with some old higb- 
schocl friends through WOW.' 

"We have people here who have 

kids away at college." says chief 
opera!ing officer Paul Sams, "and they 

play with them at night. One of our 
real-estate guys was telling me he was 

having issues with his IB-year-old son, 

and they connected through WOW 

Chris Metzen 
VP. CREATIVE 
development 
tfifordsmtth, tatemrapp**', 
and lorekeep&r of the 
World. Don't ask him 
about tier 6 «t bonuses-— 
but you can ask him 
About th« item nlitUL 

IWihe Morhiiime 
PRESIDENT 
Founding eofather of 
BGzzafd (alongside Allen 
Adhim and Frank Pearce). 
He's boon high (StnrCroft 
WOW): he's been low 
{WarCraft Advwntum, 
S&OfCreft (ifod). 

Rob Pardo 
VP OF GAME DESIGN 
H* didn't just shape 
the world of War^raft. 
Pardo is the solo game 
designer on Time 
magazine's 2006 list of 
"100 People Who Shape 
Our World," 

Paul Sams 
CHIEF OPERATING 
OFFICER 
Sams has been with 
Blizzard 13 years land 
counting), and has 
helped the company 
grow into t global 
powerhouse. 
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I NOT FORGOTTEN 
Blizzard slid plans to go 

P bark to the 'Old world"1 
and finish what H Flatted. 

You can still expect to see 
the likes of Grim Batol, 
Uld um. and Hyjil (the latter 
of which crafty players 
could at one time sneak 
their way into for an under- 

const ruction sneak peek at 
Arc hlmoode'» corp »), 

I' THE ALIEN ENIGMA 
"We weren't sure about 

m the Qraenel,,r says VP of 

game design Rob Pardo. 
"They're definitely more 
out of left field, more alien. 
{Jutland itself has that vibe. 

We weren't sure how well 
that would go over, but 
people seem to have really 

liked the Qraenei a let" 

O FAVORITE 
f* S-MAN7 
i "Dire Maul. Because 

of the winged design, we 
were able to experience all 

the content it bad to offer 
In shorter play sessions. As 

a result, the pace fell very 
feat compared to some of the 
other dungeons. We would 
often do tribute runs at 
lunchtime."—Frank Pearce, 
Senior Vice Presidentr 

Product Development 

r\ FAVORITE 
^ BOSS? 
« "Qnyxia. The first 

time she flies in phase Z Is 
just a legendary moment. No 
one knew what to do or say. 
H was jud awesome."-—Cory 
Stockton. Lend Level Designer o FAVORITE 

r* boss? 
■ "CThun In the Ruins 

of Ahtn'Q’iraj Is by far my 
favorite raid encounter.... 

From a raider's standpoint 
this was a fight 1hat kicked 
aside the standard 'tank 

and spank' bailies of 
the old design paradigm 

and punched raiding into 
Overdrive. Everyone bad a 
job that brought out the 
most enjoyable aspects of 
his or her class. Mobility 
and reaction time were an 

absolute requirement. II was 
situational awareness. Above 
all. though, was the amount 
of teamwork required 
to defeat this Old God. 
When the raid wai working 

at peak efficiency, you could 
feel electricity on the battle 
field."—Alex Afmsiabi, 

Gome Designer 

O FAVORITE 
f* 5-MAN? 
■ rjt 1 *5 hard to name 

just one; Slackrock Depths 
because of the vastness end 
the variance in encounters. 
£l rat holme because it play* 

really well and has some great 

moments. Caverns of Time; 
Black Morass because of the 
challenge and pacing; Caverns 
of Time; Old Hills brad is 
pretty awesome too."—Jeff 
Kaplan, Lend Gome Designer 
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1 ELF'S REST FRIEND 
| Off the coast of Axshara 
• lives a demon hunter NPt 

(Lor am us Thai (pedes) and 
three felhounds—Shahiar, 
iimin, and Raytaf—who 
are named after one of the 

guest designer's friends. 
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pretty soon, he's on the line to Jeff Kaplan's team 

and the/re redesigning an existing quest In the 

old version, you return the pendant she throws it 
down, and that's the end of iL Wow she picks it up 

and starts reflecting on it—it'd always been a sung 

lamenting something, the plight of various Elven 
races. Starting with the beta, players were just 

beside themselves, and I was so happy—'cause I 

love phat loot and epic armor as much as the next 

guyr but to have a quest reward be more story and 

a song—that's cool, and I think it bodes well for 

some really neat stuff we could do in the future. 

"That's what I love about this place.,- I used 
to work for Disney Imagineerimg, and there was 

always a real solid backstory for the best stuff. I 

really try to bring that with me whenever I go— 
or I seek that out where I would like ten work." 

angular momentum 
“Hire gamers" has long been a Blizzard mantra. 
Vice president of game design Rob Pardo has been 

both beneficiary and benefactor of this philosophy, 
pulling double duty as EverQuest uberguild leader 

(his guild Legacy of Steel was responsible for 
numerous “world first kills" infverQtresf's raid 

game) and Diablo Wand WeuCmft HI designer, 

ushering his Legacy of Steel successor Jeff Kaplan 
into the WOW fold. Success breeds success—more 

players means more potential star designers and 

artists; a better game means more players. 
Pardo and company are bombarded with guild 

leaders and raiders looking for jobs—their fomrn 

posts and guild webpages often serving {at least 

En their minds) as resumes, "proof" they know 

their loot tables and aggro lists. But "blogs or 

websites are a double-edged sword." says Pardo. 

"I get a lot more insight into Ihe way you think, 
which can be good or bad for your possibilities 

of getting a job.,,- People hang themselves with 
their opinions and what they're critical of." 

Every employee we encounter, from PR manager 
to clock-tower texturer, plays the game on their 

free time. At lunch, conversation qukkiy turns to 
arena-team makeups, and how successful Feral 

Dmid/Fury Warrior combos can be. Over drinks, 

level designers cop to hot-fixing spawn times in 

an instance after their own guild ran it over 
the weekend and found 'em to be—well, kinda 

annoying. "Jeff fKaplan) comes into my office 

* ■, v' 

most mornings., and well just talk about the 

game." says Pardo. "What quests we've done, we 
should change this, we should change that." 

"I haven't played (rears of Wat." says Metzen, 

"or God of War ft. I know they're genius,,,but I 

keep dicking around with this game, seven years 
later. It doesn't matter that 1 had something to do 

with it Every time I jump in. I'm just a dude." 

M1D-MORTEM 
Blizzard are usually their own worst critics, With 

too -high raid caps, broken honor systems, and 

useless meeting stones behind: them, we ask 
"what's still wrong?"—and they struggle to 

find an answer, "I th ink we did a B-plus job with 

itemization " says Pardo. "It's half science and 

half art One of the reasons why a lot of people 
Complin about dungeon drops in Burning Crusade 

isn't because the dungeon drops are bad, but 

because the quest drops arc too good," 
But spreadsheets are only a part of the equation. 

'The loot in the raid game is an achievement 
system, like Xbox Live. Your badge of honor—but 

it's the goals that are the game. I understand that 
emotion—I've gone through it before." 

One would assume, then, that peace of mind' 

would allow Blizzard to reopen the big book of 
Writ:fever Happened To...? to the chapters on heno 

classes and unfinished zones likeHyjal or Grim 

Batot—or even fix "bad" existing zones, such as 

Ashenvale and its wonky quest progression. 

“One of the best compliments I've seer for 

Burning Crusade is that once you've done the 60- 

to-70 (level] experience, it's painful to go back to 

early WOW. We're perfectionists around here, so I 

bitch and moan all the time about different zones, i 

want to revamp Pel wood; Azshara needs a bunch 
of stuff.... But people probably played more 

Molten Core than any console- game you can think 

of. So is it really necessary to keep every single zone 
totally relevant for the current player base on 

WOW? I don't think the answer's necessarily yes." 

"Wouldn't it be interesting," says Metzen, "if 
we just rolled Storm wind today? fust burned it to 

the ground. How would that feel? It would feel 
bitchirf. Or we melt the ice caps and just flood 

Storm wind. That's not just another Wednesday 
morning or Friday at 2 azn. That's a call to arms." > 

(continued on pg. 61) 

WORLD BUILD IN G 

Tj... _ 
In constructing a zone like Nagrand, Blizzard 

follows a rule we hear echoed in many 

game designers' halls; “Iteration is the most 

important part of all this stuff." says lead 

exterior artist Gary plainer, “That's why we 

miss our ship dates all the time." 

Despite the expansive, sprawling nature 

of WOWs zones. Blizzard avoids design by 

algorithm. Even the dullest square inch of the 

Badlands s hand-built—every rock, hay bale, 
and dirt patch painstakingly placed. "We don't 

use any procedural randomized dropping 

down of trees; we place every iree by hand; 
we paint terrain by hand; it's all customized," 

■‘We've never been about the number of 

polygons," adds Orris Metzen. "We rely On art 

direction and trying to be clever—it's about 
colorUieory, it"s about environment design. 

Dammit, we don't need all those polys." 
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The Black Temple {and beyond) 

"Th* End" ts relative. 
8y the time you read this, patch 2.1—containing, among other things, the 

25-man raid dungeon the Black Temple—will be live on Blizzard's test realm. 
Containing nine bosses, including a central chamber with four different boss wings 

that can be cleared in any order, and culminating in the IMidan fight promised in 

(and subsequently modeled after) The Burning Crusode trailer, the Black Temple 

represents the end of what Blizzard considers the “shipping version" of AC, 
'l 11 id an is Boba Fett,H says Chris MeUen.. "He's got a cool design, he gets your 

imagination going...but in the great big scheme of World of WorCroft, he's not that 

big. Actually, Boba Felt got eaten by a big hole in the ground." 
"The whole inspiration was the intro to The Burning Crusade" says lead level 

designer Cory Stockton, keying in on Blizzard's back-and-forth way of working. 
"He's obviously balanced to be the hardest boss in the game. At the same level as 

[Battle of Mount HyjaS boss] Archimonde or a bit tougher." 
"We try to make the character really cool." adds lead game designer Tom Chilton, 

“and then balance him to be really hard^and then from there, itJs just voodoo." 

As for what happens once Ulidan's o>ld news: "We're going to have patches between 
now and the future that have more bosses,' Chilton says, 'including ones that are 

major characters in WorCroft Itt. We always intended the Burning Crusade content 

that was there from the get-go to be very oriented around 111 idan as a central 
figure. And we IE have content patches beyond that with post-lllidan bosses..,. There 

are certainly other Burning Crusarfe^related bosses that we have yet to touch, like 

Kil'jaeden—major Legion bosses." 

"And it's no secret we're working on the next expansion," adds lead producer 

Shane Dab irk 
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T.nuren Shaman decked out in full Ikr 6; One* again, player* can choose the Sat that fits their takirt build. 

BEAR CHECH 
Like all good bosses. Black Temple's 
big baddies leave behind purple 

goodies. Peek at the stats for a 
glimpse at what's in store, 

“We’re so bad about getting 
geeky with terms like 'tier 6, tier 

1,5/" says Vice President of Game 

Design Rob Pardo, 'That's what 
we call it around here, and it 

suddenly ends up on websites. I still 
remember when the name 'creeps' 

got into WorCroft tlf—and that was 

never intended. That was just some 

document I wrote about creeps, 

critters, and chickens, and suddenly 

people have the term 'creeping’ 

and 'creeps/" 
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ILLIDAN S CREW 
The Temple's first three bosses 

HIGH WARLORD 
NAJ'INTOS 
'Thank Chris Metaen for that 

name," says Stockton of the Slack 

Temple's first boss, "He loves the 
apostrophes." The bst remaining 

Naga warlord after Lady Vashj's 

death ("on farm status," jokes 

Chilton) guards the sewers of the 

once-great (and now-leveled) city 

of Kdrjbof—your "secret entrance" 

into the Black Temple proper..and 
where a few thousand gallons of 

ZangarmarslYs lake water wound up. 

SUPREJVIUS 
Crawl out of Use Ka labor sewers, 

and you'll wind Up in the Black 
Temple courtyard beyond the 

main gates—it serves as the 
lllidari training ground, complete 
with Fel Ores and high-flying 

nether drake mounts, A big blue 

abyssal with the humble name of 

5upremus awaits. He's the Black 

Temple's second boss^ guardian 

of the door to the Temple proper* 

and lllidan has given him a single 

order: Atone shaft pass, 

Fm 

RELIQUARY OF THE LOST 
Once inside the Temple, raiders 

have a choice of four different 

paths. Down one of them: 

The Reliquary of the Lost, an 

ancient something created way 
back during the destruction 

of Karabor. "Wa wanted to do 

something very unique and 
very different," says Stockton. 

An Alien face hugger housing 

a rotating mass of screaming 
faces chained to the crumbling 

architecture? That’ll do it. 

• " We tr ied to mi kt a 
lot of pulls her* unique 
and different." says 
Cory Stockton. "There 
■re some interesting 
summoning five-pulls." 
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Set within the temporally shifting stalactites and stalagmites of the 

Caverns at Time, the 2 5-man Battle of Mount Hyjal represents the 

second half of the Black Temple raid tier, 'You're playing NET flhe 
seventh map of the Night Elf campaign] from WarCraft It I" says 

lead level designer Cory Stockton. As in, the Black Morass, players 

find themselves fending off waves of incoming enemies rather than 

crawling through groups of stationary mobs: here, the raid party 
defends the Alliance, Horde, and then Might Elf settlements from 

the Scourge, Part of the challenge is figuring out when to engage 
the NPGs—hero and trash units from the original WCIII fight—in the 

battle. That's up to you,* says Stockton. "You can pull some of the 
ghouls hack to the Alliance riflemen, and that'll get them involved In 

the fight,,. Jaina [Proudmoore] is extremely powerful, so getting her 

involved would help you." Each increasingly difficult phase ends in a boss 

battle (read, loot drop): beating the first phase drops the Black Temple 

key For your mid, and the third phase culminates in the fitting destruction 
of WCIII big bad Archlmonde. 

While Hyjal'4 been live in The Burning Crusade since launch, as 

of press time, none of the major raid guilds have yet to set foot in 
it—partially because of some mismatched tuning on Serpentshrine 

and The Eye, two of the prerequisite 25-man raids required before 

entering Hyjal, "Serpentshrine was easier to get keyed for than 
The Eye," explains lead designer Tom Chilton. "Just because the 

tuning on Magtheredon was really rough. A lot of guilds have just 
chosen to stick with one raid zone until they've mastered It and the 

encounters, and they'll move onto the next one.“ 
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COMING SOON; GUILD BANKS 
Say goodbye to your mules! One of the things Bnzaard will be adding 

after patch 2.1 \i a long-requested feature: guild banks. New NPC 

bankers will appear In every bank in the game where guild members 
dan go to deposit and withdraw items—eliminating tFie need for 

guilds to create characters just for storage needs. 

Guild banks are free and wIEI have the potential to offer several 

hundred slots through multiple tabs and bags. "We want to actively 

give players a free alternative to using a mule character," says Chilton. "We essentially already 

pay for that database storage anyway because of these mule characters, so there's no real 

reason for us to discourage using guild banks." You'll also be able to permit guildies of certain 
ranks to repair directly from guild-bank funds. Any repair MFC (bats included) will boast a new 

button allowing you to use guild-bank funds rather than your own. 

The potential for abuse is obvious, but Blizzard seems to haw it Covered. Guitd leaders will 
be able to set permission levels—so. for example, guildies of certain ranks can deposit but not 

withdraw, or only withdraw certain types of items, or only withdraw so many Hems per day. Guilds 

will be able to purchase multiple tabs (up to six, though Blizzard's toying with that number) to 
store say, all mining items, or all weapons, and only let certain members access those labs. 

Blizzard's website will track all transactions; so should any guild leaders try to scam guildies (by 
taking a bunch of stuff and transferring, for example), you've got a written record—at which point 

Blizzard's customer service would take oven 

r * MS mm 

*5oiruny stories, so little time: Chris Mrton 
ponders returning to Azeroth on > smaller scale. 

ucked away in TTrisfal Glades, just 

over the Lfndercrty, lies the new 

Ruins of Lordaeron arena—a new 
PVP alternative for two-, three-, and 

five-man arena teams.‘‘We've taken 

some of the lessons we learned! in 

the two other arenas," says Tom 
Chilton. “In Nag rand, one of the 

things that people like is that there 

aren't a whole tot of terrain or 
geometry features, so you don't feel 

like you'f# fighting against the geometry of the map—but one of the downsides is that the primary 

objects that block line of sight are near the entrances, so when the doors Open and the fights starts, a 
tot of teams tend to hide behind those objects and aren't as Incentivized to engage. [In Lordaeron], we 

have a couple line-of-sight-breaking objects, such as tombstones and the sarcophagus in the center, 

but the key is that they're near the middle of the piayfield, so you have to run out to them." 

As for possibly allowing players participating in ranked arena matches to choose their own map. 
Chilton warns not to get your hopes up too high. "We found with Battlegrounds that since you 

have to choose which one you want to go into, every battleground you add reduces the number of 

payers that are in the? queue for each," A lough trade-off: less freedom,, or more time to fish while 

wailing for your fight to start? 

Good news for folks who like to talk and pfay; Coming sometime after 
patch 2,1 Bliarand is adding in-game voice chat (or VOIP, for you 

nerdltngs)—meaning no more diddling around trying to explain to pick¬ 

up groups (PUGs) what Ventrilo and Team Speak are. Now you'll ’be able 

to talk to other players right through the game's main interface. Not that 

Blizzard has a problem with third-party voice programs—they don't—but 

with VOIP actually built in to the game itself, the developers can add 

features to complement and improve gameplay* 
One example? When someone talks, their name will light up on the interface, and you can click on 

the name la target them, "One of the things that happens a lot over Venlrilo" says Tom Chilton, Is 

someone says 'Heal me!' and then the heater says* 'Who's "me"?' So now you'It see their name come 
up, you dick on it you've got them targeted, and start healing." 

Blizzard will also be able to separate voice chat into different channels from the game's music— 

meaning. Tor example, that you could have the game's sound and music go through your external 
speakers, while having voice chat pipe just through your headset Or die music can be automatically 

suppressed once someone starts talking. When it first rolls out in-game voice chat will be limited just; 

to parties and raids, though Blizzard is planning on adding Ventrilo-style custom channels, for players 

down the line—and meanwhile, programs like Venlrilo will always remain totally compatible. Our 

(and Blizzard's) secret hope for voice chat Better pick-up groups, since communication and 

coordination will be easier. But what if that great group leader turns out to sound 9 years old? 

WILL WE 
EVER SEE A 
WARCRAPT IV? 
Once upon a time, WorCroft was actually a 

series of real-time strategy games. Perhaps 

you remember! (In fact, we were once 

skeptical that Blizzard would successfully 

transform the series into an MMO.J But 

now that kVWd Of WarCroft rules the 
universe, does this mean the end of the 

WarCmft strategy games? Will we ever see 
a War Craft IV? 

"I think it's totally possible," says vice 
president of creative development Chris 

Metzen. “There's always gonna be stories 

to tell that way, potentially. The trick is, 
what happens to WOW if you do that? Do 

you have to put it in a different place? 
You can certainly do it in a different time, 

but that's kinda cheating. You can make 
up a new continent that isn't in WOW, 

where a new RTS would take place. There's 

any number of ways you can make that 
work, I can't even wrap my head around 

another WorCraft RTS. No more Orcs...no 

more green." 
For Metzen, World of WorCroft's 

universe and plotline are advancing in 

such a huge way over the next planned 

expansions, that where and how they'd fit 

into a smaller-sc ale, static RTS isn't quite 

fathomable yet. 

"We've got a lot of ideas on where 
[WOW] goes," he says. "There's some big 

power players out there in the universe. 

We just met the Naaru—who are they? 
We've said things about the Titans, and 

Sargeres is out there. Justice must come. 

What is the fiery, pyrrhtc, apocalyptic 
ending of the WorCroft universe? I don't 

know. But it's all drawing together. We 

talk about this stuff afl the time—where is 

this really going? B unlit) g Crusade opened 
the door to the fact that this is a far bigger 

[conflict]. There's a lot of worlds out there, 

a big good-and-evil thing happening, and 
it's just so far beyond Ores and humans. 

Depending on where it ell goes, and down 

the read if we even wanted to do an RTS, 
do you leverage that into it? Is it grander 

in scale? ( don't know. There's a lot of 

directions you can go." 

COMING SOON: IN-GAME VOICE CHAT 

NEW ARENA 

RUINS Of LORDAERON 
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ZANGARA 

FAVORITE 

vr 

a m. 

UNTAINS 

^ *v 

► 

FAVORITE 
ZONE? 

s ‘lau can't go wrong 
with blue and orange; the 
lighting In Zongiritufih Is 
completely imiMfiive, Also, 

wr went a lltlf* wild with 
the ntft!tsi«f*' I don't know 
If you noticed them, but 
those weeping open "pore 

holes on the backs of the 
Fungal Glints can't be 
healthy.” —Chris Roblulwi. 

lead Character Artist 
FAVORITE 
MOMENT? 

The Thf all thins In 

Nagrand {where he meets hti 
grandmother, Greatmotfier 
Geyah] Is probably my 
favorite part of the game." 
—Chfii Mrtiwi; VP of 
Creative- Development 

N AC RAND 

r.» 

F RC) Kr HTxsi 

I O 

/V 



7Nf rl . VF* a 
/- 

FAVORITE 
CHARACTER? 

a "Vlxton Pinchwhi si le 

M-tlttl 14 Kavfr B f election of 
psar tfiat I'm, u ery interested 

in obtaining as quickly u 
po»ibicf and I'virbiwn quite 
satisfied eidi time we've 
done business » far.H—Tom 
ChlHt?nr Lead Gan re Qcsi'rjnr e 

KAE1/THAS 
With the Blood Elves, 
Blizzard set up a iris is of 

corvKlefKt, 'Tbsy'r* kinefo 
good, theyVe Itiitde bad," 
ilyf lead level designer Cory 
Stockton, "All the Sood Elves 
In QuolThelas thl r*. Hut 
Kaei'tha s ts gonna come back 
[from Outfand] to save them 
one day. But they don't know 
he's allied with Hit legion,.* 
they don't know whet he's 
building up to yet."’ 

/X \ 
1/ 

f RXP*. N.O.V.A, 
In th* Crumbling Wastes 

= of N ethers torm. you'll 
find a tombstone flashing 
the name of a Blizzard Npc. 
Keep a vigil, and ya u may 
eaten a, ipedil appearance. 

STEAL THIS BOOK 
| You can get a very rare 

H antique gun” in 
10,WDj from pickpot keled 
junkboxes. The name etched 
in it—las itor—is a ref sconce 
to the nun in the Firefly 
episode "Trash.” 

You can pickpocket a 
Steamy Romance Novel 

from humanoids in 
Dull and. The characters 

[Marcus and Nahni) refer 
to one of the game's 
designers and his wife. 

Ai for hero cEaues, Pardo says that comes with 

its own set of inherent problems "I think we re 

probably more likely to do a new class next before 
we really tackle the hero classes. Some of the 

things w* wanted to do with hero classes, we did 

through talents—so whatever we do with them, or 
if we do them, b probably going io take a different 

form than what we originally thought" 

LAST OF THE OLD-SCHOOL MMOS? 
While WOW holds dominion. Blizzard keeps an 

eye an the future—which, if the folks at BioWare 

Austin Or Other up-and-tOming MMO SludkOS 

are to be believed, hinges pn involving players 

in a world they can't really affect, su spend ing 

Suspension of disbelief and making the impersonal 

MMO structure feel somehow wholly your own. 

“A lot of developers say, ‘We re going to make it a 
real interactive world, and it's going to change and 

flex depending on what people are doing."' says 
Metrea 'And that's the noblest goal of all. I want 

to play that,,. But it'd be a nightmare to make." 
And even after all this time, Blizzard can't qu ite 

pinpoint th# why. What about WOW warrants 
the 8.5 million playori—the fans, the addicts, the 

broken marriages, the newfound friendships? "It's 

definitely the last of th* old-school MMORPGs. But 

the cohesion of it the placement of every rock, the 

tone of th* quests and the armor you put on., .it's in 

there somewhere," says Metzeo, though he may as 
well be talking about any (Ulijzard game, "WarCrpft 

if wasn't genius or anything .., 1 just went over 

those scripts a little while ago; they were horrible. I 

didn't know whit I was 

doing at ail, if you can 

argue that I do today. 

But I remember goi ng, 

There'll be a difference 

if we construct tome 
history and let it 

breathe/ Just give it 

a little bit of heart 

Nobody will see ft 
coming/ • 

For more WOW. 
visit GFW07.1UP 

.com, wh«ff you'll 
find extended inter¬ 

view* with Chris 
Metier* and Rob 

Pardo, along with 
other Her 1UP loot. 

V 

0* At 

FAVORITE 
QUEST LINE? 

! The Cipher of 
Damnation (Shaifowmoon 
Valley] comes to mind; 
I'll always low* the Ylrlon 
Ford ring quests-."—J>// 
FfcrpJkjUj trod Gome Dni jncr 

CRUSADE'S END? 
Not quit*, Blizzard drops 

■i »me put-lllklan hints 
on p u. 56. 
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HIU, 

Infernal 
I am invincible! 

THfifLX 

The Elder 
Scrolls IV: 
Shivering Isles 
ObOvion's expansion is 
here—and it's crazy! 

Test Drive 
Unlimjted 
The next evolution, in 
racing games. 

THIS mONTH 
IN REVIEWS... 
Q People occasionally ask why we don't do 

‘exclusive reviews.' The reason is that the 

negatives far outweigh the positives; Yes, we get 
to review a high-profile game before any other 
competing publications .but in doing SO we pot 

ourselves at the mercy of two frustrating factors 

The first is timing. If a game is ready for review- 
ing, it's logically near finished. nght? Well, not nec¬ 

essarily. fake our last 'exclusive review,' The Sims 2 

(Computer Coming World x?AA, Nov. 2CCJ1); As 

we neared our issue's ship date we were receiv¬ 
ing updated builds of the game from publisher 

£A almost every day, We luckily managed to craft 

a good review of the “near-final renewable" ver¬ 
sion before the issue went out the door, but it 

presen ted a constant source of headaches and 

second-guessing, which shouldn't be part of any 

review process. 

The other (and bigger) sticking point is the matter 

of perception. Who says deals aren't made between 

publisher and publication? Even the most honest 

exclusive review (and as far as we know, most are} 

causes discerning readers to wonder if that glow¬ 

ing score (again, like our S-cbS Sfms 2 review) is 
entirely credible. Why subject ourselves to that kind 

of skepticism?* Ryan Scott, Reviews Editor 

SCORE KEY 
GFW uses a 10-point scoring scale to 
inform you, at a glance., whether or rot a 
game is worth your hard-earned money. 
We st/ictly enforce a score of S as the me¬ 
dian, meaning that any game receiving a 
score of 6+ is certainly worth playing—at 
feast to some extent. Here's how the 
numbers break down; 

Editors' 
Choice award 
Any gam? *C<5rlr*g a 
3 or higher receives a 

OFW EdiiQri" Choice 

■Swjrd, Signifying 

The very bnt in 

PC gaming, 

9-IQ; Excellent 

Genre benchmarks—universally recommended. 

7-&S:Good 

Enjoyable throughout, with minor flaws, 

S-fi.5; Average 

Status quo. Only genre enthusiasts need apply. 

3-4.S:Sad 

Significant bugs or fundamental design issues. 

0-15t Tenth le 

Mever should liavc been made. 
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n Reviews \ STA LK E R.: Shadow of Chernobyl 

: / ' ‘ m r 

\Jr 

* In 5XAXK+LR,, Itnjlin «j q i you 0« ft frequently ftcL like 

mmeofie—or SDnwlHing-4i following you. 

• franiil auaulh ore rarely a good Id**, 0? you will get flanked—often. * "Heyr Vuri, it'? your turn to tell a ghost itory. How about that one where the 
But we hear that these sollders like the taste of shrapnel. two young lovers are making out In their car and they're hilled by capitalists?" 
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S TA L K E R.; Shadow of Chernobyl Reviewsn 

S.T.A.L.H.E.R: 
SHADOW OP CHERNOBYL 
Mad Maxim: Beyond the Containment Dome 

PUBUSHtlf TWQ UtVtLUPtH 6SC Wtrid > itNRfc Hn-PtnM HhMHt WWLAfilllTV Rrt*M to* fcSflI RATING Ntfwi 

MIMMUM RFOWfVfNT'- NHi CPV. SUHI RAM. 10 &B hud Art** ipm. 1HHB vtdHCwd MUUlPLAI&t 2 12 ptmymn VERSION REVf WFH SoH 

REVIEW 

Qtn other first-person shooters, forward 
is the one and only way to go. Glowing 

switches sod spawning goons and out-of-the- 

grdinary lighting and other less obvious goads 
reassure you that you're on the right path. You 

can see a film and not understand a scene, 

read a novel and not comprehend a chapter, 

and the show or the story still goes on. Mot so 
with games. And. as more and more players 

play more and more games, a ‘no gamer left 

behind" mentality emerges. Whether develop¬ 
ers decide to lean on figurative signposts or 

to give up and graffiti their games with literal 

and gratuitous arrows {as Perfect Dark Zero did 

on Xbox 36G and Half-Life 2; Survivor does in 

Japanese arcades}, hours and hours of guinea 

pig input had some say in it You can imagine 

movies and TV shows focus-grouped this way, 

but what about videogames that aren't? 

OK. Ukraine-made S.T.A.LK.E.R. isn't the lira! 

FPS to assume its audience is intelligent—far 
from it. Perhaps it's the way it is because the 

studio bypassed the public part of the test' 
iterate-test phase to cut costs, Or maybe it was 

the cultural distance between Kiev and l,A, that 

made the difference1 Or the lag rn time between 

2001 when GSCGame World announced the 
title and today in 2007 when market analysts 

advocate FPS as a "growth genre"? Is it, in other 
words, just that 5. T.A.L.K.E.R is similar to some 

American shooters made before “everyone" 
became a target audience? 

SLAG PILL OF FORKING PATHS 
S. TA1.K.E.R, isn't quite The fitter Scro/fs IV: 
Oblivion. You can't pick a compass point and 

O UHRAINB-mADE 
Lp STALHER 

o ISN'T THE FIRST 
FPS TO ASSUmE 
ITS AUDIENCE IS 
INTELLIGENT - 
FAR FROm IT 

press on until you hit something interesting; 

invisible radiation prevents you from scouting 

a level's perimeter and looking out over the 

edges, and still STALK.E.ff.'s landscape is less 
movie set Main Street" than Coif of Dufy's or 

Half-Life',s or Gfiosl flecon's, However constant 

the tracks, the width of the course changes: 
Early on, an elevated railway impedes progress. 

Government men guard one road beneath a 

bridge and will let you through for a fee or a 

gunfrghL A tunnel works, too...only it's stop¬ 

pered with electromagnetic anomalies (the 

PDA fife on a nearby dead man explains the 

environmental puzzle). And finally, a hole in the 

fence lets you through, if you look to find it- 

Even when the way isn't triplicate, it feels more 

natural than another f PS's unspooling script. 
You'll circle a building burglarlike, for example, 

before finding a point of entry (and perhaps 

meet a prisoner who—calling from his cell win¬ 

dow—makes a mission offer as you pass). 

Everything Bad is Good For You author Steve 

Johnson argues that “far more than books or 

movies or musk, games force you to make 
decisions [...] all the intellectual benefits of 

gaming derive from this fundamental virtue, 

because learning how to think is ultimately 
about learning to make the right decisions; 

weighing evidence, analyzing situations, con¬ 

sulting your long-term goals, and then decid¬ 
ing; i II add that choice-rich games are often 

not only more intellectually engaging, but also 
more entertaining. Too few single-player shoot¬ 

ers force us to make decisions other than when 
to shoot and what to shoot it with. STA LKER 

complicates things by adding both "how to get 

there" and "whom to oppose/whom to help; 
One time—and, like Oblivion, this is the variety 

of videogame that lends itself to stones (hat 
start with “one time"—I encountered a gang of 
itinerant stalkers off the highway, and I won¬ 

dered what was going on. "Buy a Gauss mag¬ 

netic accelerator gun?" one asked. He wanted 

neat to nothing for it. 8ut once my money was 

in his handi. he told me 10 beat it, t happened 

to have a loaded underbarrel grenade launcher, 

but the decision to barter and then to fight 
back cost me more in scarce munitions than 

in coin. 

RADIATION SCARE 
In its deep underground facilities (GSC's answer 

to dungeons), STAL K.E.R is scarier than 

F.E.A.R. itself. Poltergeists fly past. Invisible 

hands hurl barrels as your flashlight bobs 

for the next noise. At times—Geiger Counter 

crackling—I wanted to turn the game off, or 

at least get topside and into the light. Down 

• Check out these exclusive shots from the set of 
The Milli Have £yes 4: The Musical* 

here, STALK,E i?. fares better if evaluated as an 
FPS with RPG trappings than as a fully fledged 

hybrid. You lock and load for these things, stock 

up on armor-piercing bullets and first-aid tins 
and radiation antidotes, and retool the assort¬ 

ment of artifacts in your bell {think; enchanted 

items that slow blood loss or limit electrocution 

injury at the expense of some other vulner¬ 

ability). The trouble is returning to the shop 

if it turns out that your rucksack's stuffed 

wrong. Although RPG-/iite. the game won't let 
you click-port between key map points to cut 

out the hiking. Similarly, a more RPG-derived 

economy might've solved another snafu (that > 
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nReviews \ STALK E.R.: Shadow of Chernobyl 

’ Radiation masks work 
tetter If you «ifj r {lothrf 
hi Hit f tit of your body. 

O WHAT'S maST UNUSUAL. AND PER- 
rb haps mosr unique. is the degree 

o° of detail lavished on locations 
THAT NOT EVERY PLAYER WILL VISIT 

■aEso leads to the least satisfying of S.TALJCf.ft's 

moralizing endings): lotsa money to spend and 
little to spend! Ft on. 

Branches of SJA,LK.E.R.‘i family tree trace 

back to Austin, Texas and Dews Ex developer Ion 

Storm, but others, those involving the way it 

looks, seem Ukraine-native. The game's "exclu¬ 

sion zone' setting, a no-man's-land roughly 30 

square kilometers surrounding the Chernobyl 

nuclear reactor, is very much Mod Maxim: post- 

Soviet road warriors just beyond the contain¬ 

ment dome. Bleak as the end Of the world (or 

at least life as we know it), it's an invention as 

gorgeous as years-old graphics overhauled for 
a late launch get. Wet squalls and lightning and 

ripping winds roll through, irradiated wolves 

track boar through the brush, and everywhere, 

these weird electromagnetic disturbances shiver 

and hum and distort Spate. 

What's most unusual, and perhaps most 

unique to GSC Game World's direction, is the 

degree of detail lavished on locations that not 

every player will visit, for instance, I'm finish¬ 
ing the game {again), angling for alternate 

■ Welcome to the beautiful future home of OFIV 
Estates. This prime acreage is *1 unique fixer-upper 
opportunity that you should get In on now! 

endings (seven m all), I know where IVe got to 
go. Instead, I decide to see if those tenements 

over there are hollow or If They have interiors, 
and it turns out that they do: block after block, 

basement to upper balcony, teeming with real 

estate to explore and treasure seekers to kill, 

This, under boiling-point pressure and in the 

closing chapter. 
Far away from even voluntary objectives. 

your!i find vandalized factories and woody, 
overgrown villages, every girder and path of 

planks traversable and rendered down to the 

rust. In a Half-Life, these set the stage for cli¬ 

mactic moments: here, in this much-removed 

"zone of alienation," they're home to loner gui¬ 

tarists and feral dogs, 

These days, Americans just don't design 
shooters this way *Shawn Elliott 
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Infernal N Reviews FI 
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REVIEW 

OVqu have to go alt the way bad? to 
CtojitutiDnfl* robot frogs to find 3 shooter 

that opens as ineptly as infernof. It does get better 

thank goodness, bui someone really should have 
reminded developer Metropolis Software about 

the importance of first impressions—because if 

this had been a blind date, i would have excused 
myself to the bathroom and climbed out the win¬ 

dow after the lirsl hour. 

A terrible cut-scene, with vacant-eyed, plastic - 
looking 3D characters reciting cringe-inducing 

dialogue, sets up theeven-more-cnnge-indueing 

(and nonsensical) plot You are ftyan Lennox an 
angel with tattoos and a goatee and a handy 

repertoire of tough-guy wisecracks, fallen from 
heaven and now enlisted by hell to do its bidding. 

At least that's what you tell the hot. pouty-lipped 
female angel with the excellent stomach muscles. 

Next, you get ambushed by a, urn swarm of armed 

goons from heaven, And I'm not sure which is 

worse: The fact that heaven employs armed goons, 
or the fact that even with the Creator on their side, 

these guys still can't shoot straight (the AI is atro¬ 

cious through out). Whatever the case, it's a terrible 

opening—a glorious burst of lameness that may 

send you rushing to the uninstall button. But hang 

in there, because the game gets better 
|r?/err?o/ isn't a first-person shooter; it's played 

from an over-the-shoufder third-person perspec¬ 

tive with as much of an emphasis on "OK, how do 

i get past this now?" puzzle-solving as on shooting. 
It's the Half-Life school of design—all strict linearity 

and: scripted sequences—and. despite its deriva¬ 

tiveness, gets better as your goodie bag of tucks 
expands over the game's five long missions. 

As an agent from hell, you are endowed with 

special powers that just so happen to provide the 

exact solutions to every obstacle thrown at you A 

right-click unleashes a blast of demonic firepower, 

but requires mama, which only regenerates in dark¬ 

ness The power of telekinesis (this game's version 

o how corriE i 
Ho CAN TAHE 50 

O BULLETS TO 
THE HEAD BUT 
I DIE FROm ONE 
3-FOOT-jump 
INTO WATER? 

of the gravity gun) lets you move objects from a 
great distance—including dead bodies that you 

can then use to siphon health and ammo back to 
yourself. Best of all is teleportation, which lets you 

temporarily transport yourself to normally inacces¬ 
sible places, as well as sneak up behind enemies— 

both of which figure heavily m the game’s puzzles 
and boss fights. Wear the end of mission three, 

Infernal throws a timed puzzle at you that is 

essentially an obstacle course of everything you've 

learned so far and it's quHe satisfying to finish. On 
the other hand, a number of puzzles lack adequate 

clues and internal logic, meaning lots of guesswork 

and luck or constant visits to message boards (or, 
in my cate, calls to the company). And here's one 

more gope: How come 1 can take SO bullets to the 

head, but I die from one 3-footjump into water? 

So it's not going to wm any awards. And the lack 

of multiplayer plus the linear gameplay means 

minimal replay value, But Infernal is just clever 

enough to warrant a mild recommendation to 
shooter fans looking for a fix. Just don't expect any 

miracles.*Jeff Green 

VERDICT n\io 
Q Some clever trick t; purty- 
loofalng graphics, 

□ Poor A.I.; not enough 
feodback/hinta; laine story; 
horrid dialogue. 

6 

AVERAGE 

for Windows i 

t Take that you...um...arm#d angel! 
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PI Reviews \ Silent Hunter: Wolves of the Pacific 

REVIEW 

O Hardcore simulation fanatics are their 

own worst enemy; They bemoan the 

lack of simulations available, and then—when 

a publisher invests the money to develop 
one—declare the game unworthy of the two 

cents of polycarbonate on the disc due to its 

lack of realism. "How could the developers 
call this a 'simulation" when the altimeter dial 

is clearly 0.2 centimeters larger than the real 

thing? It's unplayable!" The publisher sighs, 
I ires the development team, and makes sure 
its next game is another first-person shooter. 

Those irate fans should bite their tongues, 
though: Wolves of the Pactfic {fourth in the 

Srferrf Hunter submarine sim franchise! will 
make all but the most jaded undersea warfare 

enthusiasts happy. 

KILL OR BE KILLED 
A good Sub Sim is all about the hunt—the cat- 

and-mouse game of a hidden assassin skulking 
unseen under the water like a shark sniffing 

out its next dinner. You never know whether 

that weak sonar contact will turn out to be a 
juicy freighter or a deadly destroyer, UfoJves 

succeeds at immersing you in that role as an 

American submarine commander in World War 

M's Pacific theater, At |he heart of the game lies 
a superb career mode, in which no two patrols 

are the same, You're assigned any one of a 

variety of missions, such as area patrol, recon, 
and agent insertion; a mission may be unevent- 

ful, with few contacts .or you might stumble 

upon a Japanese carrier task force, ftadio 
updates informing you of historical events 

occurring during your patrols—such as the 

Japanese invasion of Wake Island or the Battle 

of Midway—provide a feeling of participating 

in a dynamic, living WWH. 

W&tves presents you with the difficult deci¬ 

sions U-S-- WWII submarine commanders were 

forced to make. e,g„ whether to travel at 

higher speeds on the surface and risk detection 

or slow speeds and limited submersion time, or 
whether to continue an attack on a high-value 

convoy while under pursuit by destroyers. As 

you advance in experience and rank, you'll get 

to helm some of the more advanced subs (Ihe 
game features six submarine classes) with their 

better guns and larger torpedo loadouts...but 

you’ll never feel safe when you run up against 
more powerful warships and aircraft. 

UNDERWATER TURBULENCE 
While the game does a great job of providing 
the drama and suspense of WWH submarine 

operations, some exasperating bugs exist, such 
as the "'autolevel' hotkey crashing the game, 

undocumented sonar directional controls (use 
the Home and End keys for this), and a radar 

that doesn't function properly. Antialiasing is 
disabled altogether, and changing the resolu¬ 

tion to anything higher than 102-1 by 76S only 

upsiios—and prelates—the lower-resolution 

3D models rather than actually increasing 
the true resolution. None of it's game-kill¬ 

ing, unless your requirement for "realism" is 

absolute. But these technical faults mean some 
inevitable irritation. 

Really good simulations have the ability to 

make you sweat, and while Wolves of the Pacific 

is stilII a patch or two away from realizing its 

full potential, the thnll of the hunt and the 

constant risk of instantly switching from hunter 

to hunted provide an abundance of nail-biting 
tension and drama.*Jeff Lackey 

VERDICT 
7 'io 

E3 Dynamic campaign,; op¬ 

tion i to make il ai easy or 

as realistic as you tike. 

□ Numerous bugs; decep¬ 

tive resolution options that 

don’t function as expected'. 

.. ' $HIKQKU/' VJ 
— 

KYUSHU 

Sf i 

t 
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Genesis Rising; The Universal Crusade \ Silverfall \ ReviewsH 

GENESIS RISING: THE UNIVERSAL CRUSADE 
Beautiful to took at, frustrating to play 
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REVIEW 

The past is littered with great looking 

games that left gamers cold Throw sci-fi 
RTS Genesis Rising onto that pile of rubble—it's 

concentrated boredom, punctuated by frantic 

chaos that yog can t hope to control. 

It 901 to the point that I let out a heavy sigh 
any time I was about to engage in battle The 

number of ships under my command was Just 

high enough that I toukln't possibly babysit them 
individually...but also too few to get the job done 

without my constant intervention. Real-time 
strategy gameplay is often burdened by throngs 

of throwaway units, but Geneses Rising makes you 
manage a handful of utterly indispensable ones. 

Ships require interchangeable genes; genes 

determine the capabilities of each craft This 
mechanic hords some entertaining potential 

but doesn't override die games shortcomings. 

Often, by the time 1 finalized a blueprint I 
found myself too busy battling the camera 

to manually fire weapons intell[gently. Even 

worse, the tutorial insultingly suggests you 

add to the micromanagement by moving 

ships to avoid missiles! 

Glacial starship speed, combined with dull 

resource collection, results in excruciating 
boredom before a fight, and because you can 

only save your progress at the end of a mission, 

the game forces you to pi ay entire lengthy 

battles—and their cinematics—over and over. 
1 feh like the developer was punishing me for 

ogling the game engine and enjoying the music 
The exhausting campaign means that those 

pleasing pictures are best watched in a hidden 
LAM skirmish mode or in multiplayer (if anyone 

were actually online). It s easy to spend an hour 
watching these nifty starships float around a 

two-dimensional plane, but as soon as you start 

mousing, you II want to quit * David Jf. long 

O. 
a 

OFTEN I FOUND ITIVSELF TOO BUSY 
JO BATTLING THE CAmERA TO [T1ANUAL! 1 

0° FIRE WEAPONS INTELLIGENTLY. 

/ 
4 This fit taw can help you out with afl your 
fallrhead needs—w*A_ what's a talhhaedT 

VERDICT 
□ looks great; the game s 
hidden skirmish mode l? 

mildly entertaining. 

□ No mJdmJssJan save; 

Interface too fiddly; camera 

needs too much babysitting!. 
© 

>\10 

Games 
for Windows 

SILVERFALL 
Falls apart 

PUBLISHER Atari DfVFIQPtR Moot* CrlWn C*NH| Action-RAG Av.ASL ABILJTV ftafolitVfc KAT1NL Took 
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REVIEW 

OHow do you get Qiabio wrong? It's like 
screwing up tic-tac-toe or something. 

But that's just what Monte Chsto's done with 

5ilverfailr an epicalfy crummy act ion-Ft PG with 

gimpy controls and bugs that'd make a flop¬ 

house mattress blush. 

Folks, start your lawn mowers. You're Some 

Guy1M kicked out of your city (Silverfall} by 
demons and tasked with winning it back, one 

gopher gig at a time. That means pointing your 

mouse at the nearest forest/iwamp/dungeon/et 
cetera stocked with hundreds of Fran ken fantasy 

critters and hewing with your haefc-o-matic 

arsenal like an autistic finger-tapper. "Combat" 
and Magic’ skills comprise the scaffolding 

that'll build your Kuman/Eif/Goblin/Troll into 

an ace fighter or magic-user, white a third, 

ambivalently labeled “Other." lets you hedge 

points in oppositional "Nature" or "Technology" 

trees. Want defense-boosting neural mods? 

Acid blond? Mechanical slaves? Lyeanthropy? 

You got 'em...if you can get ro them before 

Silverfall hitches on silly glitches compounded 

by even sillier design choices. 
For starters, the nun map has a pointer... but 

the main map doesn't, forcing you to juggle 

both to get your bearings in a genre that's as 

amenable to disruption as sex. Worse, the mini¬ 

map arrow moronicalfy tracks the camera's— 

and not your hero's—facing, which works about 

as slickly as navigating a tank with two steering 

wheels through a minefield. Creatures level 

upas you do, too. making tangible progress 

ephemeral until you plow into some new area 

and reboot the zoo. 
Half the time, the game stops working alto¬ 

gether, Critical buttons disappear from the 

interface bar and take a reload to fix, items 
inexplicably vanish from your inventory, click¬ 

ing on inaccessible areas makes you bolt in the 

opposite direction, and—not a bug. but annoy¬ 

ing—vegetation occasionally “blocks1' your hits 

so you'll waste several precious dicks hitting 

nothing (and, joy of joys, dying). Diablo clone? 
Don't flatter it. • Matt Peekhum 

° Prepir* to SJfrtf/dirt tmtuni 
level up when you rial 
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WReviewsXThe Elder Scrolls IV: Shivering Isles 

O O 
o 

THE mANIC VERSON OF THE ISLES 
IS VIBRANT AND COLORFUL. WHILE 
THE DEmENTED VERSION IS GLOOmR 
AND DARK 

s-'* \ 

. ~‘.V* 

1 . - -i \ n A l 4 

" -f Itl if 
-- la ■ « 

^ - 

At part of lhe nuin qulit 
you'll reactivate a dunjten 

used to prevent adventurers 
from maJdng ft safely to the 
Isles, Using clever traps, you 

Can either kill them or drive 
them mid. Soch funl 
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The Elder Scrolls IV: Shivering Isles\Reviewsn 

ELDER SCROLLS IV: 
SHIVERING ISLES 
Still crazy 

PUBLISHED 2K 6*i»i4 DEvtLOPER BetfceiKl* Softworhi GHmH E RP6 -MilflUH >’■ Ret* I t-U* (MhMe.cNwtMrfcw com) ESRB RAMN Muhin mNMIMJM Ht UlfltMfclhns Wh« C«J. 

51JHB UM. 1.1U hard drive l2iM» rideocart. Th* Btkr 5(tolb JW GfrNvfon MU rid AVER Hoot VERSION fftvitwtt HwFbt*E ReviwW* 

REVIEW 

Q1 often find myself Saying to.,,er mySelF: "You 

know. 2 CO-plus hours oF The Elder Scrolls TV: 
Oblivion just ain't enough" Well, thanks IO whai I can 

only assume is a lesser-known provision of the Patriot 

Act. Oblivion developer Bethesda Softwarks learned 
of my innermost desires and whipped up Shrvenng 

fates, an expansion to Past year's hit RPG that promis¬ 
es 30 more hours of jaunting through magical lands 

and harassing disturbingly lifelike MFCs. 

NON SUM QUAL1S ERAM 
Unlike earlier Oblivion add-on Knights of the Nine. 

Shivering Wei is more than a series of new quests. 

Here, you pass mto the titular isles, an all-new realm 

ailed by Sheogorath, the Daedric Pnnce of Madness. 
Weighing in at more tlian a quarter of the size of the 

enormous mam continent in Oblivion, the Isles offer 

plenty of new places to explore...and explore., and 

TRAVEL TIPS 

Getting around the Shivering Piles can be a 
harrowing experience for those of us who rely 
on antidepressants. However, if you follow 
these easy tips, you should get by with only 
minimal extra cost at the therapist; IFire! FFFF-FfRE!f Many of the enemies In 

the Isles are vulnerable to flame attacks, 

so practice your magic...or rig up one of those 

hairspiay-Zippo contraptions. Seavis. 

2 Build stuff. You can craft amber and 
(especially} madness ore unto excellent 

armor and weapons: Gather those raw materi¬ 
als, let smiths build them into the gear you 
want and enchant it 

3 Open yer yap. Unlike the losers back 
in Cyrodiil, a high percentage of the 

Shivering Hies1 residents have quests to 
assign Don't be afraid to indulge in the odd 
repartee, even if the guy talking to you is also 

talking to his dog. 

/| Make like Chris Columbus. Scads of 
non-quest-related dungeons litter the 

Shivering Isles, and most of them contain 
lucre that's at least slightly unclean. 

expfore. Because many of Shivering fstes' quests 
require multiple tnps to unknown locations {making 

it difficult to use Q&fterariVfast-travd'' system), sncf 

because you can't bnng your hone to the isles, get 
ready to slog through more useless real estate than a 
gireenskeeper at Chernobyl Country Club 

Nevertheless. Bethesda employs a nifty device 

to extend the taste of its chewing gum; The Ides 
are divided into two separate realities: Mania and 

Dement la. White they share the same physical layout, 

the Manic version of the Isles is vibrant and colorful, 
while the Demented version is gloomy and dark. 
Both settings have their own nobility and warrior 

castes (the 'Golden Saints' and "Dark Seducers," 

respectively}, and both distrust and dislike each other. 

Not surprisingly, you get caught up in the micfcdle 

of this web of intrigue; ultimately, you must decide 

whether you prefer to join the paranoid depressive* 

or the delusional drug addicts—or else just merge 

the two to form the greatest grunge band ever. 

Meanwhile. Sheogorath tasks you with saving his 

twisted realm from The encroaching forces of Order, 

dealing with heretics who want to depose him, and 

handling a variety of other wacky tasks. And that 

says nothing about the countless mrniquests you 
can perform on behatf of the Isles' freak show-reject 

denizens. Long story short; Gallons of gameptey here, 

BONAESUB REGNO CYRODIIU5 
And gallons of snazzy new paint, loo. From structures 

and costumes to whole new animations. But what's 
striking from the get-go (especially if you're return¬ 

ing to Oblivion after a hiatus) isn't the new stuff but 
rather how well the visuals hold up on Oblivion's 

now year-old engine. CFimb to the top of a ridge and 
gaze down into a Fush Manic valley, and I double- 

dog-da re you not lo give some quiet props 

The game mechanic*—though unchanged- 

remain entertaining as wel. Shfvervxj Isles is 
intended for characters Of any level, but you face off 

against cooler enemies and receive swankier items 

iFyou're in the upper echeton. AFthough the Isles 
feature all-new monslecs. alchemical reagents, and 

loot they dont feature any new gameplay elements, 

character abilities playable races, or classes. While 

iFie ’ain't broke, don't fix" mentality holds true here, 

Shivering isles suffers as an expansion because, for all 

its cleverness in storytelling and quest design, you're 

ultimately running through the same activities you 
were up to your neck in during the original Oblivion. 

LATIN SUCKS 
OK, so Shivering fates doesn't reinvent the fireball. But 

tire impeccable design of the original game breathes 

life into this expansion—not, as you mighit assume, 

the other way around. If you "re looking for more to 

do in (or an excuse lo return to) the vibrant world of 

Oblivion.. Sheogorath's kooky kingdom is well worth 

(he 530 entry fee.•Eric Neigher 

Lord Sbeogorsth himself. He's ever got a pimp 
cane. And he does heir] 

* Combat animations and spell effects still look 
jtLfrtnlrtg, t?Urn though tt'j b**rt a yfJr since 
Obtivlatt'i initial release. 

■ One irrferesllmj new locale: a village called "SpliV' 
where a sorcerers brought the Marie and Demented 
vtrdonl Of the citizens together In the Same 
dimension. They all hate each other, of course. 
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PI Reviews \Test Drive Unlimited 

Say "aloha" to massively open online racing 
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REVIEW 

O0n the mainland, even the most environ¬ 

mental ly challenged redneck knows our 

smoking, polluting car culture is on the ropes. Welt 

screw the mainland; in Hawaii, gas gobbling isn't 
merely tolerated—it's mandatory. The more cars 

you have and the more miles you tack up. the bet¬ 
ter your place in Irfe, You establish your relation* 
ships in them, and you make a name tor yourself 

in them, in Hawaii, sidewalks exist only as runoff 

room for aggressive drivers. 
This is the highly social, vehicle-craved world of 

Test Onve Unl/rmted, a game so revolutionary and 

so downright ambitious that you can almost forget 

all thoso horrid Jest Drives preceding it. Almost. 

SUPERMODEL HITCHHIKERS? 
SIGN ME UP! 
TDU is no mere racer—it's a drivingcentric, "mas¬ 
sively open online racing1' lifestyle One minute 

you're slamming along a sin-fane interstate at 
200-plus mph with a gaggle of Euro-exotic speed 
merchants, the next you're taxiing some incredibly 

hot supermodel hitchhiker. Then you buy yourself 

some andtogy nousfy chic new duds, or perhaps a 
bigger garage for your fleet. In between, you might 

take a leisurely cruise with your buddies, unlocking 

new roads and challenges...or maybe just seeing 

the sights, 
And what sights: Developer Eden Games (Weed for 

Speed-Porsche Unleashed) somehow re-created the 

entire Hawaiian island of Oahu for your driving plea¬ 
sure, The entire island, It's an amazing achievement 

that'll keep you exploring for weeks if just to soak 

up the incredibly lush locales and diverse roadways. 
Moreover, most every horizontal surface is naviga¬ 

ble—including tons of nooks and crannies in which 

to temporarily cower from the local constabulary. 

Yet some may find Eden's freewheeling, unslruc- 
tured concept more purposeless than compelling. 

Moreover, ultraha rdcore racers will cringe at tine 

arcade-meets-sim physics modeling and the lack of 

car tweaking. Still, with the exception of the game's 

few available motorcycles—which feel more tacked 

on than integral—tDU's vehicles handle more plausi¬ 
bly than those in prior Need for Speeds or Test Drives. 

And for drivers who like to dig around, TDU supplies 

plenty of incentive 

OH, THE HUMANITY! 
The game integrates online racing unlike anything 

before, effectively eradicating the line between 
multiplayer and single-player competition, Indeed, 

hundreds Of thousands of humans roam (he world 

right alongside the far inferior bots, Granted, you 
see and interact wilh a maximum of just eight 

random cars at a time, but snagging one foe a 

fully customizable 1-on-l challenge is as easy as 
checking your map. heading to that location, and 

flashing your headlights. A return flash means the 
duel is on. You'll likely need ta drop your resolution 

to prevent a slideshow, and certainly some com¬ 
petitors warp around like crazy, but a patch should 

hopefully resolve that, 

Online perks aside. TDU works so well because it 

nails that fine balance point between insane speed 
and due care. Though you (sadly) can't damage 
your own car. you generally need to steer clear of 

both the scenery and the traffic while also inter¬ 
preting your GPS directions and racing as fast as 

possible. Tense? The only way it could be more so 

is if the game supported rain and right driving 

Rough in spots and a bit too casual for Some. 

Tejf Owe Unlimited nevertheless delivers a truly 

innovative format and a gorgeous, massive 

world populated by real people. Now get in and 
drive! *Gord Goble 

VERDICT 

1 
00

 
□
 

Q Transparent online 

miutllfiliyer; stunning digital 

treatment of Hawaii. 

D Can't manually alter your 

car: no night or rain; free¬ 

form play not for everyone. 

• Setting up the parameters for Al-on-1 online 
(h*l*rtgfr if »f *A*y » Strolling Around * rrtj p And 

placing icons, Then you're off to the races. 
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Top Spin 2 \ Making History: The Calm & The Storm \ ReviewsO 

TOP SPIN £ 
Out of bounds 

PUBL RHEK 2M Sp«rt^A»pyr I3EVH05 I R PAM/Irvrfl* BuJ H C.I ' JPi tpcyrti AVA&AHI 1T¥ MwtmM FSR0 BATING Evwyau 

MIMMUM 2ft Ft* CPU. 51JMH RAM. 4.SCB h*rd drtw i{util UflIB <rfdw«l (gurwpkd r««mniiid»(f! K! (IT (PI AWR 24 pi *jran VEfBIQN JEVtWD lAllloi 

REVIEW 

alt's a classic, mildly depressing case 
of sloppy seconds: Xbox 36D terms sim 

Top Spin 2 arrives on the PC a lull year alter 

the debut of its console counterpart, with just 

enough tech issues to sour the experience for 
enthusiasts of the sport, 

The game's content poses no problems; 

mi contraire, no tennis game—on any plat¬ 
form—comes as dose as Top Spin 2 does to 

providing a near-perfect simulation of the real 

deal. The series' trademark: career mode lets 
you take a custom-made character through a 
series of training exercises and progressively 

tougher tournaments, building various skills and 

attributes—PPG-style—and increasing his repu¬ 

tation as he climbs (he corporate sponsorship 

ladder. Singles and doubles exhibition matches 

(versus virtual versions of two dozen tea Mile 
tennis pros) are available for those wanting a 

quick fix. and a trio of gimmicky party games— 

which seem a bit oul-of-place on this PC port— 
provide middling multiplayer distractions. 

The execution of these feature-rich modes 

ain't always so smooth, though. When you 
square off. expect a fair amount of choppiness 

as you bound across the court to return yOuf 

opponent's lobs...and don't act too surprised 

when the controls lag just enough to sabotage 
an otherwise well-timed slice or tricky risk 

shot The sluggishness isn't a complete deal- 

breaker—things get more enjoyable once you 

learn to compensate—but it holds this port 
back from the excellence of its console-pow¬ 

ered cousin. Though Top Spin J?'s still the best 
PC tennis game in town, the herky-jerky game- 

play makes us want to throw our e-rackets down 

in rage.*ftyan Scott 

Don't Even try to play without ai gamepad. 

VERDICT r-v\io 
□ Engaging Career mode; 

Intricate character ctisfeontixii- 

tfewi: bits to dp, 

□ Irritating performance 

where it h unts the most- 

o 
AVERAGE 

A Games 
V for Windows , 
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O WHEN YOU SQUARE OFF. EXPECT 
4} A FAIR AmOUNT OF CHOPPINESS AS 

Cr YOU BOUND ACROSS THE COURT 

fTlAHING HISTORV: THE CALIT1 E THE STORIT1 
The Sedate Solo Play & the Better Online Battles 

njflllSHhH Strategy Fir it DfvtL 3RfH Mvrxy Lane iEN*4 Tura-Baied Hhwkil Strategy avalAMIIy inll, l-utf (www.itMnfpemrarad.ccMn| £5*fl RATWt fveryoo# 

MHMUM REOumtt.' tM IS I QHi Cm. $12MH RAM. iSPMB hard drive spec* VUE lf*lAVtR 2-1 pfeyen VERSION KEVU-WHj Final OownkradukM* 

REVIEW 

D Muzzy Lane's theatrically titled The 

Calm 5 The Storm began its peculiar 
existence as—of a\\ things—a turn-based 

World War it educational aid, nepiele with 

handouts, maps, discussion questions...even 
an instructor's guide, The Calm & The Storm 

"2.0" simply upticks and wpackages that game 

for 3 broader audience; whether that audience 
includes you depends on your inclination to 

overlook tinny solo-play A.I. and chase down 

live opponents Instead. The latter's pretty 

much the only reason to pi lay this middling 
emulation of 30 nations feuding and politic Ic¬ 

ing in five scenarios spanning 1936-1945. 

Coniplejritywi&e, the game falls somewhere 
between Gary Grigsby's board game-style 

World ot War and Paradox's RTS {'*> for 

spreadsheet} WeorTs offmn fl. You play as 

one of eight nations nudging iconic troops* 

tanks, and planes around a 3D map of the 
globe carved into some B0Q regions, Ybur 

military-industrial engine operates as a func¬ 
tion of industrial production units {iPlfs), in 

turn contingent upon regional resources like 

coal, metal, and oil. You win by drumming up 
"World Power" points for your nation* alliance, 
or ideology by boosting domestic metrics like 

labor size, industrial strength, and economics; 

Trouble is. your computer opponents verge 
on comatose. Countries out-and-out boon¬ 

doggle their economies, bulking with ''light" 

units and little else. Alliances form, snap, then 
form again, reducing diplomacy to a game of 

tag. Armies fight out of supply, nations leave 

themselves unguarded when warring abroad. 

And losing once you've reasoned any of that 

out? Virtually impossible. In other words: Play 

with friends, wait for patches, or simply move 

along,* Matt Pec khan 

O COUNTRIES OUT- AND-OUT BOON- 
4o DOGGLE THEIR ECONOmiES. BULHING 

L cr WITH "LIGHT" UNITS AND LITTLE ELSE 

• The battle window distills all bonuses and unit 
proficiencies Into ■ simple, intuitive "combat 
power'' rating. 

VERDICT g\10 

AVERAGE 

□ Realism-grounded mili¬ 

tary-industrial mechanic!: 

online ploy. 

D First-class Artificial Un- 

Intelligence; hard to find 
online opponents* 

Games 
for Windows J 
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HReviewsX IL-2 Sturmovik: 1946 

• White tL-2 still looks pretty fahtilous by 
today"i standard], the anthology lets you 
optionally tweak the configuration file for 
Improved cloud and water-iurf»t* effect*. 

I'UHliSHfcK UWult OEVUjOW 1C: NUAdOM Studio* ENkt FKLgfct Umoiatioo AVAIL AMITY fciteli. t-te« Cwww.db#ct2driu*.«Mn| FSfiB RATING T#*o 

f/nwL*.' HHJUlRfcMfcN'< l«Hi CM. tun RAM. 1.1M Wd dtfr* tp*«* Cflt^t stick t*eo*>iiw*d*d] MULfth Avt-H 2-IIS p hpn VERSION Hl-Vi-WU foU Master 

REVIEW 

Call it a videogame if you dare; 

Oleg Maddox's ft-2 series may 

be the most scrupulous survey of 

World War II planes in the history 
of the genre. If it's aeronautical 

fidelity you re after. JL-Zs the arm- 

n^vw.ai^ i chaif aviator’s Cadillac. Rip one of 
V___these puppies open and you car. 

almost smell the burnt varnish off a hobbled 

German Focke-WuTf or catch the acrid tang of 

cordite bleeding through the dash of a bullets- 

spent P-SI Mustang. Think of 1946 as ihe mother 

lode. It wrestles everything from the anginal !L-2 
Sturmovik through 2Q04's Pacific Fighters and 

2Q06’s Pe-2 into one installatron do a single DVD. 
then adds two brand-new expansions...all lor an 

obscenely bargain-basement price of 530. 

HYPOTHETICAL RUMBLE 
The 194$ expansion asks; rWhat if the Allies 

botched Mormandy, and the Soviets and 
Germans fought on?’ Answer; a proper successor 

to Lucas Arts' 1990 game Secret Weapons of the 

Luftwaffe. With 2946, you basically get jets—and 

not just those that actually Mew trivial endgame 

sorties, fn addition to your German Me-262s, 

Arado Ar-234s [the world's first jet bomber), and 

He-162§, or Russian MiG-9s, MiG-13s. and Yak- 
15s. developer RRG pulled a few exotic 'wonder 

weapons' off the table. Take the Heinkd Lerche 

li, a vertical takeoff and landing fighter/intercep¬ 
tor that looks like a Tinned rocket stuck through a 

giant fan.. Or try the Horten Ho-IX, a batwfng jet- 

glider that eerily resembles the U.5. 6-2 Stealth 
bomber and could tag speeds just shy of Mach 1. 

Oh yeah, ever wanted to strap wire-guided X-4 

rockets on a 596-mph German Ta-lB3? Here's 

your chance. 
The new campaigns Force you to slog through 

a few too many traditional planes before gradu¬ 

ating to the palm-rubbing speed demons, but 

the missions extrapolate from history logically 

and only stutter a bit in the Soviet WS 46 cam¬ 

paign with a few noncombat A-to-2 yawners. Jets 

aren't prop planes, and turn-t urn-turn aces will 

have to adjust to 2 946's aerial jousting, but hav¬ 

ing these fascinating planes shoehorned in with 

IC's trademark photo-real finishes cinches 194&s 
price, anthology or no. 

OPERATION ‘ AUGUST STORM" 
Sturmovi^s Over Manchuria, the other debut 

add-in, trots out Ihe 1945 Russian IL-10, a 

bomb-to ting, 2,000-horsepower beast of a 

ground-puncher that topped out B7 mph faster 
than the original IL-2 war horse. After assisting 

in the final assault on Berlin—running recon 
dogfights and bombing artillery dugouts—you'll 

slingshot east to test this powerful Soviet hybrid 
against Japan's best in a harrowing campaign 

over northern China. 
You also get a host of new Japanese planes like 

the speedy short-range Mitsubishi J2M5 "Raidon," 

four Nakajima Ki-series variants, and the 

Kawanisht N1K2-J ’George' fighter-bomber with 
its automatic force- triggered flaps. The Japanese 

campaign leads off battling Hellcats over Iwo 

Jima and culminates m hair-raising defense runs 

scuppering U.S E5-29 raids over Japan, 

1946 might as welt be the holy grail of WWI1 

flight sims, a platinum anthology of everything 

good about no-frills airborne scrimmaging, The 

new material's a deal, whether you own the ear¬ 

lier games or not, And if you don't, 30 bucks nets 

you something that—six years on—still outclasses 
everything else.*Matt Peekham 

VERDICT 

1010 B The «nti rv Jl-2 saga, on one 

DVD (plus tw a brand- new 

expansions]*—dl rt cheap. 

□ No cdiu 21 all. 

[Si 
• Words ain't describe the Heinkel Lerche II, but it's 
f«rtiinly wild pitching i couple iH^uadrftrtl of th«?« 
VTOLs bristling with X-4s at just about anything. 
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Extreme 
inside" 

Stay cooler 
as your competition gets hotter! 

Experience The Next Level of Water Cooling 
Go beyond standard with our Ultimate X Striker water cooled 
system. Now featuring the Intel® Core™2 Extreme Processor, 
which is sure to blow away the competition. 
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- Seagate Barracuda 32QGB720QRPM 16MB Cache SATA 3.0Gh/s 
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- 3D Galaxy II Liquid Cooling 

* 2 x DVD Burner Samsung SH-Sl83L LS SATA 

Online price 
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PI Reviews \ Sam & Max: Episode 5 Reality 2.0 \ Myst Online: Uru Live 

SAITl & mAX: 
EPISODE S-REALITY 20 
So this dog and this rabbit walk into a chat room... 

(•’UBLIliHKK Tdftala Cunti^fijiimT.p D' Vti JPhf Tilllth bmit jfc.NI i AVwntur* AVAILAHLIIV i-Ull (wHw fHn.tip tani or inwi.trIIL*l*gami].£D4rt) fc Kti KATMC Net RatHl 

WINIWljfc' HIQULREMEMTS CPU JS4MR RAM. JttMR hud Arlir* ifm* WULTIPl AVP Nm# IRjJQfJ REVIEWED Nur Flul DomnSewUtoU' 

REVIEW 

Q If something seems a little off on Earn and 

Max's street, it's not just because die Internet 

is trying to enslave humanity through the global 
distribution of virtual-reality hypno-goggles. Reafity 
2,0— the penultimate chapter of the only success¬ 
ful attempt at "episodic games" to date—finds the 

freelance police in a Troo-ish (acceptable nerd short¬ 
hand for "filled with glowy 3D vectors") simulacrum 

of their own four-background world. complete with 

pitch-perfect 8-bit music But computer humor is 
tough—especially when your audience probably 
uses computers a for—and Sam and Max cast their 

satirical net a little too wide this time around. 

Successfully skewered targets include Mario and 
MMQRP-Gs (+2 swords and blue-slime grinding), 

and flea^ty 2£frs shadow cult of obsolete computing 

machines number among the senes' best supporting 

character?. But the pop-up-ad and visitor-counter 

jokes leave a mildly uncomfortable, out-of-touch 
sensation not unlike a latter-day Simpsons episode 

trying to (acfcl# 'Interweb' humor—as if this throw- 

back to 1993 doesn't realize its not 1999 anymore. 
While most of the puzzt&s are reasonably obvious 

{within the Sum & Max system of cartoon logic}, 

this is the first episode that had me resorting to 

the old "use every item in your inventory on every 
object in the game" methodology on one particular 

puzzle—a trying time for any adventure gamier, no 

matter how simpfe silly, stupid, or insane the solu¬ 
tion turns out to be. 

But all transgressions are forgiven once you make 

il to Episode S's finale—a surprising, sparse, and 
spot-on little jaunt into 'Reality LET that’ll likely 

slancf as the series' landmark moment once it's 

bundled into a season. • Sean Mu I t oy 

O COmPUTER Humop IS TDUGH- 
Lp ESPECIALLY WHEN YOUR AUDIENCE 

0° PROBABLY USES COmPUTERS A LOT 

VERDICT 
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y Ingenious end sequence: 

great-look tag virtual-realhy 

setting; awesome music. 

O Some "1 nU-criet liuinor"" 
lacks n^uiiilf funny; even 

shorter thiiii u iual. 
O' for Windo1.'.Ts J 

‘H.un mhiLFiuunK M 

FTIYST ONLINE: URU LIVE 
What s Lara Croft doing in my adventure game? 
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REVIEW 

DVou don't know where you are, how you 
got there, or what you're supposed to do 

{and no, you're not tied down in front of Bravos 
Waterwarid marathon), It feels a whole tot like it 
did when My*t completely revamped the adven¬ 

ture genre in 1993. 

When the essence of Myil Qrtltne was released 
about four years ago as Unr Ages Beyond Myst, 

its online component fell by the wayside foe a 

number of reasons. Primarily, it didn’t work. It 

does now though .,and the result is a cacopho¬ 
ny of mismatched elements. 

The well designed settings and puzzles are the 

game s real strengths, and even though tech¬ 
nology's ramped up a whole lot in the last few 

years, the environments still look beautiful and 

whimsical enough to please Your avatar how¬ 

ever, is clunky, ugfy, and completely unmanage¬ 
able—partly because of the rigidly structured 

camera angles, and partly because of the poorly 
integrated controls. Mdu con key-map WASD, but 

it doesn't help. And perhaps the worst travesty 

is the need to teap^all too often—from surface 
to surface over chasms and crevices, in order to 

achieve a particular goal They m not, after all, 

Catering to Tomb Raider fans here, right? 

Even with multiplayer working, it still feels 

very odd in the nebulous neighborhoods {or 

"Bevin") of Uru to encounter your cousin Orson 

on his headset Bui if you are stuck in Negilahn 

f'liVos «f das, Negilahn?"}, other folks do come 

in handy. 

Solid puzzle design and a real sense of story 

should captivate the hue Myst fans* though, and 
a persistent world's capacity for overhaul and 

new content leaves the linking books' potential 

wide open * Cindy Vans 

| ' m. ’ * 

■ The Myit dasigtvar* ilwiyi had a thing: for 
View-Master mode. 

VERDICT r^\id 
□ Wonderful pusilesi good 

potential: relatively mature 

co-mmuntty space. 

O 

AVERAGE 
D Maddening navigati on; 

“retro'' beyond the point 

where retro feels "good." 

jBH Games 
^£r for Window^ 

wi'mru rmt m u 

CL THE WELL-DESIGNED SETTINGS 
7p AND PUZZLES ARE THE GAmE S 

LO REAL STRENGTHS 
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The Hot List \ Review Index \ Reviewsn 

THE HOT LIST 
Five stfll-available games to buy right now 

nnASSIVELJr1 mUUJPLAVER 

a Even in today’s World of WarCraft-dominated climate, other quality MMOs mdnage 

to eke out a meager existence. Here are five you just might want to take a look at if 

you’re burned out on good ol' Azeroth. 

AUTO ASSAULT 
The world doesn’t end with a 'bang" in 
Met Devil's A trio Asseu/r—more like a post' 

apocalyptic whimper. It's almost prophetic 
that this damn fine flood kVcnmcv-irispire-d 

MMO couldn’t attract the audience it 

deserved. Within months, the entire game 

world collapsed into a lone, single server 

just so you could actually find other players. 

If you ever wanted to join an online convoy, 

now's the time. 

FINAL FANTASY XI 
When it comes to hardcore 

fantasy MMOs, (his mas¬ 
sively multiplayer itera¬ 

tion of Square Em* s Ftrial 

Fantasy console RPG fran 

cht.se is king, Players choose 
from five cuddly races and 

six basic classes (.and later several more 
advanced classes) and explore a world teem¬ 

ing with level-grind, groupcentric gameplay, 

and substantial death penalties. There are 

few things harsher in the world than see¬ 
ing the words Level Down’ Mash on your 

screen SOE s Vbnguord may be desperate 

to court gamers searching fora harsh- 

out-rewarding MMO experience, but Final 

Fantasy XI filled that mche first. 

EVERQUEST II 
Compared to the rest of SOE’s 

train wreck of an online game 

lineup (Vdnguwd; Sager ojf 
Heroes, The Matrix Online.. 

and Star W/drs: Galaxies. 

jump immediately to mind), 

EverQaest If looks like a 

smokin'-hot super model. Yeah, the EverQuest 

setting's about as fresh as the 257th. Forgotten 

Realms novel at this point, but EQZs a rela¬ 

tively friendly fantasy MMO (whose name isn't 

World of WarCraft) that doesn't suck—a genu¬ 

ine rarity these days. 

BvjL . Behold; the only sci-fi MMO 

■p j you'll ever need. More "vir- 

1 tus:| thari ‘'Q^rne.1' 
WM Eve puls the power in the 

.jAk. players' hands through its 

free economy, region-based 
security levels {enter a low- 

sec area, and you're at the mercy of your let- 
low players}, and real-time skill system {skills 

train even when you aren't logged on), It's one 

of the biggest time-sinks in the genre, and 

it certainly won't hold your hand when bad 
things hap pen,,, but if that's the kind of make- 

your-own-destiny experience you're looking for. 

Eve's your new second life. It’s digitally distrib¬ 

uted (not sold in stores), so give it a whirl at 

www.eve -onlin e .co m, 

CITY OF HEROES 
You gotta hand it to Cryptic 

Studios' Crty of Heroes {and its 

follow-up, City of Vifiavrs) As 
by-die-numbers as some of its 

content is. the game's got Char¬ 

acter. The opportunity to play 

a superhero—decked out with 

lots of fun powers like flight »id superspeed— 

is a unique angle for an MMO. and the charac¬ 

ter creation system is still second to none Here's 

hoping Cryptic's upcoming Marvel Comics 

MMO builds on the foundation laid here. 

REVIEW INDEX 
Game names in yellow indicate 
GFW Editors' Choice award winners 
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Afithl Chfllti-tr 

Murder on tht OHant tnpr«i 

2 3 

AnHuH 4 3 

Bsltltritld il*i 4 2 

BtldtiUlloftK Midway s S 

Blitikriag II; Fall of th* Haiti! s 4 

City Lift; World Edition s.s f 

Command & Conquer 1: 

7 Ibtriin-h Wifi 

S G 
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Dark MuEbh of Wight and Mag It 4 2 
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EvliltneE TIt# Lait Ritual 4 3 
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ffjtoyi Squadron 1 4 
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Sulla Waft: Nightfall S' 2 
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6 3 
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4 3 
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7 4 
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Falling Pieces 
Our casual-games 

| columnist reves about 
Peggie. PopCap's lat¬ 
est time-sink. 

1 

mm 85, 
Crisis on 
Infinite Servers 
Guild Wars: One-of- 
a-kind MMO, psycho¬ 
logical prison, or both? 

ran ci15T 

Sound Off 
GFWs intrepid staff 
signs off with a dis¬ 
cussion of Games for 
Windows L ?E Go d 

Tom vs. BRUCE 
Two gamers enter one gamer wins 

commAND & conquer 3 
Can a! I'American Bruce stop Comrade Tom's evil Brothers of Nod? 

PU3USMH Sl#rtr«jk Aft? BEVtLOKfi CAL A GEfcRf RH|.Tim» Strategy ESPS SATING T*«n 

*BruC* ii overrun by TOm'i infantry, who Art 
hopped up Ort Tiberium tilfuf iQrtf nmJ I«d by 

caped Confessors, 

CDLUITIN 

Tom Chich 

Prtomiiwt ffrtbtieevidMgame critic 
Tom Chick also runs the popular v.-cb■ 
the Quortt>fToThire.cfrrn. 

Bruce Goryh 

y-iA 
(SmCt {Scryfc—bfflirty train lurgrOti 

by day—is GfW's reside nt expert on 
anything i nvolving a hex grid. , 

t* The gam 

. * -• map is Sr 

Bruce Geryk as 

e a$ Command S Conquer 3, The 

nail Town U,SA The players are 

the GiobaE Defense Initiative and 
Torn Chick as the Brotherhood of Nod The ver¬ 

sion is 1,01 which predates the "balance patch" 
Electronics Arts says It will release. {At press lime, 

the patch was still pending,) 
BRUCE: \ love the idea of a 'balance patch" that 

is announced before the game even works right , 
It's like EA figured the game would probably be 

unbalanced, but since everyone would be com- 

gaining about that sluff anyway, reserve 

the right to balance the game sometime in the 
unspecified future. What they really need to patch 

is the online play, Tom and I were unable to get 

EA's online connection to svork, so we had to use 
a program called Hamachi, which tricks the game 

into thinking it's playing over a LAN, 

TOM: Hamachi is a great way to do an end run 

around botched game launches like this, For the 

first week or so after C&C3 was released, I spent 

much of my time online downloading the latest 

patch that w® supposed to get online play work¬ 
ing. It was seriously eating into the bandwidth I 

needed to download patches for Vanguard and 

The Lord of the Rings Online. 
BRUCE- We could have used something C&C3 

tries to install called GameSpy Comrade. But I flat- 

out refuse to use something cal led "Comrade," 
I mean, how neat would it be to call something 

"GameS py Waff en £S?" Exactly. So I don't see why 

flaunting the whole "commie chic" thing is some¬ 
how acceptable. 

TOM: I'm pretty good at Command & Conquer 
3. Not supematurally good, I wouldn't even 

make it past the qualifying trials for the World 
Cyberathlete Dorking Game League, or whatever 

competitions use EA's new BattleCast feature with 

its RTS Telestrator "OMG, I'm Drawing lines on the 

Game!" Interface'*. I'm barely even "I win online" 
good. But I can hold my own, For instance, I can 

win Internet arguments about whether Mammoth 

Tanks need to be nerfed. And I really like the 

game. I dig the pace, the focus, the variety of tac- 

ticsv. and even the cheesy artwork. I appreciate each 

side's unique twists. Unlike most people, I think 

the Serin Mothership is a totally awesome unit but 

you have to know the right way to use it. Hint It 

isn't "Build the si goal transmitter at your base and 

then wait for an hour while the mothership creeps 
across the map to the other guy's base." Buy me a 

beer sometime, and I'll tell you all about it, 

BRUCE: Tom is the only person l know who talks 
about RTS tactics while out tor beeriu Make sure 

you never invite Tom out for beers. 
TOM: The Serin are my favorite race, but I don't 

want to freak Bruce out with a bunch of samey- 

looking bugs. There's nothing intuitive about 

which kinds of units are good against which bugs, 

much fes* which spiky crab-looking building yOv 
should blow up first when you attack a Serin base. 
So I'll be Nod, which will let Bruce pfuy the GDI 

(Le„ the good guys). arid will also let him further 
indulge his fantasies of me as a menace to global 

peace, prosperity, and freedom. 

BRUCE: Any readers who pay attention to the sub¬ 
text of these Tom vs. Bmce encounters might find 

a few things interesting here. First it's well known 

that the Brothers of Nod are a proxy for radical 

red communists—who, in this game, are played by 

Tom. Second, despite the fact that he knows that 

war is hell and fighting in Command & Cotiquer 

makes things blow up, Tom chose the map Small 
Town USA for us to fight over. I think that says 

more about Tom's worldview than any thousands 

of words he wilt shortly muster to deny everything 
I've shown to be undeniably true. 

TOM: As Nod, there are all sorts of things I can do. 

If! want to be aggressive, I can rush with Scorpion 

Tanks, fitting them with dozer blades and laser 
capacitors, * if I were playing a ranked ladder > 
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■ Extend \Tom vs, Bruce 

game. I can raise an army of Fanatics to suicide- 

bomb Bruce into submission. The Venom Gunship 

spam is pretty popular. I can turtle behind some 
Obelisks of Light long enough to got a passe I of 

Avatars with scavenged flamethrowers and Beam 

Cannons. Then there's the tactic of annoying and 
demoralizing your opponent with Shadow Teams, 

which I've already used against Bruce a few times. 

BRUCE: In some practice games we tried, Tom 

used something I call (and which he secretly calls] 

the “Red Dawn Gambit" First, he builds a lot of 

those Russian superstealth units, and then he puts 

them in gliders and does an air assault on my base, 
blowing up all my power plants and maybe even 

a refinery. That cripples my buildup and takes my 

defensive structures offline. Then he invades out of 
Mexico, So this game. I'm getting smart I'll build a 

couple of anti-infant ry towens end put them inside 

my base. Next I build extra power plants. Then I'll 

get a war factory and produce one of those radar 
vans that detect stealthy units. I think it's called a 

Sheepdog, Then Hi have the Sheepdog run around 
my base patrolling for red commandos. Oh. wait... 

you can't set pa trol paths in Commend & Conquer 
37 Than must be the "Innovative design" part 

TOM: Actually, you can set a patrol path using 
the Ctrl-Z queuing, but it s not entirely clear. For 

the most pan. Commend & Conquers has finally 

gotten the interface right. It's been 10 years since 

Westwood invented the whole Command & 
Conquer & Blow Things Up a Whole Lot style of 

PITS, so it's nke to see an interface that finally does 

justice to the gamcplay. 
BRUCE: This is a good interface? Clicking back and 

forth through multiple tabs to find and then build 

and finally place the right building? OK, Mr. Fancy- 

Pants Game Critic, 

TOM: While Bruce fumbles around with tabs and 

building placement and fiat ml paths, I'm on auto¬ 

pilot, going through a standard build order crane 
and Emissary, then refinery and power plant then 

refinery, then Hand of Nod, shift-click Militants, 

shaft-click Militant Rocket Squads., then another 
refinery, make sure to get Saboteurs to the two 

nearby Tib spikes, forme, this is as simple as the 
opening moves of a chess game, 

BRUCE: Tom is a real Ruy Lopez, Here's how 

RTS games work aga in st Tom: I buii d u p a base, 

feel pretty goad about myself, and then, start to 

expand and find but Tom already Owns the rest 
of the map. 5o this time, I'm going to send some 
infantry forward into Small Town U.SA so that 

Tom gets a proper appreciation for what America 
really thinks about invading red communists. 

TOM: I'd normally grab the expansion Tiberium 

closer to Bruce, but there's really no need to- be so 

aggressive. Its just Bruce. So I grab the one closest 

to my starting point I suppose the tactic will be an 

infantry overrun. 1 drop my Secret Shrine and start 

researching the Tiberium infusion and Confessors. 

BRUCE: 1 put a couple of squads into the centra I 

building, which I think is owned by State Farm 

Insurance and has a nice little food' court in the 
basement Sure enough, here comes Ivan Drago 

and his assorted minions. I can almost hear Tom's 

trash talk about how he's going to replace all the 

fast-food restaurants with borscht counters. OH 
wait—that's his actual trash talk Over Skype, 

TOM; I take my time wrecking the big skyscraper 

in the middle of the map where Bruce has. gar¬ 
risoned his troops. My swarm of infantry covers 

for my Emissary, which drives past the firelight to 

deploy just s hort of Bruce s base, From here, r II set 
up defenses and another Hand of Nod to continue 
pumping out infantry. 

BRUCE: Tom sure has a lot of infantry, One thing 

I can never get right is how many units to build 
on a given map, We played one practice game 

where six infantry units were way loo many at the 

beginning, and now Tom has what looks like SO. 

However, his Red HQ, or whatever that unfolding 

buggy was, got blown up, Jed Eckert for the win. 

TOM- That was really uncool, and it's just going 

to draw the game out We'd be out of here much 
sooner if Bruce's Missile Squad hadn't destroyed 

my Emissary. Plus, the Emissary was unarmed, so 

that means Brace has killed civilians and lost the 
moral high ground as the "good guys." 

BRUCE: Here's the thing: When you go into the 

G&C3 multiplayer lobby, just after you see the chat 

from c0ffin4U and just before you lack up at the 
phantom QK box, you can see a bunch of games 

with names like "lvl NO RUSHERS" or 'casual 
game RUSH SUCKS." Which makes me sad because 

Tm listening to "Distant Eariy Warning" right now. 
Of course, what is Tom doing? Attacking me with 

about XOCO Cuban parachutists and "misale" guys. 
Did you know that was how you spoil that word? I 

never knew that until I joined the C&C game Hobby. 

TONI; | approach Brace's starting Tiberium field 

with about 20 infantry squads. Time to kill his 
Harvesters Unfortunately, he has the presence of 

mind to start throwing up Watchtowers, which are 

GDI's anli-infantry turrets, fortunately, he throws 

up one too many and overtaxes his power sup¬ 

ply. shutting them all down. I call this "pulling a 

California." Bruce's powerless Watchtowers give 

me time to concentrate on killing Harvesters, 

BRUCE; Among the many other things you have 

to micromanage in this game, you have to worry 

about the electric utility. I'm surprised C&C3 
doesn't make you align all your transformers and 

build power lines. Actually, I'm nut surprised at 

all—this kind of super-micromanagement is typi¬ 
cal of the early RTS model, which treats it as an 

essential gameplay element That’s fine for some 
people—like, obviously, Tom—but not so much 

for me. Oooh, the power's back on.... 

TOM: I only kill one Harvester before Bruce solves 

his energy crisis. A ring of Watchtowers slaughters 

my initial rash, which nitali the First Wave. I start 
pooling replacements around my approaching 

replacement Emissary, These guys will be the 

Second Wave. 
BRUCE: More standard Tom strategy: Build a 

forward base, throw up some defensive structures, 

and harass me while h»s main base builds up, I can 

see it coming a mile away, but I can never stop it 

TOM; After the replacement Emissary deploys, I 

drop a Hand of Nod, a Shredder Turret and a Laser 
Turret. They fight their automated turret wars with 

Bruce's Watchtowers,. 

BRUCE; As a simulation of World War I, C&C3 is 

actually pretty good. You have a complete stale¬ 
mate due to defensive systems being much better 

than offensive ones, until later on someone builds 

the new tech no logy that breaks t he dead lock but 

doesn't undo the previous horrible casualties. 
TOM: That's actually a pretty cannyobservation of 

how C&C3 works. If Bruce were to ever figure out 

the construction tabs and power bar and patrol- 
path queuing, he'd be a formidable opponent 

BRUCE: Right now, we re still in the stalemate 
phase thanks to Tom's regenerating gun towers. 

TOM: Nod's turrets rebuild unless you destroy their 

control nodes It's one of the subtle but important 

distinctions, among the different factions. However, 
it's not really a stalemate phase, since I'm building 

up my economy while keeping Bruce boxed in. I've 

got five refineries raking in the Tiberium, so I'm not 
hurting for resources. 1 drop more turrets. Bruce is 

sending a few vehicles around my right flank, so 3 

try to garrison some Rocket Mil harts in a nearby 
building, But an APC keeps chewing them up 

before they can reach the building. Eventually, my 
Laser Turrets dear the way. 

BRUCE: Unless I can keep blowing up the control 
nodes for Tom's turrets, this is going to take for¬ 

ever. Unfortunately, I only just now reached a sec¬ 

ond Supply Of Tiberium, so clearing my economic 
bottleneck will take some time. My guess is. I don't 

have that much time. 

TOM: T ime to send in my Second Wave, My target 
is Bruce's lone Surviving Harvester. 

BRUCE; Right cm cue: another wave of rushing 

infantry. Tom is a rasher! Take that Geddy Lee. 
Sorry I had to use the Rush joke twice, 

TQM: As an Old-School RTS Wonk, I find it 
amusing how the term “rush" is used these days, 

ft used to mean the tactic whereby you break 
your starting economy to mount an early attack. 

But now it's synonymous with any attack that 

overwhelms another player's defense, no mat¬ 
ter how late it happens in the game. Technically, 

that's not a rush. We can talk more about this 

when you buy me a beer and I'm explaining 

that thing about the Serin Mothership, Anyway, 
it looks like the Second Wave is also going to 

be the Last Wave. They've killed the Harvester, 

destroyed the defending Watchtowers. and are 

now knocking over Bruce's refineries. I've got a 

couple of Beam Cannons out who start working 

their way around the right while my swarm of 

infantry does a sweep to the left. 
BRUCE: That may sound like the rudiments of a 

tactical problem, but it isn't—Tom is just getting 

farcy with his mob of units, The funny thing is that 
the tactical A.L is actually pretty good at figuring 
out which units to shoot at. The problem is not 
only having enough units, but having the right 

types of units. You'd haw to give me another 
month to figure all that out 

TOM: My infantry swarm Is besieging Bruce's 
Construction Yard, They finish it off while a pair of 

Beam Cannons destroy his Command Post. It was a 

fairly short game. I think it takes more time for the 

green EA logo to toad when C&CJ starts than it 
took for us t o fin ish our game. * 

FINRL SCORE 
TQM WINS. DUN. 

fn the August issue; 
The People's Choice edition of Tom vs. Brace! 

We get a lot e?l requests along the lines of "How 
come yauVe never done StarCraft?" Which we have, 

but never mind. So the month after TiExt, we re 

doing Tom vt Bruce: The People's Choice. E-mail 
tQmvsbruce^&gmail.Com 1* vote for the game you'd 
like to see us do. The Sims 2: Aets? M.U.LfJ Maybe 
iTA.Ltf.Eff., or eoitie more World of WarCrafll It's 

your call. E-mail toinvsbrucE&rtjiicnl.tom. 
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V UPDATES 
Our two conts on the latest mods and patches 

* My axemen here used to 

be tht local bullie i „ *Ulltll 
I i*nt tti mi to "barrow" 

j o™ gold from the local 
b^rbariam *it($ di*COv*r*d 

that rtiey had a new peL 

CIVILIZATION IV mODS APLENTY! 
From historical realism to virtual surrealism 

iitNftl: Turfl-B*»*d StMbpjy'-VbBSnt hrtFry/fcwumi.iMjTuttbi.t&rn/dowHkpadQ.pfipTdo^fihjaild-ZiLHDcrlc'i Comitrf 

JMW vl.Q3): hnp^fefuim,dvbnjitkkai^^w»ls«di,phpT4ei1Htj;)dicin [Wiyfj end fetlof GvttiiOtfam vlSSJ; 
hrftjx//f orumi.chrf.aei abet .com/down.! cm d J.php?da - f UcJl-id - 1 (fdfl pom Heaven H ifQ.Zl^ 

iVINItvTJM! REQUIfifclVlfcNTS LZGKl CPU. 256MB RAM. 1.7GB hard drive jpacc. Civilization IV 

mOD ROUNDUP 

Two years after Civilization iV's official 

release, the cool mods from dedicated fans 
are still rolling in. Mere ane three particularly good 

ones fort ho core game that you should try out. 

DALE'S COMBAT MOD 
Traditional Civ combat consists of unite fight¬ 

ing each other one-on-one—you order a unit 
to attack, and the game picks the best available 

defender to pair off against your guy. But in Date's 
Combat Modr you can get the whole combined- 

arms thing going. Simply form a stack of units; 
when they attack, they work together, with, your 

melee units trying to take the brunt of the dam¬ 

age, your cavalry trying to outflank your oppo¬ 

nents, and so on...right down to the air support 
Even better, though, is the added ability to 

bombard at range. One of Ov Ws odd quirks is 

that cannons are, welf cannon fodder You always 

need to Suicide your siege units into the enemy 

so that the collateral damage they inflict enables 

your other units to win With Dates Combat Mod, 
your siege unite can cause collateral damage 

from a distance without actually attacking, keep¬ 

ing them safe behind the lines and restored to 

their normal strategic role. Personally, I like these 
changes so much that whenever 1 try to p lay 

without them, combat just seems broken—like 

my woddrs no longer progressing the way it 
should or something. 

RHYE'S AND FALL OF CIVILIZATION 

Speaking of the world progressing as it should, 

that’s the whole purpose of the Rhye's and Fail 
of Civilization mod by Rhyt {who gets bonus 

points for the clever mod name), Rhye's focuses 
on simulating the actual history of civilization 

on Earth. For instance, tf you play as Rome, 
you won’t get to start playing until the year of 

Rome's actual founding.„at which point you find 
yourself dropped into the Mediterranean worid 

next to the well-established empires of Egypt 
and Greece. 

New civilizations being “born" like this can 
really throw twists into a game. Like, for instance, 

when the Arabs first come on the scene. Their 
sudden surge in power car strain nearby civiliza¬ 

tions to the point of toppling —or possibly not 

What if the Arabs tin into in intact, aggressive 

Rome that had managed to conquer everything 
from Spain to India? Rhye's turns fanciful specula¬ 

tions like this into intriguing possibilities for your 

next session. 

Other features that round out the "Earth sim" 

concept; scripted barbarian uprisings plagues, 

and A.I. that correctly names cities based on their 

historical location. Realism; achieved! 

FALL FROM HEAVEN LI 
Then again, reality bites! Who cares about real- 
world events when you can just slay Ores instead? 

Welt, that's exactly what you get to do in Foil 

From Heaven It, which morphs CrWt/'into 3 dark 

fantasy realm complete with plenty of well- 

*lf tbit hvlkoptvr fll« any lower, It jutt might 
cut the heads off those unsuspecting m*rtn«jl 

written (although still patchy) background fiction 

to set the scene. 

You can research arcana along with technolo¬ 
gy and get all sorts of new units to match; con¬ 

jurers, elementals, and Dwarven cannons, just 

to name a few. Fail From Heaven It puts heavy 

emphasis on unit experience and promotion, 
RPG-style.. and, of course, the leaders you can 

choose to play as cover all the usual fantasy 

varieties, ranging from vampires to Elf chicks. 
Fail From Heaven tf adds so much content 

and introduces so many new concepts (such 

as heroes that gain experience with every 
turn, tech no logy-tree specialization, and 

the direct association of religion with align¬ 

ment) that you might as well be playing a 

whole new Civ- like game for free. Now if 

they'd only incorporate Date's Cornbof Mod, 

I probably wouldn't play anything else for 
months.* Matthew Chase 

O REALITY BITESI WHO CARES ABOUT 
~Q REAL-WORLD EVENTS WHEN YOU 

O CAN JUST SLAY ORCS INSTEAD? 
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So LINE OF ATTACH 
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COLUmN 

Bruce Geryh 
\ 1, 

fir Lite Se^yk—brainy lamin surgeon 
by day—is GfW't resident expert on 
anything iftwoMng it he* grid. J 
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_ '■••A.' ■ AH 1*1 we research tennis working On the 
best possible interface for board-gamey 

computer war games can stop now. The boys from 
Down Under did it again. SSGs Bottlefront proves 

once again that if you take am old-school war-game 
design and build a great interface around lt_ you're 

most of the way to having a darn good game, 
The question is, what about the new school? 

Awhile back, E asked SSG's Gregor Whiley about 

the company's attitude toward new mechan¬ 
ics in board games—using We the People as an 

example—since they've obviously mastered the 

oider ones. Whiley responded; 

'I haven't played We the People, but fSSG 

designer] Ian Trout has. I'm sure that if it had ideas 

■ ■ • M *V'v> ", 
i-*^ ' -,T^ jJIE / ■ wA At 

v 4 1 ‘ J. if U ftF-- V-' 
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* Bottlefront brings the British lit Airborne at 
Market Garden... 

that were useful, then they would have been 
part of the design somehow. Steps and overruns 

have been used for 30 years because they work. 

What I think is more important is the way we've 

been able to add to the basic step concept in 

our Decisive Battles series with things like timed 

replacements and refit rules, which allow us more 
scope to differentiate between the capabilities 

of different sides.... Subtle power is what we like 

with the German Afrika Korps at 
Gaza la,, 

to see in our game mechanics—simple rules with 
lots of different outcomes." 

Battlefront demonstrates this subtle power very 
well. But. you can only get so far with 30-year-old 

mechanics, which is probably why 1| leaves me a 

bit cold. How thrilling would it be to see these 

great designers use their talents to devise new 
tools—instead Of refining old ones? 

Get Battlefront at www.m3trixgames.com.* 

FALLING PIECES 
The best in casual games 

coLumN 

Robert Coffey 

Former CGW editor Robert Coffey 

Ww Spends. hisdftyf playing word 
frames And block puTi. les What & Jirfa] 

A 

D PopCap's habit qF appending “Deluxe" to 

all its new games befuddles me. if this is the 

first iteration of something isn't it—by definition— 

the baseline? Shouldn't only subsequent expanded 

versions of a game get the ‘Deluxe moniker? But 

my befuddlemenfs passed, thanks to PopCap's 

latest game., Peggie Detune, it's all so clear to me 
now: "Deluxe" doesn't refer to the game, but to 

its life-consuming potential. With thal in mind, 

Peggie Deluxe ought be better titled Peggie Deluxe 
Extreme Super Dynamite. Download this front-run¬ 

ner for Casual Game of the Year at your own peril. 

At first glance, Peggie doesn't look too prom¬ 
ising; it's a strange hybrid of pachinko and 

PopCap's own Zuma. with the cutesmess of 
fionn/e's BoQjfcsfon?. Serious ly. Your job in Peggie 

is to shoot a little ball into a field of pegs, with 
every peg the ball strikes being cleared from the 

field once your bail's done ricocheting. Every 
field has about 20 orange pegs that you must 

eliminate before you run out of balls. It’s just 

that simple. 
What's not so simple: how insanely hypnotic 

and addictive Peggie is. Two levels into the 
Adventure mode, you'll be irrevocably hooked 

and trying to recall all that high school geometry 

you thought you'd never need, just so you can 

line up a perfect shot. As the peg fields grow 

more challenging, the game compensates by 

giving you increasingly effective power-ups (ike 

multiballs, fireballs, or a Zen ball that plans your 

shot for yog. 

As good as the Adventure mode is, the meat 
of the game lies in the Challenge mode, which 

throws down 70 increasingly wicked and irresist¬ 

ible gauntlets. Can you beat three consecutive 
master-level A1 opponents in Duel mode? {Yes* 

it's got mufti player, too.] How about amassing 

1 million points in just three levels? These chal¬ 
lenges keep the game fun long after you've run 

through Adventure mode three or four times. 

Skip the demo and give in to the inevitable—you 
can prek up Peggie Deluxe for a mere S20 online 
al www.popcap.com. * 

O PEBBLE IS A STRANGE HYBRID OF PACHINHO 
tTO AND POPCAP'S OWN ZUfTlA. WITH THE CUTESI- 

Ou NESS OF BONNIE S BOOHSTORE. SERIOUSLY. 
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CRISIS ON INFINITE SERVERS 
Trehhing across the vast mmORPG Landscape 
This month; Build Wars 

COLUmN 

GFWieriwts editor Ryan icon eagerly 
awati Iho day when Guild Wan play¬ 
er* and demoni can<e*j(itt peatefidty. 

Anyone who's read my extraordinarily 

positive reviews of the two most recent 

Guild Wars games [Factions. August 2006; 

Night fa i!r January 2007) know* that t'm a big fan 
of the senes, and although the 660-plus hours 

I've- clocked since the original game's April 200S 

launch may look insignificant to the ready hard¬ 
core players out there, it's still no small chunk of 

time. And during those 660-plus hours—particu¬ 

larly sinee delving into the high-end areas of last 
year's Guild Wars: Nightfall—We begun to see 

some of the game's warts for what they are. 

My biggest beef with Nightfall', the Realm of 

Torment, a late-game region that hosts the cam¬ 

paigns final series of story missions. Now. with a 

name like "the Realm of Torment" one probably 

shouldn't expect a cakewalk, but the odds in 
some of this region's instanced areas take Guild 

LVorj from, fun lo excruciatingly aggravating. The 

place is choked with high-level demon monsters, 

clustered together in massive groups with over¬ 
lapping patrol paths- simply getting anywhere 

can seem near impossible when any move you 

make inevitably attracts the attention of 10 or 

more angry demons. That would be bad enough, 

except that—once they run low on health—these 

monsters employ the Call to the Torment skill, 

which (if left unchecked) causes the creature 

using il to reproduce, undercutting whatever 

progress you've made. 

One Nightfall experience that sticks in my 
memory is a quest tilled "Faded Memory." Now, 

getting the quest in the first place necessitated 

trekking from one end of a monster-infested 
*one to the other, just to talk to the quest-giver. 

Af te r a n bou r of stogg i ng t hroug h mou ntains 
of demonsu I finally reached him. "5lay Flesh 

Gluttons," the quest text stated. ^Vou have 5 of 5 
left to kill," Simple enough, right? Following the 

quest marker on my minimap. I saw that the first 

of these five quest goals resided within a cave 
practically overflowing with Torment demons 

and titans (which always spawn two tougher 

monsters every time you kilt them). I already 
knew where this was headed. 

• another typical day in th* R*alm of Tonmant. 

and energy), ran all the way back, and repealed 

the process, I won bottomed out at minus-60 

percent, at which point my group began dying 

too fast to take out a demon before il repro¬ 

duced (courtesy of Call to the Torment). Now, 

every time I ran back and engaged the demons, 

they just multiplied. Thai was an hour and a half 

well spent, eh? 

Frustrated. I glanced at the quest window 

again, noting the reward of 2,500 experience 

points and 200 gold—the same boilerplate prize 
that even Nightfalls earliest quests offer. 1 decid¬ 

ed it wasn't worth it and logged out, defeated... 

and bitterly wishing that Guild Wars employed a 
difficulty curve instead of a difficulty cliff. 

Hence, the root of my problem: Nightfall 
spikes in difficulty once you reach the Realm 

of Torment and offers no attractive rewards 
to justify the repeated hikes through brutal, 

monster-dogged gauntlets. Here, challenge itself 

is an illusion—it's as iF the people who put these 
zones together said, "We can't think of anything 

fun to include, so let's juit drop a ton Of Over¬ 

powered monsters in and cal! it a day." Maybe 
some players enjoy that type of thing...or maybe 

they've learned to love their captor just a little 

too muck and they don't want to compromise 

their hundreds-plus hours of Guild Wan time 

by admitting that the game treats them like an 

abused spouse.« 

* W«w, 2*500 ftKpfrrieiK* points and 200 gold? 
What a swm dull 

* I haven't seen the new Herd Mode yet but I 
don't even went to think about what fhij area 

will bokllkf. 

10 SECONDS UNTIL RESPAWN 
1 waded through the mess of demons, sent 

my heroes and henchmen in to kill the healers 
(always kill the healers first), and wound up dead 

in short order. But. hey. I managed to kill one 

of them. 1 mspawned at a healing shrine (with 
a minus-15 percent death penalty to my health 

°n I LOGGED OUT. DEFEATED ..AND BIT- 
nO TERLY WISHING THAT GUILD WADS 

O EIT1PLOYED A DIFFICULTY CURVE 
INSTEAD OF A DIFFICULTY CLIFF. 
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i Every week, the editors of GfW toss aside their inhibitions on GFW Radio, a podcast (it's 

LlU tike e magazine, only talked!) dedicated to what we love end loathe in the computer- 
gaming world. Subscribe at podcasts.lUP.com or the all powerful iTunes Music Store. Want a 

sample Of the hijinks? Here's a conversation around the office inspired by a recent podcast. 

TMJS MONTH S TOPIC: Is Games for Windows Live Gold worth the $50? 

DARREN: On the Xbox, Live makes sense because 

it brings to consoles what PC gamers enjoyed for 

years. The difference is that now Microsoft is try- 

mg to sell rce to Eskimos, We've got to pay for 
the privilege of doing what we already do online. 

I think the real question here is what the he!I ami 

getting for $50—besides Achievement points? 
SEAN: For noncensole gamers, the perception 

right now is I'm getting„5fcadbvwvji and a 2-year- 

old Xbox game. That hasn't changed since we were 
calling this Live Anywhere. And apparently, FAS A- - 

developer of Ihodowrun—is being shut down once 

they finish the game. Excitement mounts. 
Then again, gamers have proven they can alter 

their opinions en masse at the drop of a hat All 
it took was a couple of carrots in the form of 

Home and i.dtieBi^PfcFrtel at GDC to turn the P53's 
PR tide^andj hey, whaddaya know—my local 

Target was suddenly sold out of the contraptions. 

Temporarily, maybe, but the moment was real, 

JEFF; Remember way back when Ricky Gervais 
had the best podcast in the whole history of the 

universe? But then he got all greedy and started 

charging for it And as soon as he did, I and a 
whole lotto other people stopped listening to it. 

Moral; You can’t charge people for what they’re 

used to getting for free. I had this same discussion 

Jeff Green 
Editor-in-chief 

with my wile the other night Even if it only works 

out to pennies a week, I'm going to resent it 

SHAWN: But you alreacfy subscribe to Xbox Live, 

which means you're not paying a penny more,,.. 

JIFF: Oh, sure—way to throw that in my face! 

Thai's not the point! WeEL maybe it is. But still! I'm 

speak ing out on behalf of my perhaps less-fortu' 
nate PC gaming brethren who do not subscribe, 

because I'm a man of the people that way, 

SHAWN; l get that. I just wanted to make the case 
that, on the other hand, Microsoft is hoping to add 

PC gaming to its console-Owners' repertoire. 

SEAN: What did J, J, Richards say in your interview 
(pg, 46)? Seventy percent of Xbofc Uve subscribers 

play PC games? That sounds out of whack to me— 
maybe they're counting everyone who's ever boot¬ 

ed up SpJrterm?—but then again, E'm no statistician. 
] hear you can do ail sorts of magic with math if 

you try real hard. Speaking of Solitaire. 1 wonder if 

that’ll wind up being the secret backdoor to this 
thing's success. Well, not Solitaire specifically. But 
the little games—PopCap kind a stuff that doesn't 

have a "robust online multiplayer infrastructure 
package" in place, but could fairly easily if it just 

hooked into Microsoft's tools. Maybe we're look¬ 

ing for the big dogs when we really should be 

looking at the sneaky little Chihuahuas. 

a Would yotr pay for th* privilege of taming 
XInx Live-style Achievement points on your PC? 

DARREN: You’re onto something here. In fact did 

you guys hear that out of all the stuff that’s been 

selling on Xbox Live, the first game to sell over 

a million copies s,„wait for it-Urn?! That's CtoJcy, 
Maybe Urn wifi open that floodgate. God help us. 

SEAN: How many limes has Peggie come up in a 

conversation now on our podcast? 

JIFF: NOT NEARLY ENOUGH. PEGGif PWN£ YOU. 
SEAN: And would you pay SSO a year if, suddenly, 

you were able to receive Peggie Achievements? 
Baker’s Dozen; 20 points for hitting 13 blue pegs in 

a now. Peg Pythagoras; 2S points for knocking out 

a perfect right triangle. Answer honestly., now,,,. 

JEFF: Sadly. I think I would. Well, if you add maybe 
a couple of more Ptggfe-like games to that mix. 

t mean, how about Minesweeper Achievements? 
Or maybe just even Windows Achievements. 1 

Alt-Tabbed back and forth from my game twice 
without crashing: SO points! I'm sold. 

RYAN; And while we're awarding ourselves imagi¬ 

nary Achievements, I just earned 100 points for 
having the last word in this discussion!* 

SB * Dimes PDR WINDOWS THE OFFICIAL fTlABAZlNO 



Casual Corner 
Past games, present tense 

Human flatus's a Funny Ihing. 
1 purchased a new PC in order to take advantage of the 

massive improvements altered fay Microsoft Windows Vista '. 
including the hot new Enhanced For Windows Vista games, 
Such as Geometry Wars: Retro Evolved. They log* great they 
play great and they're a lot of Inn—but here's live ihing: For 
some reason, I found that with my new equipment, I couldn'l 
wail lo check oul how some of my old favorites played. 

'What?!' I hear you say. "You spent how much on a new 
PC, with faster speed improved graphics, Enhanced For 
Windows Vista games, and one of the lirst tilings you did 
was start playing older games?" 

What can i say? Go buy a new PC yourself, and it won't 
be long until you need to find out how well your longtime 
favorites hold up. It's just human nature. 

What kicked ofl this classic-game retrospective was the 
need to prepare for my usual Saturday-night poker game 
over at my friend Barry's house. After splurging for a new 
PC, I knew that I couldn't afford to lose any more cash that 
week, so I went to MSN Games’ (http://games.rnsn.com) to 
download Poker Superstars II lor a quick warm up session. 

I usually play in amateur mode when I'm just trying to 
relax and win, but since I needed to be on my toes for the 
evening, I entered Poker Superstars II at the Superstar 
level and faced off against the likes of Johnny Chan, David 
Sklansky, and fodd Brunson, playing tournament-style Texas 
Hold Em. IF I could hold myosvn against these guys, my 
poker buddies didn't stand a chance! 

Since Poker Superstars II iooked greet on the 2^-inch 
monitor I purchased with my Windows Vista machine. I 
decided to star! rolling oul some gl my oilier favorites, 
beginning with AstruPop -a hypencoforful block-blasting, 
Space-If leaned puzzler that looks incredible on the larger 
screen. I he action heats up pretty fast as you juggle blocks, 
power-ups, and space pirates while you work lo unlock all 
four of the unique characters in an effort to uncover the 
interlocking story, It's Fun, last, and wild! 

Alter trial it was a whirlwind of checking out game after 
game, from exciting PC download games (such as the beautiful 
tropical-island matching game, Galapago, and die virtual fish 
tank, Fish Tycoon; to Some a! my free Online favorite [such as 
the magical fantasy matcher, Magic Match, and. of course, the 
cksslc Hetk), That's the great thing about gelling new equip¬ 
ment—it makes all the familiar games feel fresh and new again. 

V5=9J? Qa3* 

Mmmr, 
Raying Fish Tycoon led 

to other fish games, such as 
die always diverting Feeding 
Frenzy and more matching fun 
with Kg Katun a Reef. A: id her 

game dial l was delighted to 
rediscover: Insanlquarkim, 
another virtual aquarium where 
fish drop money when you 
feed them and occasionally get 
attacked by aliens; the name of (he game describes it perfectly. 

Since sitting down early in the afternoon to warm up for my 
poker nig lit, Td managed to while away most of it. A quick 
look at die dock confirmed that I had only 20 minutes belon? I 
needed to jump in the shower and head out the door, 

Thai meant just enough time to cheek oul one more 
game—but this time l chose one l hadn't played before 
Mystery Case Files: Ravenhearst 

M(F: Raven hearst seme of the latest additions to [lw 
relatively new category of Search & Find games, t hese games 
present you with several different scenarios in which you need 
to locate spec ilk items within densely packed images. 

In MCf: Ravenhearst, you play a master detective who's 
trying to unlock the dark secrets of Ravenhearst Manor. It's a 
rich, visually compelling gothic mystery wherein you scour 32 
separate rooms for cleverly hidden items and secrets to rewal 
(lie estate's unsettling history. There are diabolical efues to 
unravel that trigger Rube Goldberg-like devices for unlocking 
doors and jigsaw puzdes, which, when completed, expose lost 
diary entries, Not a bad way to spend 20 minutes, i figured, 

I looked up when my phone rang, 
"Hey, where're you at?" It was Barry. 
'Gelling ready to head out." I tell him. 

"Don't bother,r lie says. ‘We'rejuist getting ready to call it 
a night." 

I looked at my clock—ft was alter midnight. 
I mumbled an apology and hung up ihe phone, 
After midnight! I should probably just go to bed. 
On second thought midnight was ihe perfect time (or sinking 

into the dark secrets oF MCF: Raven hearet, Go to bed? Nah. 
stay up and p lay some more, I mean, it's jusi human nature. 

And lrve got to tell you—it looked absolutely stunning on 
my new 24-inch monitor. 

-Andy Peterson, MSN Games 

Ptokbr SuptrUan II fbr WknUam Vllti * AsImPnp fbr Wlihldl*! VlttA" 



XP-rience the 
Classic gaming made easy with Windows Vista 

As if awe-inspiring Games for Windows* lilies like Halo* 2 
and ShadowrunT“ and the revolutionary DirectX" 10 show 
piece Microsoft * Flight Simulator X aren't enough, PC enthu¬ 
siasts have yei another irresistible reason io upgrade lo (he 
Windows Vista"'1 operating system, 

think hundreds upon hundreds of compatible diversions foi 
Microsoft Windows XP, all of which ate worth revisiting -and 
offer countless hours of amusement for both casual and hard 
core players. Simply put, no other platform offers as much 
entertainment value for the money...or as wide a selection. 

'We've hand-tested over L000 individual Windows XP games 
on Windows Vista lo help ensure that everything runs smooth’ 
ly for end users,” says Chris Donahue, group manager, Games 
for Windows. 'In addition, the more popular and commercialfy 
successful the title, the higher up it is on our fist. We're pulling 
out all the stops so that shoppers can buy with confidence, 
knowing that ihey'li be able to enjoy not only an all-new range 
of eye-opening diversions, but also treasured classics' 

Mike Gamble, lead program manager for Games for 
Windows, further admits that testing untold numbers of 
best selling games from the last live to 10 years hasn't been 
an easy task. But it's one the Games for Windows team has 

undertaken with relish, he explains, as die-hard fans of the 
hobby themselves. 

What's more, software-compatibility success rates have also 
been higher than ever when upgrading to a new Microsoft 
operating system, meaning that there's no sense in letting old 
lavorites sil around, collecting dust. Ihe vast majority of the 
lime, he says, if you already own a title for Windows XP, ft's 
good to go on Windows Vista right out of the box. And, more 
often than nol any minor errors you may encounter are eas¬ 
ily fixable by running through a simple set of tests designed 
lo ensure a seamless and enjoyable next-generation gaming 
experience. 

Granted, we're all waiting with bated brealh for titles that 
lake full advantage of Windows Vista and ils bar-raising 
Capabilities, Such asCrysisr“ and BiqShuck1M- But si just 
goes lo show that it doesn't mean having to sfl idly by in the 
meantime, with awesome amusements—including Age of 
Empires ■ III: Ihe WarChiefs and Rise of Nations Rise of 
Legends- already available. Long story short: No matter how 
many nig his you've already sperd entranced by limeless hits 
or the- extent of a recent, system upgrade, it's easy to get right 
back in the game.. 

Ill you're currently running Windows XP and 
considering upgrading to Windows Vista, start 

by download ng she Windows Vista Upgrade 
Advisor available free from MicrosofUem. Once 
insialled on your PC, run ihe program to nol only 
confirm whether your system meets the minimum 
specifications for the edition of Windows Vista you 
want, but also delect potential device or program 
issues. Capable of identifying software that meets 
either Works with Windows Vista or Certified for 
Windows Vista requirements, it's the easiest way 
to spot potential stumbling blocks. 

2 Next, breeze by GamssForWindows.com 
to learn more about Games for Windows- 

branded titles, which are guaranteed to work on 
Windows Vista. Addilionally, there is a library 
of older or nonbranded titles you can also read 
about, You can search far games by title, genre, 
age group, or E5RB rating. As an added bonus, 
you can also access extra content like screenshots, 
trailers, and playable demos. I here's even an 
option to browse user created reviews, so you can 
be sure any given title's the right fit for yourself or 
your family 



The unique system configuration, you use is a crucial 
pari of the PC gaming experience: As Gamble explains, 

"The majority of compatibility issues are hardware specifier 
Take lime to check components' viability with Windows Vista 
by visiting h ttp m*ff w i n qu aj.ni icr osoF t. c oni/h d/Default asp*, 
Always make sure you have The latest drivers for your devices 
(e.g., soundcards, videotards, or game controllers] by skim¬ 
ming manufacturers' websites as welt Driver updates are 
made available for free download on a regular basis, and 
keeping them up to date is by far the simplest way 10 help 
ensure the most reliable, highest-qualrty gaming experience 
across the board. 

4 In the Games Explorer, accessible right from Ihe Start 

' menu, compare your PC's prowess with the minimum anil 
recommended requirements listed for each title by gauging 
its Windows Experience Index against these snores. If this 
numerical representation of your system's brawn- quickly 
referenced by typing "Perform' [without quotes} into the 
Search flar and selecting Performance Information and 

Tools- exceeds these figures, you're good to go. If not, a 
system upgrade is needed. Also important to note: You can 
always improve game performance by running amusements 
in full'Screen vs. windowed mode, which puts less drain on 
your graphics card. 

5Finallyr check the game publisher's web¬ 
site to see if ihe title has been tested 

with Windows Vista and search for patches 
and updates. Ihese complimentary fixes and 
improvements, issued as needed by game 
creators, cost nothing to retrieve and vastly 
enhance digital diversions' performance. Also, 
be sure to compare notes with fellow enthusi¬ 
asts by scanning blogs, online newsgroups, and 
Internet forums, which Donahue calls "a mon¬ 
strously powerful resource.’' Happily, access¬ 
ing all is as easy as bringing up the Games 
Explorer and clicking on developer or publisher 
inks, or (he Community and Support lab. 

Additional Hints and Tips 
■ Be sun1 to double-cued Parental 

Controls Lu confirm liie us?r account 
you're utilizing has permission to 
install and access any given game. 

• If you have a question, don't be 
afraid to ask—dozens of outlets 
staffed by knowledgeable users like 
the Windows Vista Community 
stand ready to help. 

• Look lor titles bearing Ihe Games 
lor Windows logo—products with this 
maker don't just work on both Windows 
XP and Windows Vista. 1 hey also offer 
pcemtunv quality PC gaming content 

So what are you waiting for? Between a 
massive back catalog and huge variety of 
upcoming hits, ft obvious: Playing with 
Windows Vista means playing to win, 



Play It Again, 
Windows XP titles enjoy new life on Windows Vista™ 

Face (acts: Between work, family life, and occasional brushes with that mysterious 
realm called "the outdoors," you've missed some first-rate gaming goodness recently, 

Thankfully, as mentioned earlier, plenty of Windows XP diversions you may have 
overlooked are well worth revisiting!—each ready to run on the Windows Vista oper¬ 
ating system. Here are five top-quality Liles we recommend: 

Thanks lo multiple expansion packs rang 
ing from- Seasons [introducing seasonal! 
activities/weal her) to Pets (adding dogs, 
cats, and other furry friends), the best 
selling PC game eter continues to amaze 
and delight. A virtual dollhouse filled with 
little computer people whose everyday 
lives play out right on your monitor, the 
outing's not only equally popular with 
men and women..jft also one of ihe first 
titles to bo simultaneously so accessible 
as to enthrall beginners, yet also deep 
enough to keep hardcore gamers glued to 
their keyboard' lor entire weeks on end. 

I r- Diiand ThtHc Auln. jJn Aridtt1 Ji rp'., i' Rixijria Gumci 
> :--L!H Rj I p. Mature—Brad an d G n*». Inltrvir Vialrntr. 

Slrang LwgulQ*, Slrang inual Lmilrrl, Uw n( Orjq i 
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A throwback to the crime riddled world 
of early '90s urban America, this free 
lorm ode lo "gangsta* culture sees play¬ 
ers hit the streets and build a criminal 
empire Irani the ground up. Spanning an 
entire State's worth of territory and let- 
ling you take on missions and assemble 
a gang at your leisure, it's essentially 
your chance to live the hip-hop music 
video, Granted, the game's ultraviolet 
fusion of action and adventure is inap¬ 
propriate lor children. As brushes wiib 
tile's darker side go, though, it’s never 
fell so good to be bad. 

lii': Critsif Only' i from Afl^ivgr, 
ESPE Rj' 4j Miiiirt—Bbod, MiH Liiwjiuijt. VIoIene 
URL mrM.MlHi&kinjCHii 

Less PC game, more gut wrenching 
depiction of World War II, the current 
contender doesn't pul you behind the 
controls of a must-see first-person blaster 
So much as throw you, shivering, onto the 
front lines, from Germany to North Africa, 
take the light to Hitler's goons using guns 
and grenades, struggling for supremacy 
during raging conflagrations and wintry 
snowstorms where death's just a stone's 
throw away. Put simply, it's the closest 
you'll come to putting your lile on the line 
short of enlisting—and must be seen in 
stomach-churning action to be believed. 

fiSr H* £lftf Sstoll IV: Otfvkm - Erilvridj S^hwort, 

tSBB ILiliitj Malum—Bbodaxf (km, Lanqjjqr. 

Uw cf AkctoL VisIftKif URi wwwiifttisQfUoni 

One of the deepest fantasy role playing 
adventures ever, this sweeping tale’s a per- 
led fit for anyone who dreams of becom¬ 
ing a mighty wizard or warrior. Completely 
open-ended, yet also packing an engross¬ 
ing storyline surrounding a peaceful 
kingdom's invasion by demons, its massive 
scope never ceases to amaze. This isn't 
Just the type of title where you're free to 
customize a hero ad nauseam, It's also the 
sort that guarantees you'll continue to dis¬ 
cover trap-riddled caves or ruins teeming 
with monsters and hidden treasure even 
months alter first taking up the quesL 

t<lk‘ Ww vl ; P>w d Ufrndi ftfcrr WpcmiIt 

EHM Riling Thu—H«nf ind for*. VEokncf 

URL WHW.mknK0fl.CBni 

Wight and magic collide In the fiercest, most 
jaw-dropping real-time strategy mmp ever to 
grace desktop and notebook screens. Enter 
a battle-scarred realm where mysticism and 
technology coexist in uneasy harmony and 
massive armies culled equally horn imagina¬ 
tion and folklore pit mechanical weapons 
against mythical beasts for ultimate domin¬ 
ion. Capable of testing your wits and reflexes, 
the game—a iavorite with both critics and 
consumers—doesn't just oiler multiple story 
driven campaigns, It also packs a massive 
graphical and gamepfay punch, ensuring rtf 
two outings are ever the same. 
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Tune In and Drop Out 
GFW Radio broadcasting weekly from a digital device near you. 

Imagine the sharpest minds in PC gaming sitting around every week, discussing everything from World of 
WarCraft to the impact of Vista to Game X’s beta release. No holds barred—every sacred cow spitted and 
roasted, every lame game exposed, every great title championed. It’d be really cool—like the Algonquian 
Round Table of Gaming or something, right? In a perfect world, you'd get that Instead, the editors of 
Games for Windows deliver an aura! hour of mu sings, pond e rings, and cognitive flatulence in the totally 
original Games For Windows podcast. Every week. As close as your computer Tune in today I 

Here’s what some of our listeners are saying on the message boards... 

“The GFW podcast has got to be one of the most consistently hilarious things that I have ever heard!' 
-Solo 327 

“Kudos on a very entertaining podcast, and I look forward to my next long drive, which will give me a chance 
to fisten to the two most recent podcastsl" 
—Gigity 

“/ don't even really play PC games anymore, but this is still one of my favorite podcasts. For some reason, 
Shawn's "nerd/geek" race never ever gets old> Please continue to do that voice for many, many yeans,n 
-mmlemay 
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Take Note_ 
We take Two notebooks 

far a serious test 
drive. Are they 
ready to play? 

r i 
«LZi ■ Glad stoned 

Think you got what it 
wkei to run a success- 
ful geme developer? 
Time W prove itl 

ONES FOR THE ROAD 

Every few years, we dream about cramming a full desktop gaming experience into a 

notebook computer. Just imagine it: a fully equipped gaming rig that weighs less than most 

people's monitors. What keeps getting in the way? Progress—there's the rub, Your standard4ssue 
desktop PC can change with the times. Just pop m the latest gee-whiz card du jour and you're 

caught up. Mote books haven't been able to make that claim—at least not yet. 

Nevertheless, progress isn't exactly standing stilt for notebooks. While going toe-to-toe with 
desktops remains out of reach, the differences between them—both in power and in price—shrink 
every day, it's now possible to get a notebook with at least same upgradeability and minimal 

compromise.*Joe Rybicki 

SHRINKAGE 
The ongoing saga of 
the incredible shrink¬ 
ing machine: 

What'S up with this little 

fella? He's here as a reminder that last 
month [GFW #6, pg. 92) we cracked open 

the case on small form-factor PCs to see 

how they tick—and check out if they are 

suitable gaming rigs. The short answer: 

absolutely. Now, can we squish down 

notebooks and still get a good game 

experience? Let's find out! 

BUYING INTO THE DREAM 

Building a laptop from scratch is out of the ques¬ 

tion, VeSv you can do it. with the help of a thou¬ 
sand-dollar bare-bones laptop frame from Asus 

(www.asus.com) or MSI (www.m5icompgter.corn); 

but by the time you've configured it for gaming, 
you'ne paying more than you would for a high ■ 
end boutique-made machine—and getting less 

for your money. It just doesn't make sense. 

Consider what the gaming-focused manufac¬ 

turers are cranking out these days: Voodoo PC 

(www.vgodoapc.com) and Alienware (www 

.alienwarecom) constantly duke it out for the 
title of most powerful laptop. Machines like 

Voodoo's Envy W:201 and Alienware's Area-51 

m9?50 wedge blazing processors and 5LI video 
into portable form-factors with huge screens. 

As this arms race escalates, so do prices. Do you 
have as much as seven grand in the bank to buy 
a portable computer? 

Luckily, it's now possible to score a solid game 

machine from even the most vanilla corporate 
outlet. By taking just a small step down you can 

save as much as S4.000. Companies like Gateway 
and Dell are putting out reasonably competent 

machines for half, or even a third of the price. 
5a should you even buy a notebook computer? 

Well, that's a question only you can answer. You 

need to go in understanding not just your own 
needs but the benefits and limitations of whafs 

out there Lucky for you, wo ve done a lot of the 

legwork, Here's a lightning-fast breakdown of 

what you need to find under the hood if you're 
hoping to score an all -around solid machine that 

won't break the bank. 

Screening Room. Don't settle for less than a 

17-inch W5XGA+ (1600x1050) LCD—and mov¬ 

ing up to a WUXGA (1920x1200) resolution is 

usually a small jump in price. Keep in mind that 

getting games running silky-smooth at high 

resolutions requires a little extra money and 

video muscle, > 

TWEAK THE CORPORATE 
CRAP-RAD 

If you're trying to game on a machine your 

employer gave you, these tweaks may be 
your best bet for squeezing some gaming 
life out of that ho-hum notebook (after 

all. most IT departments frown upon users 
installing their own hardware). You won't 

be parading your machine around at LAN 

parties, but some optimization just might 
squeeze a few more months of gaming life 

out of your corporate machine, and may 

speed up even the most powerful machine. 

Let's take it step-by-step. 

Set a restore point. You don't want 

to make the IT guys angry, right? 

Clean that spyware, Spybot-Search and 

Destroy fwww^afer- networking.org) 
and Ad-Aware (www.lavasofl.coni) are the two 

leading spyware sweepers. They each have 

slightly different detection methods, so for the 
deepest system cleaning, run both of them. 

HTidy up running processes. While 

we can expect our spyware scans to 

eliminate the most bothersome processes, 

there may still be some unnecessary items 

running in the background. Check out 

Process Library (www.processllbrary.com) 

to determine what you don't need. 

Disable unneeded services. While you'll 

find many sites that offer advice on 
what to keep and what to trash, one of the 

most helpful (and entertaining!) guides comes 

from blogger "Jason n" {wwwJasonn.com). 
Visit his Computer Help section for Lhe article 

"Turn Off Unnecessary Windows XP Services," 

Defrag your hard drive. Of course, 

you already do this on a regular basis, 

right? Right? 

Turnoff Windows' fancy graphical 

effects. This frees up some memory 

for the good stuff. 

Perform a full hard-drive install 
whenever possible. This can reduce 

load times and speed up gameplay. 

Atm lower. Remember: Be realistic. 

You're sacrificing speed for the sake 
of portability: you shouldn't expect to be 

able to play with all the graphical effects 

maxed out. That's just crazy! 

HIN6 GAII1E mACHINE! 
Part Two: Laptops 
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Graphic Vi o-lence. When it comes to graphics 

cards, one maxim holds true: With great power 

comes an even greater price lag. To feed that im¬ 

age-hungry screen you're going to want a 256MB 
GeForce Go 790G G5- Step up to the 512MB 

Go 7950 GTX and you'll gel solid desktop-like 
performance. As of press time, SLl (scalable fink 

interface} notebooks are available that double 

your performance—like SU does on desktops— 

and it'll oofycost you an additional £400. Only? 
Yeesh! Then there's the small matter of mobile 

DirectX 10-friendly graphics cards—as in you 

won't see one in a computer until early this sum¬ 

mer. So air you Cryji's-crazed gamers might want 
to hang back a couple months. 

Brain Power. The prices for processors vary a bit 

more here, hut a 2GHz Intel Core 2 Duo will do 

jusl fine: you can mow up to a 2.1&GHz chip for a 

nominal charge, but beyond that you're going to 
start paying the bleeding-edge tax. It's probably not 

worth making (he upgrade until the 2.33GHz CPUs 

start coming down in price. 

Sweet Memory. When, it comes to RAM, look 

for at least 1G8 on a single DIMM, though many 
manufacturers are offering 2GB for a reasonable 

premium, lust don't make the jump to 4G0 of RAM. 

That 'bigger, better, faster, more1" mentality doesn't 

jive because you get seriously diminished relums on 
your money. 

Hard Driven. What rs worth ext ra cash is a 7,200- 

rpm hard drive. Available at 100G@ uses. 7200-rpm 

dnves pick up the pace, 

Wire! ess ness, Though it may or may not be a big 

deal to you, be on the lookout for notebooks that 
offer 8021 In support, Afraid you might be jump¬ 

ing on the TT bandwagon a little too soon? Some 

mixed-standard devices still work with 002.11a, b. 

and g standards. 

The Bottom Line. All (his can be your; for a 

reasonable prices mere S2.0QQ should buy you 
a notebook with the specs you have here. It won't 

blow your eyeballs out but it'll bold its own with 

reasonably recent games, Also, consider protecting 
your mobile investment (being on the road means 

added potential for damage} with a warranty, Just 

make sure to do your research as to what you need 

and what exactly the warranty covers. 

NEW LIFE FOR OLD GEAR 

Mow, perhaps you don't have a spare two (or three 

or seven) grand lying around the house, but you do 
have a notebook that's getting on in years. Can that 

jalopy catch up with the 21st century? Wiihin reason, 
yes. There's not much standardization among laptop 

manufacturers.^) there's not a lot you can linker 

with under the hood—bu t you'd be surprised how 

much s few smart upgrades can help. 

Did you know that the vast majority of laptop hard 

drives spin at a paltry £.400 rpm, and some even run 

at 4,200 rpm? By comparison, the desktop standard 

is 7,200 rpm. and you can find gamer-focused desk¬ 
top dnves at speeds of 10,000 rpm (though laptop 
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YOUR TWEAHING COmPANION 
Different type* of liipiops oiler different degrees of upgradeability. Here are the SxincH of performance improvement! you can expect. 

the lightweight 

If you've got an ultrapart able or low-end 
corporate machine, youi options are limited. 

THE MEDLINE 

(f your machine iS a modest performer “but 
Still a performei—you've got a bn more 
headroom to stretch out. 

THE DESKTOP REPLACEMENT 

Desktop replacements Still don't offer as 
many upgrade options as true desktops, 
but there's definitely room to espand. 

Spyware scan Significant improvement Wuh limited 
resources, reel aiming just a few MBs 
of memory and a few processor cycles 
can make a substantial difference 

Moderate improvement. You're not running 
as dose Id the edge here 

Minimal improvement except for the most 
system-intensive games 

Purge unnecessary 
processes, services 

Moderate improvement Moderate improvement Minimal improvement 

Defrj g hand drive Significant improvement. With a small! 
hard drive, you've probably been uninstalling 
old software whpnever you add something 
new. Tins leaves little bits ell over your drive. 

Moderate improvement Minimal improvement 

Disable Windows 
effects 

Moderate improvement Minimal improvement, With more headroom 
things like this JU5t don't matter as much 

Minimal improvement 

Hard-drive install Minimal improvement. You probably don't 
have the space 

Moderate improvement Moderate improvement 

MinimEw game 
configuration 

Significant improvement Because you prob¬ 
ably can t run it at ail oiherwise. 

Minimal imp rovement Minimal improvement 

Processor Probably not possible Yourmobo likely 
doesn't support anything faster than what's 
in (here now. 

Minimal improvement Maybe possible, but 
don't expect a huge feap in speed. 

Minimal improvement. If you bought a pricey 
machine, chances are it has (he most powerful 
CPU the motherboard supports 

Video Don't even think about ii. Mo chance You might get very, very lucky here and find 
a machine with a swappable card But you'll 
probably pay through die nose lor it. 

RAM Major improvement—but you may not be able 
to go higher ih an a si nqi e 1GE Dl M M 

Major improvement. You should be able to 
move up to a comfortable 2GB svidhoul too 
muchol an invest merit 

Mmor improvement You should be able !Q 
jump up to 4GB. but it’ll cost you dearly, ancf 
you may not feel ■! much at (hispoint, 

Hard! drive Significant improvement. Do it Do n new. 
Just make sure the drive w-ill actually 'fit. 

Moderate improvement. Most machines in 
this rlassshipwith 5,4GQ-rpm drives. 

Minimal improvement You're protsably 
aEready running a 7,2QO-rprn drive. 
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drives have yet to achieve this speed). This means 

that, with a simpfe hard drive swap, you could boost 

your access time by as much as 70* percent. 
Well, QK, perhaps “simple" isn't th# best way to 

describe it, If you're used to the "open, swap. and 

close" method of replacing desktop components, 

you may be in for a bit of a shock, but it's nothing 

you can't handle, First pick up a new hard dove; 

we recommend the 100GB 7,200-rpm Hitachi 

Travtlstar 7K100 (www.hirachigsr.com). Now yog'll 
reed to hunt around on them there Intertubes for 

the proper way to open your laptop. Since each 

manufacturer is different, there's riot much we can 
do to help here: some notebooks offer hard drive 

access from the bottom of the unit while others 

require you 10 remove the keyboard to access the 
components beneath. Just be prepared with your 

smallest screwdrivers and a steady hand You'll do 
fine. We believe in you. 

You should notice at least a small speed boost 
upon upgrading your hard drive, but RAM will 

make your notebook feel like a new machine, ft's 

just a matter of getting the most performance for 
your pennies. If your humble notebook boasts the 
industry-standard 512MB of RAM—or. heaven 

forbid 256MS—you need to swap those stick out 
stat? Many ma nufacturers make memory a bit more 

accessible than the rest of your notebook's innards, 

providing handy doo rs on the underyde to access 

the goods. With RAM as cheap as it is these days 

{expect to pay around S80 a gigabyte), there's really 

no reason: not to upgrade. 

And what about that videocard? Surely you can 

just swap that out too, right? Trust us on this one: 

This is not a road you want to go down. Yes. it's 

theoretically possible to upgrade video on a laptop. 

Sonne older machines offered upgradeable cards 
(which are now hopelessly out of date), but aside 

from that small minority, you'd need to be an electri¬ 

cal engineer to even get started. Of course, there are 

always other options. For example, you could get 

yourself a PC card-to-PCI adaptor, allowing you to 

harness the blazing speed of a PCI videocard {note: 

nof PCIe) for a mere Si,000. Or you could track down 
a dock for your specific machine with similar func¬ 

tions for a similar price...but then you wouldn't really 

have a portable machine, would you? Best to leave 

this one alone If your laptop's video just can't hack 

it. you're better off just picking up a new machine. 

WAIT AND SEE 

Of course, the state of the art's always changing. As 
laptop makers embrace smaller, newer technology, 

today's king of the mountain could be tomorrow's 

castoff. Imminent DirectX 10 support is just one fac¬ 
tor. The overarching theme among the companies 

we spoke to is simply more: more memory, more 

hard drive space, and more support for gaming in 

general—especially from the manufacturers who 

have traditionally been less focused on gaming. 

'Getting into the gaming market and growing 

though retail is very important," says Dave McFar¬ 

land, a product manager al Toshiba, "We're working 

with game developers and gamers, Being mobile 

and being able to play games is important to us." 

HP's recent acquisition of gaming-PC powerliouse 

Voodoo is indicative of ihi&irend. Rahul Sood, chief 

technologist of HP's global gaming business, beliwes 
laptop manufacturers a re going to need to keeprais- 

ing the bar to support gaming demand "Vista sales 

are gotng to be driven by gaming. t believe," he says 
"As a result of that, you need to have the graphics 

power to be able to support it" 

For some ideas of what to expect in the rear 

future, we turned to ore of our own experts. 

ExtremeTech.com's big cheese—Loyd Case. “The 

real question is ‘how large can notebooks become?'" 

he says. "We've already seen 'laptops' with 20-inch 
widescreens. That's not a laptop, really, but some 

kind of weird hybrid desktop-liploputhing. The 

sweet spot for high-end laptops will continue to be 
L7-inch widescreen displays, but as CPUs and GPUs 

become more capable, we hope to see better j 5,4 

inch wtdesaeen laptops weighing under six pounds 
that can handle most future games.' Case also ci tes 

LED-lit screens and hybrid or all-Flash hard drives as 

features to watch for as laptops evolve. 

Will we get to the point when? laptops can genu¬ 

inely compete with desktops at similar pnce points 
and configurations? "Anything is passible,' says HP's 

Sood. “A few years ago. you never would have ex¬ 
pected people to carry around this type of graphics 

power in a notebook in the first place, The industry 

changes. I'll never be surprised at what new comes 
oul of the industry* * 

o WILL WE BBT TD A POINT WHERE LAPTOPS 
°0 CAN GENUINELY COmPETE WITH DESHTOPS 

0° AT SimiLAP PRICES AND CONFIGURATIONS? 

VOUR SHOPPING COmPANION 
The laptop market straddles a wide range of price, power, and; tun figuration*. Hem's what to expect at different price points, 

THE LIGHTWEIGHT 

The darling of the corporate set, this category's 
light on weight and power Older games (and, 
you knew, Minesweeper) work fne, just don't 
expect to phry anything from the last couple years 
without serious performance issues, 

THE Mil DUNE 

Get into real garring temtory without dropping 
ton much green. A middle-pf-lhe-road machine 
balances price wilh performance You'D find 
plenty to keep you busy without embarrawng 
y Our Self COD much 

THE DESKTOP REPLACEMENT 

This isthe state of the an With 5U and RAID 
support in notebooks, these puppies will run 
anything you can throw at them However, you 
wll pay deahy for all that power So. how badly 
do you want the balkiest notebook on the- block? 

TYPICAL CONFIGURATION... 

Typical machine Dell Lanitude D62Q 
HP Pavillion dvGOOOt 

Gateway NXGGOXL, 
Toshiba Satellite PIQH-59752 

Alienware Area-51 m957Q, 
Voodoo Envy W:201 

Processor 1. 66GHz Intel Core 2 Duo T55QQ 2GHz Intel Core 2 Oud T72G0 233GHz Core 2 0uo T760Qor 
2GHz Tun on 64 X2 TL-60 

Video GeForce Go 7300 or similar GeForce Go 7900 G5 or similar Geforce Gq 7950 GTX (*2 in 511) 

RAM S12MA 2G0 2GB Id 4GB 

Hard Drive 60GB, 5,400 rpm 0OG6: 7200 rpm 100GB (*2); 7.200 rpm 

LCD 14.1 inches; 1440(900 resolution 17 inches, 1680x1050 resolution 17or lynches, 1920x1200resolution 

Approx, weight 4 lbs 9 lbs. IS lbs 

Price range $1,200 to $1400 SUM to S2.9M RMO to $?.Q0O 

WILL IT HUN,,.? 

...Half-Life 2 Yep Of course Oh. yes 

...World of 
Wart: raft 

Yes. barely y« No doubt 

...Company 
of Heroes 

Mot likely Yes With ease 

-.Supreme 
Commander 

Nope Yes. but run at max settings Absolutely 

,„rh* Elder Scrolls 
IV; Oblivion 

Keep dreaming, kid Nope Like butter 
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HARDWARE SPECS 

NOTEWORTHY 
Middleweight notebooks battle it out 

Gateway NXS60XL 
Cm Z.IGGHi Intel Core 2 Dud T740D 

RAM: KD«7MHxDDR2 SDRAM 
GPU Z5&M0 feForteGoTMOtif 

HDD. 50-GB- 7.Z0Q rpm 

ICD WBKfiA* TFT Acdww 

Mfltrin dlipliy 

ISHkI^SO mix, rnvbtipn 

RWCE £1,9(0 

Toshiba Satellite P100-S9772 
Cm: ZfiHz Intel Con Z Dun TTZQO 

RAM 2GB GS7MH? DDR2 SID-RAM 

GPU SlZMB Geforce Go 7$08 tiTX 

HDD- ll«B: 5,400 r pm 
LCD. 17 -incli W5KGA * wbTh 

TfuBritt tfldinflkHjy 

KOQkIOSO mix, rnplutiDi 

PfflCE. £2.9 DO 

REVIEW 

Budget laptops tan barely power through 
Peggie. Bleedi rig-edge braes run neck and 

neck with desktop monster tnaehineS“-but usually 

cost more than a used cor. Where dees that leave 

us gamers? Broke and screwed. We sought out iwo 

game-worthy notebooks that hover around that 

price and performance sweet spot and paired them 
off for some tech-dork, kumite. Fight1 

menting the screen are speakers that devolve into 

a tinny mess upon entering the crunk zone. Stuck 

wifi hMflphones. Then there's the keyboard: Tiv? 

well-apportioned key spacing is perfect for gaming, 
hut there are no hard controls for the hardware—a 

volume knob, shortcut keys stuff like that. Vou do, 
however, gel the full complement of now-standard 

features: VGA and 5-Video Quit a host of USB ports, 

a FireWire jack and a 5-in-l card reader. All told, the 

NX860XL isa sweet deal for about 51,960. 

second faster, We expected better since the Satellite 
costs almost 51,000 more than the NX860XL 

THETALEOF THE TAPE 

Toshiba Satellite 
P1G0 59772: Can a 

notebook be slightly 

»xy, itrloiif, Md 
playful all it once? 

IN THIS CORNER: 
GATEWAY NX3&0XL 
Heavy duty. No nonsense. Just a few words to de¬ 

scribe the plucky NXS6QXL. At first glance, it doesn't 

look like your usual gaming machine: no flashy racing 
Stripes; no runner lights—nobody is pimping this 85- 

pound (sans power brick) ride. 

But Gateway's gamer can hold its own. The 

NXS60XL has a solid foundation, built upon Intel's 
2.16GHz Core 2 Duo T74Q0 and 2G0 DDR2 SO BAM 

(two 1G0 sticks), the only downer is the GeForce Go 
7900 G 5. Whi!e the 25 6MB g rap hies card is no slouch, 

it's already slipping behind the 3D curve. Still if s 
enough to put up a good fight 

In our tests, FI AH.. Half-Life 2— even Company 
of Heroes—ran reasonably well. Pn all but the most 

excruciating tests, the NXB60XL was able to keep □ 
steady pace Svprtme Commander, however, broke 

the NX860XL's back, slogging along at 30 frames 
per second lesson here: Vou still need to set realistic 

expectations—especially with notebooks. 

Looking beyond performance, how does the rest of 
the package hold up? The crisp 17-inch display {with 

a maximum l6BO-by-1050 resolution} is moderately 

bright at a good range of viewing angles. Coiripfe- 

IN THIS CORNER: 

TOSHIBA SATELLITE P100-59772 
At 75 pounds. Toshiba's S9772 floats like a butterfly 
and stings I ike... well...you get the idea. The Satellite 

is, without a doubt a stunner. Wei! constructed and 

glossy to the touch, this notebook feds premium 
before you wen fire it up. 

Unlike with the relatively vanilla NX36QXL we trad 

to first stop and stare at some of this notebook's 

finer features The Satellite bristles with shortcut 
buttons, analog dials for audio, good speakers; a DVi 

outpu t virtual shortcuts embedded into the touch 
pad—even a James 8ond-ian fingerprint reader 

onboard. Who the hell needs all this? 
Speaking of which, thanks for all ihe preinstalled 

software, Five minutes of deletions later, its playtime. 
Right from the get-go. Toshiba's benchmark scores 

were almost completely on par with Gateway's 

results, The Satellite scored a few eerfy hils—and 

miraculously scored well 
in Supreme Command¬ 
er—but there was never 

a knockout punch, fn just 

about every round, the 
Toshiba was maybe just 

a handful of frames per 

The relatively equal numbers are the result of a 

couple things: The Toshiba dominates in GPU 

muscle (512MB GeForce Go 79OC GTX). but falls 
behind the Gateway on both CPU and hard drive 

speeds—Toshiba, why the hall would you put a 

5,400-rpm hard drive in a gamingcentric rig? And 
Gateway, would a better GPU chip have killed the 

NXBKIXL's, price? If either side had made a couple 

smarter moves inside the ring, this would be an 

easy fight to call. 
What we wind up with is a split decision. If you're 

gaming on a budget. Gateway takes the title. It may 
not have all the premiums or the silky feel of Toshi¬ 

ba's notebook, but it works without a hitch. That said, 
you still can't dispute the numbers. Thanks largely 

to sheer GPU musde, Toshiba just wins the numbers 
game and has a few extra features to flaunt for a tot 

more money. Want to showboat a little? Then the 

S9772 is your winner.* Dan-en Gladstone 

PRODUCT MXQEDX.L MANUFACTUHER- G»trWry PRICE JT,9*B 

VERDICT 

1 
Game 

Resolution 
Frame* P*t Seed nd 

{NXHffltL) 
Frames Per Second 1 

(P1QD-59772} 

Company of Hemes 1024 *763 

1680 if 1050 

47 

27 
50 
28 

FEAR 
TP 

1024 x 768 

1630 x 1050 

74 

44 

80 

50 

Half-Life 2 
1024 x 76$ 

1630 x 1050 
110 
99 

117 
101 

Supreme Commander 1024 x 763 30.33 55 16 

| W.E.I/ Scorn 4.5 4.5 1 

D <5 a-od game performance 

■I a rMjontM# price, 

Q A little On the generic• 

box fide, with a fouv extras. 

8 \1Q 

GOOD 

PRODUCT PU4-S9T72 MANUFACTURER Tethlb* PRICE 12.900 

VERDICT 

NOTE: Frames per second measurements taken at “medium" settings. 
'Windows Experience Index 

D Leaks and feels piemiun^, 

with kill of extra i and sol I d 

04 111# performance. 

D Considering the price, 

we d have liked to He better 

benchmark scores. 

8 \ia 

GOOD 
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t Darren Gladstone 

Game devflopflr-pnt hi hard Maybe 

* ^ Oarim ihciild nick !n i«riTirtg. E-m„nl 

01 don't moke videogames, I just write about 
them. Well, that's not erTbnejy Hue. There was 

sorw "groundbreaking' work on a text adventure 
for my Texas Instruments TI-99/4A. And I did try 

to make an FPS map once. Granted, my half-assed 
Half-Life could've used some polish—and maybe a 

couple stairs to get people out of unfinished pits. 

Nevertheless, I gave up a potential mansion in 

the hills to follow my journalistic pipe dreams. 
Great call. Now I Sit huddled around the glow of 
an old CRT screen, avoiding the glare of Old Man 

Green. When he's at lunch, drving into Scrooge 

Me Duck-si zed piles of cash, I find myself listen¬ 

ing for the microwave's siren song telling me it's 

ramert cup o' noodles o'clock—and wondering 

what my life could have been. Why so glumJ I just 

learned that the average salary for game industry 

folks hovers around £73,000. That’s a lot of use¬ 

less action figures to put on my desk! The low¬ 
est-paid workers are QA testers ($37K a year) and 

the highest-paid, business and legal peeps, rake in 

over £95 grand. 
Why, with my skill set. I Ivawe plenty to contrib¬ 

ute, i mean, I’ve covered the game industry for 10 

years. Something must've stuck in my head, right? 

To test my mettle, I downloaded The Truth About 

Gome Development frvww.k loon iga mes.com). 

Here's haw it works: Wage slaves (read "game 

developers") Clamber along like lemmings, toil¬ 

ing away on my new megagame: Rumble on 

Zombie Island in 3D. As the simulation progresses, 

you juggle the focus of the game's development 
between graphics, gameplay, and marketing. The 

real Irick is encouraging that group work, dynamic 

so that your developers make the occasional con¬ 

tribution. 'Originality is always good for reviews, 
but bad lor the marketing. Should the slaves be 

allowed to implement their ideas?* You know my 
answer—"herf no!" 

Oh, yeah, and you need to make sure that you 
'pay' your slaves their worth. The going rate at 

Gladisoft: S2. What? That’s not enough for those 
lousy mgrates? Just the other day, one of them 

asked if I could relax, the deadlines a little so that 

they could maybe play some games during work 

hours. Why, I laughed so hard tears poured down 
my face, Then t killed him, Yes, with a mere flick of 

the cursor. I exploded h;$ head—and dovm went 

the would-be Norma Rae. Y'know. just like in the 

real world. If only there were a ‘kick a smalt puppy" 

opbon, JJd be all set. 

In all my attempts to make it big, I bombed 8ig 

time. The best return on my investment totaled 

around 31 percent of what I dropped to make 

my game a virtual reality. Watch put Valve, here I 

come: the Uwe Boll of game design! Now, I'd hard¬ 
ly say that The Truth About Game Development is a 

realistic depiction of how a game publisher works— 

killing peons and all—but it does get me thinking. 
A lot goes into game design that gamers and game 

magazine editors don't see, it can't: be all black 

and white. I can t imagine a bunch of mcmeyhals 

cranking out crap games and expecting to rake in 

megabucks. You know anyone Content to churn out 

garbage with his or her name emblazoned upon it? 

1 don't. Well, except for.* 

WE SPEfttt G33K 

Geeks transform into Alpiia-Geeks 

by becoming fluent in= 

LEARN: 
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DIGITAL VIDEO HETMDftK SECURITY 

GAME DESIGN SQfTtitftE ENGINEERING 
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P^End GameNGreenspeak 

mV THEORY OF FUN 
An academic treatise on gaming's primary essence 

COLUmN 

Jeff Green 

J^ff’t theory ot fun n in 

coloring-book form for Iho low piice of 
S39.95 plus shipping, Reserve your copy 

m niwv .rt jeH^tietn^i^Wdmittiom. 

As someone who writes 

about entertainment for 

a living, and as some¬ 
what of an entertainer 

myself what with my 

whol^ salami juggling 

act, I am often concerned with the notion of 'fun.' Specifically: What is it? Why 
am t not having any? And why when it happens. dMS it always seem to involve 

grape jelly and a gorilla suit? 
Many theories of lun have been presented before, but what previous theorists 

have failed to realize is that once you star! theorizing about lun. no one listening 

to you is actually having any, But not this time. Foe the next 900 words I guarantee 

you a completely good ttme. How do I da that? By telling you this: / an? typing this 
column completely in the: nude See? You're having more fun already. Nudity is, in 

fact, a big part of my theory of fun. Abo: Cheetos. More like funto&..aminte? 

In any event we should not descend into complete frivolity here, even ’when 

the topic is fun because, as we all know, fun is big business these days. Vtfth 

literally millions—or. in the case of PC games hundreds—of dollars at stake, 

game publishers cannot afford to make games that lack that crucial ingredient 

no matter how many 3D polygonal breasts they try to distract, us with, Which is 
why I have compiled this handy Itst ol certain basic tenets for you aspiring game 

■developers to keep in mind while designing your game. While I cannot promise 

that by following these rules your game will be a success. I Can say with great 
certainty that if you ignore them your game will suck and 1 will hate you forever 

With this is mind, here is my Five-point theory of fun: 

1EASY IS FUN. Make your games as easy as possrble. No one really wants 

to be challenged—we just want to win. Yes., yes, we will say Otherwise, 
especially in front of our friends or on message boards, where -we are all chest¬ 

beating ubergods. But late at night, when no one else is around and the lights 
are dim we are turning on cheat codes, peeking at walkthroughs, and taking 

every conceivable shortcut that we can because, look, we just want to get to 

the end already, Studies show that the average time spent figuring out a puzzle 

before giving up and consulting a message board is approximately S.3 seconds. 
My point: Assume werie morons. Then make ft easier. Then put big arrows on 
the sciwn telling us where to go. Then add cheat codes, 2GRIEFING IS FUN, How often does this happen to you? You're walking 

down the street, minding your own bus ness, when you suddenly projectile 

vomit and then slip in it and hit your head on the pavement. If you're like me, 

dozens of times, And it's n-ever "Fun," is it? But imagine this same tiling happen¬ 
ing to a stranger, or one oF your dose friends, or your mom. Pomt-and-laugh 

time, right? This same phenomenon applies to computer games. Fun is other 

people's misery, This is why you must always include the ability in your game for 
me to humiliate players worse than me. After a Isa id day at work here playing 

Peggie and downloading funny YouTube videos, i find nothing more satisfying 

than logging on to an online game and killing players who have no chance of 
defending tliemselves against me. Why? Because they are noobs, 3 nd noobs 

must die. This, is not cruelty friends. This is natural selection. If they deserved to 

live, they would not be noobs. So we must kill them. And so we shall, 

3 KILLING NAZIS IS FUN. If there's one group more fun to kill than noobs* it's ? 
Nazis. Thai's why there are so many Nazi-killing games Heck, even games set 

on other planets or in the future often have Nazis in 'em. Game not working as 
is? fust add Nazis. Result: instant Fun. Lately, a minor backlash has appeared from 7 

certain uninformed types complaining about there being "too many” Nazi-kill- 
ing games To which 1 respond: Sure, ll get itr Adolf. How's the bralwurst? Look, it's 

simple: The more games you make with Nazis to kill, the more Nazis 1 get to kill, 
Thats the formula. Anyone not on boa id with this maybe needs to get their priori¬ 

ties straighL There is nothing owe important than kitting Nazis 

4 BREASTS ARE FUN, OK. I know I sad up top that you can't distract us from 
the lack of fun in your game with breasts. That was just for my wife, who I 

know only reads the first 100 words of my column, Now that sheii gone, i can 

speak the truth: Breasts rule. I love breasts. Grve me more, and I wilt love your game 
forever I don't even cere where you put them. They can be floating m space on 

top of cars hidden in barrels. More breasts equate more fun. Come to thinfe of it. 

never mind about the Nazis There rs nothing more important than breasts, 

5 CHEATING IS FUN You overcharged me for your game. You made me 

update my graphics card and RAM and install all sorts of wanky drivers that I 

didn't want on my PC, But now the game is mi ne. This means i"m going to play it 
my way not yours. So if I want to save every two seconds, or walk through walls, 

or give myself SO extra lives. welt more power to me, Please don't waste precious 

development time that you could be using to put more breasts in bands by trying 

to prevent me from cheating. I will get around it anyway. Really. Don't bother. 

The, riien, is my theory of fun Read it learn it, live it, Because what « a game 

without fon? Yes, thafs right friends. A flight sim. Jeff Green 
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